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A YEAR IN
Admire time for its purity.
Cleanly it glides among us,
matching our pace. It lays
down each moment neatly be-
fore us and picks it up when we
pass, it crisply defines new and
old, here and gone.
We pass time by. Whether or
not we pass over each moment
is a matter of choice. But we
are given each moment to pick
up and use. If we discard the
moment it is lost. But if we
keep it and shape it, the mo-
ment lives on, perhaps indefi-
nitely.
The years we have spent at
La Salle University have pro-
vided us with innumerable
2 Theme
THE LIFE
moments, each loaded with
possibility. Hopefully, we have
used each one: frantically as-
sembling a term paper, cram-
ming a semester's courseload
into a volatile memory, turning
uncertainty into understand-
ing, discussing ideas with
teachers, savoring a meal and
the company of others, passing
the night with some friends
and a six-pack, passing the day
in the arms of a loved one.
These are the moments that
make us feel alive. The trick is
to find the time to use them.
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On any given day, aLa Salle student is
exposed to disci-
plines in business, science,
and liberal arts. With this
in mind, the editors dedi-
cate this book to the fol-
lowing teachers who have
blessed their areas with
new levels of excellence.
The Gift of Teaching, A Gift Appreciated
Twenty-five years have passed since
Dr. Joseph Kovatch read his first class
roil at La Salle University. The flavor of
the school's past and its dedication to
the education of young students with
the capacity and zeal for learning is still
safely preserved, thanks, in part, to Dr.
Kovatch.
An Associate Professor and former
chairman of the Psychology Depart-
ment, he has devoted much energy into
making La Salle his home, a home that
includes a family of colleagues, stu-
dents, and his own children as well. His
ideas about education initially won the
approval of the administration and, to
this day, appeal to what is indeed a dif-
ferent academic climate.
Dr. Kovatch loves to teach. His en-
thusiasm is inexhaustible and continues
to inspire many. "What is rewarding for
me," he says, "is when students I have
not seen in years return to campus and
tell me the person that 1 am, inside and
outside the classroom, has had a major
impact on who they are today."
Dr. Kovatch respects every student,
and they return the honor by working
to their full potential. To help them
reach this capacity he also believes it
necessary to foster and operate in an
environment of flexibility.
Although he graduated from Villan-
ova with a degree in economics and
marketing. Dr. Kovatch studied psy-
chology at Ottowa University, where he
eventually received a grant to research
psychophysiology. Afterwards he came
to La Salle, where he introduced the
teaching of the psychology of the aging.
At La Salle he has also served on the
Academic Affairs and the Athletic Com-
mittees.
it is with sincere respect and admira-
tion that we dedicate this yearbook to
Dr. Joseph Kovatch. It is an honor he
truly deserves.
— Christy LaPointe
A Familiar Face in Foreign Language
Ask professors and students what
comes to mind when they think of Dr.
Blumenthal, and you'll receive a variety
of responses, ranging from "an easygoing
person who never loses his cool" to "a
good colleague and a superb administra-
tor" and on a rather light-hearted note,
"a goofy dog- lover." No matter what
one calls him, Bernhardt Blumenthal is a
man who, during twenty-six years of
teaching, has made his mark on La Salle.
With his encouragement. La Salle stu-
dents have received a record number of
Fulbright awards, and with twenty years
as Chair, he has endured the ups and
downs of the Department of Foreign
Languages.
Bernhardt Blumenthal's connection to
La Salle began in 1947, when he entered
La Salle College High School. From 1951
to 1955 Blumenthal was a student of Ger-
man at La Salle College; he was awarded a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship for gra-
duate study at Northwestern University.
The recipient of a Fulbright award, Blu-
menthal also studied at the University of
Gottingen, West Germany. He earned a
Master's degree in German in 1961 and
began teaching German at La Salle Col-
lege in 1963. Blumenthal received his
Ph.D. from Princeton in 1965, and in 1969
he was appointed Chairman of the For-
eign Languages Department, a position
he still holds today.
For a man with such an impressive list
of accomplishments, Dr. Blumenthal has
an unassuming philosophy of life. Blu-
menthal says that he tries to deal with
realities objectively; he examines situa-
tions free of any outside influence or
prejudice, and he makes a judgement
based on the situation at hand. His meth-
4 Dedication
Management 301 — A Lesson in Life
"Co to college and you'll go places."
In a geographic sense, Dr. Charles Hal-
pin, Professor in the Management De-
partment, disproves this statement.
Born in Germantown Hospital just two
blocks from La Salle, reared in "Brick-
yard'," a small section of Cermantown
five blocks from La Salle, educated at La
Salle College, and employed by La Salle
since 1946, Dr. Halpin is still within the
same five block radius. But geographic
location isn't everything. Whatever area
Dr. Halpin hasn't covered in a physical
sense has been made up for by his ex-
tensive experiences in education,
teaching, law, and life in general.
Whenever Dr. Halpin enters a class-
room, he takes all his teachers (primarily
Christian Brothers) with him. Over the
years, he hopes that he's passed a stable
set of acceptable values to his students.
"On the undergraduate level young
people are still developing, and while
the course material is important, it is
secondary to the students' establishing
solid values."
Students greatly appreciate Dr. Hal-
pin's enthusiasm in the classroom and
his common sense approach to busi-
ness. Theories are great on paper, he
believes, but using street smarts to deal
with what really happens in the world is
a concept he stresses to
the utmost. "Some people
look out the window and
all they can see is the past.
You have to see the fu-
ture. The world need vi-
sionaries." He loves teach-
ing and thinks La Salle's
students are "the greatest
people in the world." Ap-
preciation of this attitude
is seen in his winning,
among other awards, the
Lindback Award for out-
standing teaching.
Dr. Halpin graduated
from Temple Law School,
Class of '53. Pursuing a law
degree instead of a Ph.D.
was what he considers one of his best
moves. In addition to his work at La
Salle, he has had a highly successful ca-
reer in arbitration and currently takes
about ten cases per year. Dr. Halpin at-
tributes much of his success to the love
and support of his wife. "Marrying my
wife was one of the best decisions I
made in my life." He is committed to his
family, and he and his wife of 45 years
have had nine children — seven whom
are La Salle graduates.
With pleasure, we dedicate this year-
book to Dr. Charles Halpin, a man who
has provided La Salle and his students
with 42 years of commitment and ser-
vice.
— Jane Nagle
od has also served him well as a teacher:
Blumenthal's students praise him as "a
friendly man who is ready to help in
whatever capacity he can" and as "a
helpful man who will always make time
for a student." Blumenthal says that as a
teacher, he aims to help his students bet-
ter understand the world by examining
the realities within it. A quotation from
Goethe has guided him through his
teaching career: "Ich forme Menschen
nach meinem Gebilde" {I form people in
my image). "To do so," says Blumenthal,
smiling, "is a delight." And for his stu-
dents, to be formed in the image of this
man must certainly be a wonderful thing.
We honor Dr. Bernhardt Blumenthal
with the dedication of this yearbook as
he has honored LaSalle over the years.
— Lara Pokorny
Dedication 5
5:00 am
5:30 While most of campus sleeps, the
women's varsity crew team practices on
the Schuylkill.
6 A Day in the Life
6:00 am
I
6:13 La Salle's champion swimmers refine their skills.
A Day in the Life 7
7:00 am
7:12 A La Salle staff
member for nearly
twenty years, Angelo
Daddona prepares
breakfast at the North
Halls Cafeteria.
8 A Day in the Life
8:00 am
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'^, 8:00 Faculty and
students begin
another day.
A Day in the Life 9
9:00 am
10 A Day in the Life
10:00 am
A Day in the Life 11
11:00 am
11:55 Barb Lemay discovers
the microscopic world of Bi-
ology 201.
12 A Day in the Life
12:00 pm
12:18 Theodore Vlastaridis
serves a customer on 20th
and Oiney, where his sales
(and sodas) have flowed
briskly for years.
12:34 Dr. Leo Rudnytzl<y
discusses a thousand years of
Eastern European Christian-
ity for the Concert and Lec-
ture Series.
A Day in the Life 13
14 A Day in the Life
2:00 pm
2:38 Dr. Goedkoop of the Department of Communication takes advantage of the warm weather
to teach his class outdoors.
A Day in the Life 15
3:23 Worn out
after a long day of
prying their
minds open,
some students
return to the
16 A Day in the Life
4:00 pm
4:31 The women's field
hockey team puts an-
other opponent on the
A Day in the Life 17
5:00 pm
18 A Day in the Life
6:00 pm
6:12 Chemistry's tri-
ple threat: Marc
Lamb, Joe Morelli,
and Jay Stevens take a
break from some late-
day experiementa-
tion.
A Day in the Life 19
7:00 pm
20 A Day in the Life
8:00 pm
A Day in the Life 21
9:00 pm
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9:52 The girls of St. Kathar-
ine discuss Kierkegaard and
credit cards.
22 A Day in the Life
10:00 pm
A Day in the Life 23
11:00 pm
11:00 The changing of the
guard. Jurij Horajeckyj, left,
discusses the coming night's
patrol with officer Richard
Phillips.
24 A Day in the Life
12:00 am
12:00 A student studies in
the library up until closing.
A Day in the Life 25
1:00 am
26 A Day in the Life
2:00 am
2:27 Recognize this place? Spots
are few and far between during
the day, but in the wee hours the
main parking lot hosts wide open
spaces.
A Day in the Life 27
28 A Day in the Life
3:00 am — 4:00 am
Photographers sleep too.
A Day in the Life 29
CONNELLY LIBRARY
Since 1972 it was thought that a new library
was an impossibility due to expense and lo-
cation. This new library is a physical testa-
ment that one should never give up hope. It
reminds me of the old saying, "Where
there's life, there's hope"
— John S. Grady
Director of Honors Program
30 A Day in the Life
It smells new. Seriously, I think the library
is a great improvement that La Salle Uni-
versity needed to truly be called a real
university and be taken seriously as an es-
tablishment.
— Herman Cohen, 1989
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Oh! I love it!
— Eithne Bearden, Reference Librarian
A Day in the Life 31
32 A Day in the Life
A Day in the Life 33
Mr. Ksiazek has been suc-
cessfully keeping order in
the senior biochemistry
lab for years, despite stu-
dents' attempts at adven-
ture in the name of sci-
ence.
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Dr. Pritchard continues to make true experimenters
out of the psychology students who take on the
challenge of her class.
Dr. Shuman makes his classroom lectures
just as interesting as his off-campus legal
activities.
34 Administration and Faculty
This year in the life of La Salle
has seem growth and develop-
ment under the direction of
Brother President Patrick Ellis,
His work represents the dedica-
tion he has given the school
since accepting the presidency
in 1977.
Who's new at LSU?
This year La Salle wel-
comed 14 new faculty mem-
bers and saw 28 new ap-
pointments to its administra-
tion offices. The new faculty
filled openings in eight aca-
demic departments; the new
administrators joined var-
ious campus offices.
And what do the new
people think of La Salle? Says
History's Brother Ed Sheehy,
"What impresses me about
La Salle is the same spirit I
observed here as an under-
graduate — friendly atmo-
sphere, strong academics
and a fine rapport between
faculty and students. Learn-
ing occurs on this campus.
The world of 1988 is differ-
ent from the world of 1968,
but the spirit of La Salle re-
mains constant."
**
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Bro. Patrick Ellis
Ray Ricci — A Dedicated Vision
"As~a~stti'dent; teacher and administTa=~~~to effect greater change over the
tor, he has been associated with La Salle
for over twenty-five years. In those years,
his dedication, insightfulness and vision
have taken him to one of the highest
"' ranking administrative posts in the Uni-
-- versity and has earned him the respect of
— many of his fellow administrators, facul-
—ty and staff. Who is he? He, probably to
—the surprise of many students, is Mr.
— Raymond A. Ricci, currently the Direc-
t-tor of Planning for the University. Aside
-from the influence of his position, Mr.
— Ricci's genuine concern for La Salle's
— values, mission, and most importantly,
— the quality of the service it provides for
— its students makes him a person whom
— students should seek out and get to know
—|ai~a more personal level. ——|—Following his graduation-froHi—La
—Salle College with a B.A. in English, an
administrative position in the Evening
tvision office at La Salle opened up and
4-eci applied for and was given the posi-
ian. At the time, he viewed the position
iily_as a temporary stop: "I thought 'Let
^try that,' expecting to last six months
ififore I was either drafted or went into
-eaching, and now, twenty-five years lat-
Pm still here." Several factors were
mcial in Ricci's decision to remain in
,he Evening Division: personnel changes
Occurred and, in 1970, he became Assis-
tant Dean; he began graduate work in
Education which led to his Master's De-
gree from Temple University — from
this courseworJLiie_saw_tbLe„op.pQrtunitx
whole system from an adminis-
trative position; the environ-
ment in the office was a dynamic
one where people were encour-
aged to take risks and experi-
ment with new ideas; and most
importantly, Mr. Ricci saw a
concern for quality in the Even-
ing Division's approach to adult
education.
After approximately six years
in the Evening Division, Ricci
took the position of Registrar in
which he served for seven years.
In 1981, the College was award-
ed a grant to research into plan-
ning and some of the education-
al trends of the time. Mr. Ricci
was given the position of over- - -
seeing the project and after the grant was
renewed for a second year, the result was
the production of a direction statement
in early 1983 which gave a framework for
long-term decision making. At the end of
the process, a permanent position of Di-
rector of Planning was established, of-
fered to and accepted by Mr. Ricci. The
driving force behind his decision to ac-
cept the position was his strong belief
that "the mission of the College needed
to be more explicitly verbalized and em-
braced by the campus community."
With sincere beliefs such as these and
hard work to match, Ray Ricci has clear-
ly demonstrated his dedication to La
Salle. He has had a leading role in pre-
serving and promoting traditional -La—
Sallian values and setting challenges_for_
the future to ensure that even witll_
growth and expansion the University.re-„
mains committed to these fundamental-.-
values and its mission of quality educa-
tion. Knowingly or unknowingly, it is the
La Salle student — past, present, and
future — who is^the ieneficiary_jDf__his_
commitment .
lohn S. Grady,-Jiu_
36 Academic Affairs Administration
Academic Affairs Administration
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Bro. Emerv Mollenhauer Mr. Gerald Johnson
Bro. Paul Scheiter
mitimrm
, fnrmTnffn ,
—3ro. Patrick Ellis
Mr. Raymond Ricci —
—Bro. Paul Scheiter —
—^ro. Emery MoUenhauer-
^Mr. Gerald Johnson -
Mr. Stephen Longo —
Bro. James Muldoon
Ms. Alice Hoersch
Mr. Harry McManui
_President
Director of Planning
—Coordinator, Institutional Researck
Provost
i' —Director of Special Programs ——
—
Director, Academic Computing
Dean of Arts and Sciences
Associate Dean
AdministratlvF Assistant
Academic Affairs Administration 37
Academic Affairs Administration
Joseph Kane Harry McManus
Joseph Kane
Susan Mudrick
Gregory Bruce__
David WeitzeL—
-JCathleen Quinlisk,,
-Glenda Kuhl
I—Bro. E. Gerald Fitz
-Dominic Galante
-"Gerard Donahue
Bro. John OwgnT"
Jean Haley
"
John Baky ~-—
Margaret Wall"
John McAskiir
John Grady
Director of Business Administration
Assistant Dean of Business Admin^
Associate Dean of Business AdmirL_
Dir. of Admissions, Grad. BusLness_
Asst. Director, Graduate Business-
Dean, Evening Div. and Summer
—
•
Director of Admissioas
^Registrar
"Assistant Registrar
"Chairman, Roster Committee"""
—
Director of Library Services
Collection Development Librarian
Head, Reference Department
_Head, Catalog Department
...Director, Honors Program
38 Academic Affairs Administration
Glenda Kuhl
Academic Affairs Administration 39
Academic Affairs Administration
^ K ^
Robert Meidel
..J***t
John Grady John Sweeder
?fPfh
Bernhardt Blumenthal
John Sweeder
Joseph Meredith
Robert Meidel
John King —
~
Carohne Wistar
Director, La Salle in Europe-
Coordinator, Audio-Visual Services
—
Director, Sheeky Writing Center-
Director, Academic Discovery^'rgmr-
, . Director, Evening Admissions
li-€urator. Art Gallery
40 Academic Affairs Administration
Education Artfully Done — Caroline Wistar
c
The name Caroline Wistar, often syn-
onomous with the La Salle Art Gallery,
deserves further acknowledgment. As
-Curator of the museum, Ms. Wistar co-
ordinates special exhibits, attempting to
have at least two each semester. Caroline
Wistar, who came to La Salle with the
official opening of the Art Gallery in
,1976, praises Bro. Daniel Burke for his
conception of and work with the gallery.
The Art Gallery contains a permanent
collection of Western Art which Bro.
Daniel started in the early 1960's. In
1974, with the completion of Olney Hall,
Jiis collected paintings were installed in
the basement. Two years later, the Art
Gallery opened its doors to students and
faculty with the help of Caroline Wistar.
_ Ms. Wistar's previous experiences in
Jthe art world prepared her for a position
as curator of La Salle's growing collec-
tion. She completed her undergraduate
education at Wheaton College of Nor-
ton, Massachusetts. After graduation in
1964, she worked for the Boston Muse-
"um of Art. She left her job in Boston to
"study art at the Courtauld Institute of"
=1
London which is associated with the
University of London. Approximately
two years later, she became an assistant
curator at the Philadelphia Museum of
Art in the Department of Prints, Draw-_
ings and Photographs. L'ndeniably, her
knowledgeable past has paved the way^
for her success here at La Salle.
Ms. Wistar feels that students should,
take advantage of the opportunity to aci
tually see art. She promotes interdisci-
plinary studies such as art and religion
and art and literature. She also views art
as intimately related to the story of
man's progress through history. To truly
enhance the educational experience here
at La Salle, Ms. Wistar encourages stu-
dents to begin visiting the gallery in their
freshman year, so that eventually the
gallery becomes a comfortable place to
relax, learn, and appreciate the true val-
ue of art. In order to fully understand
art, Ms. Wistar believes it is necessary to
experience it in this way. Slides and art_
history books do not do justice to the
effect art can have on people.
'~~
Caroline Wistar and the La Salle Aft"
Gallery's motto is "more is less." By this,
Ms. Wistar explains, she means that by~
trying to cram too much art into one vis^
it, a person learns less than by just con~
centrating on a few works at a time. The
Art Gallery staff, therefore, welcomes all
students to come and experience art for"
Themselves as often as they can.
"
Kathleen Ganifhef"
g
John King
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Bro. Charles Echelmeier Sister Margaret Kelly
l_Ilaymond Heat]i,™__„_
L-^Nancy Brewer „ _
I
—^Bro. Charles Echelmeier-
1—Sister Margaret Kelly
|— Pamela Hayden
I
—Frank Schreiner
I Peter Filicetti
—
George Walter
Esther Mummert
Vice-President for Student Affairs „
Assistant VP for Student Affairs-
Director of Campus Ministry
Associate Dir. of Campus Ministry-
Associate Dir. of Campus Ministry
—
Director of Counseling Center
-Assistant Dir. of Counseling Center™'
"Director of Financial Aid
"Assistant Dir. of Programming
42 Student Affairs Administration
Ms. Pamela Hayden
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~Stiid^nt-AffaiTS"Admmfetratio]^
Ronald Diment
Karen Shields
(rnnrrmvf^ pnnrrnnfrinn
Robert Mullen
Peter D'Orazio"
Ronald Diment
Rosalea McLemore_
Kathleen Schrader
Francine Calafati
Karen Shields
Alan Wendell
Director of Recreation and Athletics
Director of Intramurals
[3 Director of Resident Life
Director of Student Health Services
Director of Student Life
Assistant Director of Student Life _
Assistant Director of Student Life _
Assistant Dir. of Judicial Affairs -^
44 Student Affairs Administration
s
Francine Calafati
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Development Administration
I
Bro. Charles Gresh
mm^t^»^m:m:m;wM.9.m
Fred Foley _______
John McCloskey
Bro. Charles Gresh
John J. MacDonald
Charles Greenberg- —
L. Thomas R€ifsteek-
Louis La Morte
Raymond Ulnrerr
Edward Turzanski
Bro. Andrew Bartley"
^ ^- *r«v*:#:ii:w«r».m«.m
Vice-President, Development
Asst. Vice-President,JD_e_YeiQpmfiiit
Director of Annual Euad
Director of Alumni —
—
Assistant Director of Alumni
Dir., Career Planning & Placemeirt
—
:|€ooperative Education Coordinator
teifector of Communication
Director of Government Affairs
Director of Public Affairs
46 Development Administration
Business Affairs Administration
David Fleming Stephen Greb
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—David Fleming
-Paul McNabb-
-^arina Grace—
—Rose Lee Pauline
—John Travers
Stephen Greb
~l:inda FerraHtE
—
Vice-President, Business Affairs
Comptroller
Bursar
Director of Personnel
Director of Security
• -Director of Food Services-
Director of Mail Services-
Business Affairs Administration 47
Mr. John Zook
48 Accounting
Mr. Joseph Ugras
Accounting 49
Bro. Thomas McPhillips
50 Biology
Bro. Craig Franz
lecxrmpHwn,
Dr. Norbert Belzer
Bro. Craig Franz
—Mr. Raymond Ksiazek
Fo. Thomas McPhillips
'fr Anne Mickle
Bro. James Buldoon
Dr. Annette O'Connor
Dr. Geri Seitchilc
y
Dr. Anne Mickle
Biology 51
Chemistry
wmmmmimmmmmm
Dr. Thomas Straub
„Dr. David CichowiczL
Dr. Nancy Jones
—Mr. Robert Polek
—Dr. William Price-
—Dr-r-George-Sbalhettfe
Dr. George Shalhoub Dr. Thomas Straub
Dr. Nancy Jones — Expecting Success
Dr. Nancy Jones has been with La
Salle for three years, but she never ex-
pected to teach anywhere. Raised near
Albany, the professor began her travels
with undergraduate studies at the Uni-
versity of Rochester. Her postgraduate
work was completed at Northwestern
University, outside Chicago, where she
"endured" Midwestern winters. Califor-
nia weather came next during post-doc-
toral studies at UCLA. This work was
continued back east at the University of
Pennsylvania. Teaching was never one of
Dr. Jones" choices, so she decided not to
follow her father's example of teaching
elementary school. Just a week of teach-
ing changed her ideas and opened a new
career option. Dr. Jones then began
searching for a full-time job. She says
that at La Salle "I applied, I interviewed,
and I said my prayers they
would hire me." Those prayers
were answered, and today she is
comfortably settled outside of
Philadelphia and on the third
floor of Holroyd. Coming from
big universities, "Dr. J" enjoys
the close-knit atmosphere on
this campus and appreciates the
interaction between instructors
and students.
""
Dr. Jones doe's everything sKeT
can to the "nth" degree. Al"
though she enjoys reading, trav^
el and gardening, her ruling in"
terest is in research. She is now"
involved in studies of supercon="
ductors (solid-state chemistry)"
at DuPont. A position as "visit"
ing scientist" has continued"
since summer, providing a satisfying bal=
—
ance between education and exploration™^
Otherwise, "doing the laundalims up
the rest of the time."_ _^_
A science background has given this
chemistry teacher a skeptical reaction to
what she reads, especially in popular mer.
dia. Here, statements are often made__
without any supporting evidence, while___
in science, Dr. Jones points out, "you'xe_„
forced to prove anything you say or dch^! .
In a Consumer Chemistry course, stu-
dents are encouraged to read, evaluaLe__
the different prospectives, and th_en___
form a balanced opinion. This basic le^.;__
son is one that society rarely hears or can
implement: "There may be the right out-
cry in the end, but it's not an informed
outcry," says Dr. Jones.
Chemistry students learn more than
just the lesson of the day. Contrary to
popular belief, a lab experiment doesn't
have to work for one to learn from it. DFT"
Jones believes that "Students have to ac-
cept that (the test) didn't work and fig-
ure out the "why' which has as much
value as explaining a lab that succeeds.'"
Future plans for this La Salle teacher
include more research and a new child^^^^^
Congratulations! Has Nancy Jones
""found her ideal situation? "Almost, ex^^
"cept that I don't have time to do all the
"tlringsThatTd like to da"
Janice"Jai5kowski
52 Chemistry
Communication
JBro. Gerard Molyneaux
Ms. Catherine Dobris
Dr. Richard Goedkoop_
.^
Dr. Sharon Kirk _
Mr. Sidney MacLeod -
Mr . William-W^ine
Bro. Gerard Molyneaux
Ms. Catherine Dobris
Communication 53
Economics
Mr. Henry Cruz
54 Economics
Education
Dr. Gary Clabaugh
Education 55
Swk i^wTrnM^mwrn^mm
Dr. James Butler
-Dr. Marjorie Allen —
-Brch Daniel Burke
- Bro. Gabriel Fagan-
"Dr: Robert Fallon
f—DrT Howard Hannuiff
&f:~Kevin Harty
Mrs. Joyce Hoffman
Mr. John Keenan
Dr. John Kleis
Dr. Vince Kling
Mr. Claude Koch
_JDj. Richard Lautz
Mr. Joseph Meredith.
—Dr. Linda Merians
-Dr. Barbara Millard
"Bro. Lawrence Oelscfrlegd-
Mr. P.S. Rao
Dr. John Seydow'
Dr. Mary Schmelzer
Dr. Stephen Smith
Dr . Margot Soven
Dr. James Butler Mr. Joseph Meredith
T
Dr. Merians — Touching all the Bases
1-4.
"Sometimes when you're teaching a
nclass," Dr. Linda Merians relates, "some
kid just lights up. What you've said has
I
really awakened something in this stu-
{' dent." She pauses, a triumphant gleam
I
in her eye, "That's the most exciting feel-
ring in the world, because you've helped
change someone's life." As a professor of
\
English, Linda Merians has been chang-
ing lives in the classroom for the past five
years now, the last two here at La Salle.
"There's no high like teaching a great
class," she says, "and, of course, no low
hke teaching a bad one." When Dr. Mer-
ians speaks about her profession, one can
-read the dedication etched in her expres-
o
ably the worst team oTIRe dec
ade. She liked the Mets though,
because "no matter how bad
they were," she says, "they still
cared about what they wanted to
do." They tried and eventually
overcame. Dr. Merians sees this
as a motto to live by, to apply to
her profession, and to put into
practice at La Salle.
Dr. Merians' future plans in-
clude La Salle. She wishes to
continue teaching here and, of
course, improve as a teacher
along the way. She reminds her-
self that she is still a novice in
the field, with only five years' ex
perience. Dr. Merians also has ambitions
to become a well-respected Eighteenth
Century scholar and has a pet project to
co-edit a book on South African litera-
-ture. Of this she says, "South Africa has
— After receiving—her-degree-ft'&m—the—a-wealth of great literature and I'd like to
create an awareness of it in the U.S."
It becomes apparent that Linda Mer-
ians has found a new home at La Salle.
She subscribes to the La Sallian mission
and spiritual development. The students
at La Salle, she says, "want to be here. I
like their openness. They want to learn
and are willing to be taught." The gleam
returns to her eye. "The best way to un-
derstand yourself is to read literature.
You talk about life, yourself, everything
jvhen you talk about literature." This
sion, woven throughout her words. She
is, in a word, intense about her job and
brings this intensity into the classroom,
whether she is teaching her specialty.
Eighteenth Century literature, or a basic
freshman class.
University of- Maryland, Dr. Merians
traveled to England, where she finished
-her dissertation. Upon returning two
years later, she taught at Bucknell Uni-
versity for three years and then came to
La Salle in 1987. Dr. Merians has pub-
- lished several articles in the field of Res-
L toration and the Eighteenth Century.
; She is at present completing a book on
--.- J her favorite author of the period, Mat-
- tbew Prior, the- last of the "courtier po-
,
fits."
Xinda Merians' interests, however,—massive undertaking is a pleasure for Dr.
venture far far beyond Eighteenth Cen-
\ tury literature. She also likes to write, to—^1 cook, and to play the cello. She calls her--
—-' self an opera buff and a big baseball fan. -
I
Raised in New York, Dr. Merians grew_
..
,; up watching the Mets of the 1960's, argu^
Merians, and she says, "It's a helluva lot
better than making license plates."
—E-dward-Pettitr
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izzn English
Bro. Daniel Burke Dr. Stephen Smith
Fine Arts
Dr. George Diehl
f^
i
prmrymrm
I
^^'^V
Mr. Thomas RidingtoiL.
Dr. George Diehl —
Mr. James Haines
Mr. James Lang
Mr. Charles White
Dr. Charles White
Mr. James Lang
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Finance"
Dr. Walter Schubert
Dr. Lester Barenbaum
Dr. Joshua Buch
I'oreign Language
Dr. Nicholas Angerosa Dr. Richard Boudreau
62 Foreign Language
Dr. Glenn Morocco
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Geology/Physics
Mr. Adamar Rakowsky
Dr. Henry Bart
Dr. Mark Guttmaim
Dr. Alice Hoersch
Dr. Steve Longo -
Mr. Joseph Simmons"^
-MT:-BeTtram-Strieb ~
Mr. Joseph Simmons
Dr. Henry Bart
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History
¥¥fh
Dr. Theopolis Faii:
Dr. J. Sandor Cziraky
Dr. Arthur Hennes.sy
Dr. Miroslav Labunka
—Mr. Dennis McCarthy-
Dr. Joseph O'Grady
Rev. Rebecca Price-Janney
Dr. John Rossi
Bro. Edward Sheehy
Dr. George Stow
Dr. Theopolis Fair
Dr. George Stow
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Management
I
Dr. Steven Meisel
Ms. Mananne Gauss._
It. Bemaid Goldner.
-Di^-Chailes Halpin
-D-r. PrafuUa Joglekar
-Dp^Michael KorzeniowsM-
i—Br: Bruce MacLeod
3r; Lynn Miller
"Mr. Jack Rappaport
5F. Joseph Seltzer
Dr. Kathryn Szabat
Mr. Madjid Tavana
Dr. Joseph Troxell
Mr. Jack Rappaport
Dr. Steve Meisel — Managing It All
4~..If-you~ever_wondered what-lies-be-
yond the success of a corporation such
as LB.M., Xerox, or Apple, the answer
lies within the company's organiza-
tional management. Who better to
discuss this with than the Chairman
of La Salle University's Management
Department, Dr. Steve Meisel.
Dr. Meisel began his higher educa-
tion at West Chester, selecting psy-
chology as his major. After three years
of studying, he decided to obtain a job
dealing with clinical psychology at a
mental health facility, in an effort to
apply what he had learned. After a
time there, he began to realize that
the facility was not functioning well
due to difficulties with its internal or-
ganization. So began Dr. Meisel's
study of organizational management.
His interest in the subject led him to
complete his B.A. in it. He then at-
tended Temple University for his
Masters in Group Dynamics and later
for his Ph.D. in Organizational Behav-
Why did Dr. Meisel choose La
Salle? After teaching at Rider College
for a time, he visited La Salle, inter-
ested in a teaching position. During
his visit, he became aware thatthe^
goals of the University were in accord
with his own-personal- vision of teach-
ing. He wished to be a part of a school
whose faculty expressed a dynamic in-
terest in management, who were en-
thusiastic about teaching and eager to
help students learn. La Salle was his
place.
Throughout the summer. Dr. Mei-
sel can be found doing what he enjoys
most: teaching. He can be found at
Southern Connecticut State Universi-
ty where he is a visiting professor
teaching a subject near and dear to his
heart— environmental education. He
says "I teach a seminar for a week
with different colleagues and a differ-
ent kind of student, and I do the kinds
of things I am interested in there,
too." Dr. Meisel's interest in environ-
mental affairs does not involve teach-
ing alone. He is an active member of
Greenpeace as well as being on his
townshipIs„EiryJu:QiiiJiejital_Adyi&Qiiy_.
Board., .^
After attending any class offered by
Dr. Meisel, it is obvious that his great-
est love is teaching. He loves to see
people enjoy learning. Of the many
undergraduate courses he offers, inn
eluding Effective Communication^
Organizational Behavior, and Power
and Authority, he enjoys teaching tha.
non-major classes t^hHTnostrireTratlSB"
—
students of different majors can offer~™~"
varying opinions on the topics covered-
in class which adds to the learning-ex™.™-™
perience of everyone present. — —
On campus. Dr. Meisel has beeniB
volved with the Student Press Conr^^
mittee and the Judicial Board. Off—=
campus, he belongs to the Academy of-
Management and the Organizational
Behavior Teaching Society. The lat-
ter offers a means of meeting with
people educated in the field of organi-
zational behavior where "you talk
about how to teach -the-ettrrent-theor-
ies of motivation." — —
Among Dr. Meisel's other varied in^= .
terests are travel and different types.
of music, including rock and roll, clas-
sical regional — Cajun, South Ameri
can Indian and reggae. Traveling
throughout the world, he has come„tQ
...discover many types of music in which
he takes pleasure. Of his travel. Dr.
Meisel says "I enjoy going to places-^
where people don't normally go
that's the nice thing about teaching.if
you like to travel, you have the time to
_doit/L._
_ J£a.thIefin...!lQnfis ,
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Marketing
Dr. Andrew Bean
Dr. Kathleen Dunne
Mr. Malcom Gray
Ms. Sharon Javie
Dr. Cyrus Mohebbi
Mr. Thomas Reifsteck
Dr. George Swoyer
Dr. James Talaga
Dr. Andrew Bean
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Mathematical Science
Dr. Marijke \an Rossuni Dr. John O'Neill
Linda Elliott — The Social Side of Computing
=D
_Jf_y.o.u've ever walked down the first
floor office corridor of the Mathematical
Sciences Department, chances are you
massed several students outside Ms. Lin-
da Elliott's office. That is, if you weren't
going there yourself.
_A native of Wisconsin, Ms. Elliott re-
ceived a Masters Degree from the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin in African Educa-
tional Systems, and another from the
University of Oregon in Computer Sci-_
ence. She is currently working on her
doctorate at Temple University. At La
^Ue, she has taught courses at all levels
f computing difficulty, ranging from in_^
Toductory computing to operating sys-
jtems; with individual students she has
loderated independent studies and co-
Dperative education assignments.
Ms. Elliott's extensive office hours
ind informal lecturing methods have led _
ler to assist students in more than sim-
ply academic affairs. "I enjoy it when
students feel comfortable enough to dis-
cuss more than simply their current as-
signments," she says. "It's an important
part of my job. I'm not here to sim^l^^
lecture to four classes for three hours a
week; I'm here to help those interested to
grasp a better understanding of comput-
whatever their level. Sometimes un-
erstanding the individual makes the
aths toward those goals much clearer."
In addition to teaching, Ms. Elliott has
tion Committee and on the La
Salle/Belfield Area Neigh-
bors Association, a project
aimed at bettering relations
between the University and
the local community. The re-
sults of the project are very
important to this socially con-
scious educator. "The world
waiting for positive social
cliange begins right outside
our doors," says Ms. Elliott.
"Educating students in the
computer sciences is very im-
^poxtant because computers
j;learly have the potential for
enacting great social change.
But of even greater signifi-
cance is instilling a sense of
social responsibility in _our
students. I believe the La
Salle community fosters an
atmosphere of this."
Carmen lannacone
Served on La Salle's Tenure and Promo-
t
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Military Science
ii Ml
CPT. Thomas Corely
CPT. Thomas Corley
_MAJ. Robert Fischer-
_SSG. Robert FuU&f-
MAJ. Robert Howe--
SSG. Steve Jenkins
—MSG. Mark Osborn
—SFer David RobinsOff
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Political Science
WPf^
Dr. Robert Courtney^
Dr. Joseph Brogan
Mr. Kenneth Hill —
Mr. Francis Nathans —
Mr. Francis Nathans
\.
i i I^ H^ ^ l:^m f
W
Mr. Kenneth Hill
Dr. Joseph Brogan
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Philosophy
IFirst Hand
~We have many times heard Hen-
•|-ry Ford's complaint, "History is
Bunk!" Then there is also Henry
Adams' description of philosophy:
|-"Unintelligible answers to insolv-
|-Erble problems." Quote Ford to your
history professor and stand ready— for the attack or try your luck intro-
ducing Adams to your philosophy ~
teacher — but never quote both to-Pro^^
fessor William Sullivan. Associate Pro-
fessor of Philosophy Sullivan had made
his academic career on exploring the in-
tricate connections between history and
—i-philosophy. The association between the—-—i-two fields goes back a long way for him:
las a La Salle undergraduate, Sullivan
chose philosophy for its diversity. The
young college student saw the field as
~~"' one in which he could explore the rela-— tionships between a number of different
areas. "Philosophy seemed to include a
wide range of interests," says Sullivan,
jvhose own interests include social ques-
iions, politics, religion and ethics. Sulli-
xan finished his Bachelor of Arts Degree
in 1968 and still intrigued by the many-
faceted world of philosophy, went on to
ordam to earn his Master's.
Now that Sullivan is teaching philos-
ophy, history, and courses about the his-
tory of philosophy, he is careful to pass
on the same kind of wonder he has al-
ways had with the subjects. No one
among his students is likely to mistake
history as "bunk." In history, Sullivan
finds lessons for the future — "A con-
tinuing theme in all of philosophy," says
Sullivan, "is an understanding of society
and culture." From this understanding,
he adds, we can discover "what is distinc-
tive about American society and cul-
ture." . . __,_
bviously. it is not an abstract love of
academia which has set Sullivan's sights
Hbamsh-th«ntiea-thatHTistt>ry-aTidrphflt»s'=
—
ophy are only what can be read in dry
textbooks and century-old readings. "I
really feel that teaching is important,-or
else I wouldn't be in this profession;''"-
says the dedicated philosopher.
,, .qH- topics of such universal importance.
__ Through his, enthusiasm, he hopes to
All the progress of the past centur-yln—
—
American society, explains Sullivan, has
led to many unpleasant outcomes.
Though "the basic conditions of human
life have changed more radically than
ever before ... we have killed more peo- -
pie this century than in any other cen-
tury." An understanding of the past,
coupled with a well-defined philosophy
for the future, however, can at least help
us recognize the trend, if not eventually
stop it altogether, believes Professor Sul-
livan. . .
ThisJ;eacher-JiopesJiia±-iiis-preseiita=
tion reaches his students in an unforget:.
table way so that they will never forget
that important connection between his-
tory and philosophy. If there is anything
about him that upsets his students, Sul-
livan suggests that it is only his devotion ,
to his work. Meeting his demands^.he^ex=
plains, "requires a good deal otdiseipliBe
and rigor."
If you are still in search of a quote that
may please this professor, perhaps the
best one you will find was put forth by„_
the 17th C thinker Henry St. John Bo-^_
^lingbroke: "History is philosophy teachT__
ing by examples." Alone, it won't get you_.
an "A," but knowing it is the first step in
understanding the special philosophy of
William Sullivan.
_&ojWJi_Senkowsky
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Philosophy
Dr. Arlene Dallery
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Psychology
Dr. Faye Pritchard
Dr. Joseph Kovatch
Dr. David Oden
74 Psychology
Dr. John Smith
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"Religion
Bro. Joseph Keenan
Rev. Maurice Schepers
76 Religion
Dr. Geffrey Kelly
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SocrohJgy
Mr. Finn Hornum
Dr.,John F. Connorg:.,
Dr. Van Bird _.,,
Ms. Patty Coleman
Mr. John T. Connw-s-
Mr. Finn Hornum—
—
Ms. Sybil Montgomery-
i|- Bro. Francis Tri Nguyeir-
i|—Dr. Laura Otten
ir-DrrUudith StuU
Dr. Judith Stull
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Secretaries
_Ta All Members of the La Salle
-Community:
Tap, tap, tap, tap, tap, tap DING!
As all members of our La Salle com-
jnunity will recognize, the above is the
^ouiid of many dedicated fingers in La
Salle offices, busily typing the day
^way. It would be to take a little time
-to meet the secretaries at La Salle and
-get a better picture of these unsung
-heroes. These staff members, the peo-
course catalogs and academic advi-
sors. This is quite a load to carry to the
mailroom, Duplicating and the var-
ious other stops-on-the-jou-:
busy secretary
-ple who represent one of the most im-
-portant spokes in the academic wheel,
_do much more than just answer the
-phone and type, "Oh, surel" you may
_be thinking, "We know that." But it is
jnteresting how many students and
-faculty members don't appreciate just
-how much the secretaries do. For
.many professionals and businessmen.
a secretary is still "low man on the
totem pole." However, after speaking
with various La Salle secretaries, it is
obvious that their role here on campus
js^an important one.
Freshman or Senior, every student
can agree that he or she has dealt
more often with the secretary in an
office than with anyone else. Secre-
taries take messages, type exams, and
help fill out important forms ^- all
with a smile on their faces. Our secre-
taries do also spend a great deal of
their time answering the phone and
jolving the problems of the person on
the other end. Secretaries are believed
to be a sort of abridged encyclopedia.
They're not only the people sitting be-
hind the desk or the word processor,
they are also road maps, campus in-
formation, public relations people,
Eileen Haughton, of the Registrar's
office very clearly pointed out the rea-
son why the members of her profes-
sion are so deserving of appreciation:
"The one thing I would like the La
Salle community to know about the
secretaries at La Salle is that we are
the most caring people you will ever
meet. Every one of the secretaries
here has to deal with the students
some time during the course of the
semester. You become involved with
the academic problems of all the stu-
dents, even if you just answer a simple
question for them ... I feel I make a
difference in some students' lives
somewhere along the line." There is
no disputing such a remark. The sec-
retaries unanimously agree that there
is a special bonding among them in
that they share in "their commitment
and loyalty to their respective depart-
ments, as well as concern for and be-
lief in an excellent educational facili-
ty" as Sandra Waller of the Counsel-
ing Center relates. Mrs. Naomi
JTimson of the Honors Program
termed this bond as "the nucleus of
the La Salle community." For her, the
secretaries are the "gears that make
the whole LSU community work and
run smoothly."
There must be an appreciation for
these dedicated employees just as
they appreciate each other and La
Salle. The fact that they have made
ads-^i0t-©Hly-among themselves,
but also with their employers and stu-
dents all over campus, emphasizes-
their importance. They are just as ac--
cessible, realiable, dedicated and-
friendly as any professional on cam-_
pus. Once again Eileen pointd this out-
most emphatically with the following-
statement, "In my own case, and with-
others as well, I can't imagine working.,
any place else. I happen to love being a-
secretary and I love the people in my-
office and the particular work we do-
... I never feel that my job is unira-_
portant ... I love coming to work._
They can bury me under the WALKt_
ING MADONNA statue as far as Fin,
concerned because that is the only_
way I'll leave here."
We salute the secretaries on cam^-
pus. These professionals do so much-
more than pick up mail, answer tele-_
phones, and type. They keep La Salle,
in shape, they keep the motor runnings
and they make not only their own of-_
fices efficient, but they also affect the-
Jiundreds of lives that make up the La
Salle communitv.
Thank You to the distinguished
La Salle secretaries!
Fran Scalvino
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Evening Division Faculty
Accounting Communication
Joseph Markmann
Gerard Daly
Donald Gimpel
Paul Guerin
James Higgins
Joseph Hess
John Jaszczak
Gerald Kochanski
Michael Lawlor
Robert O'Neill
Joseph Swartz
Robert Simmons
Terence Smith
Albert Solecki
Art
James Lang
James Williams
Biology
Bro. Craig Franz
Stuart Hughes
Annette O'Connor
Geri Seitchik
Chemistry
Thomas Straub
David Cichowicz
Martin Grourke
William Price
Robert Polek
Catherine Dobris
Sharon Kirk
Bro. Gerard Molyneaux
William Wine
Computer Science
David Brown
William Doyle
Thomas Guiven
Michael Hanion
Michael Kiernan
Margaret McCoey
Michael McDermott
Joseph Waldron
Economics
Joseph Cairo
Henry Cruz
John Duffy
John Funk
Jay Halpern
Francis Healy Jr.
Francis Mallon
James Mazzarella
Ganga Ramdas
Mark Ratkus
James Sable
Thomas Watkins
Electronic Physics
Joseph Ader
Robert Amentea
Robert Bartolini
Bernard Healy
Evening Division Faculty
Education Finance
Leonard Brownstein
Joseph D'Angelo
Patricia Hoey
Frederick Keating
Joan McKee
Francis Ryan
Constance Stuart
English
Nicholas Alexander
Marjorie Allen
Elizabeth Bass
Mary Bonner
Bro. Lawrence Colhocker
George Corwell
Joseph Devlin
Bro. Gabriel Fagan
Howard Hannum
Kevin Harty
Joyce Hoffman
Thomas Horan
Norman Kline
Leo Kindon
William Lynch
Sidney MacLeod
Thomas Malatesta
John Malone
Mary McGlynn
George Mecherly
Joseph Meredith
Robert Meidel
James Mullen
Bro. Lawrence Oelschlegal
Thomas O'Keefe
Michael Paquet
Joseph Phillips
John Seydow
John Sweeder
Richard Tiedeken
Joshua Buch
Thomas Burke
Thomas Di Sabitini
Bernard Dowling
James Kelly
Daniel Lang
Robert MacAulay
James McCloskey
John McColgan
Martin O'Halloran
Gerald Olson
James Sable
Michael Zuckerman
Foreign Languages and
Literatures
Bernhardt Blumenthal
Glenn Morocco
Geology
Henry Bart
Health Care Administration
1. Donald Snook
John Whitman
Ronald Winter
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History
Theopolis Fair
Shawn Aubitz
Arthur Hennessy
Miroslav Labunka
Joseph O'Grady
George Stow
Humanities
Richard Geruson
Bertram Strieb
Human Resource Management
WiUiam Bergman
James Coleman
Joseph Flaherty
Edward Kane
Edna Wilson
Insurance
Charles Hutonn
Law
James Carroll
A.J. Halpin III
Dean Ibrahim
Morton Krase
Robert Suter
Barbara Tracer
Management
Andrew Anders
Robert Blair
James Donahue
Margie Dubrow
Scott Erickson
William Fynes
Alfred Little
Steven Meisel
Wilham Mulholland
Paul Potesta
Charles Rediken
Rosemary Santasto
Gilbert Simons
Joseph Slattery
Marketing
Barry Apparies
Thomas Di Sabatini
Patricia Gallo
Malcome Gray
Maurice Sampson
Steven Simmons
George Swoyer
Mathematics
Bro. Hugh Albright
Arthur Allen
Avi Barr
David Birkett
Frederick Ciao
Gerald Connell
Paul Hurley
Barbara Lontz
P. William Magliaro
Lawrence McElroy
Richard Mitchell
E.J. Nolan
Harold Schwartz
Burton Sternthal
Anthony Trifiletti
Robert Young
Military Science
CPT. Thomas Corely
LTC. James Dent
MAJ. Robert Fischer Jr.
SSG. Robert Fuller
MAJ. Robert Howe
SSG. Steve Jenkins
MSG. Mark T. Osborn
SFC. David Robinson
Music
George Diehl
Robin Haffley
Charles White
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Nursing
Gloria Donnelly
Patricia Becker
Mary Hotter
Cynthia Capers
Sandra Davis
Patricia Gerrity
Linda Leggieri
Marylou McHugh
Martha Pollick
Molly Rose
Nancy Ruane
Zane Wolf
Philosophy ij
Michael Kerlin
Aloysius Ballisty
Sylvia Bondi
Gerard Brennan
Gerard Downey
Eugene Fitzgerald
Robert Kocis
Eugene Lashchyk
Atherton Lowry
John Malloy
Marc Moreau
Edward Murawski
Frederick Van Fleteren
Political Science/Public
Administration
Joseph Brogan
Kenneth Hill
Psychology
David Falcone
Peter Filicetti
Robert Gilligan
Joseph Kovatch
Brenda Lucas
David Oden
Joan Faye Pritchard
Religion
Vivenne Angeles
Diane Ashton
Gustavo Benavides
James Biechler
Steven Heine
Sr. Barbara Hogan
Geffrey Kelly
Kana Mitra
Joanna Rickel
Criminal Justice
Pamela Hayden
Barbara Hornum
Finn Hornum
James Lanahan
Marilyn McArthur
Laura Otten
W. Sherman Perry
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Student Life Student
Student Life Student
Student Life Student i|r
Student Life Student L
'
Student Life Student L|
The brothers of Phi Kap
arrive on campus for their
group picture.
84 Student Life
Each year brings new stu-
dent organizations to La
Salle. Student groups,
such as fraternities, sorori-
ties, and clubs, registered
with the University can
A view of the campus through Fri-
day morning eyes?
use school facilities for
their meetings and pro-
grams. They may also seek
to obtain a campus mail-
box and to participate in
"all-University" functions,
like Open House and
Spring Fling.
To register a student
group at La Salle, just sub-
mit a statement explaining
the purpose of your club
to the Student Life Office.
If the club's purposes are
consistent with the Uni-
versity's, you will be noti-
fied by the Student Life
Director and asked to sub-
mit a list of club officers.
It's that easy.
tudent Life Student Life Student Life Student
tudent Life Student Life Student Life Student
tudent Life Student Life Student Life Student
tudent Life Student Life Student Life Student
tudent Life Student Life Student Life Student
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Adopting the theme of "Estab-
lished in Excellence — Growing with
Pride," La Salle's S.G.A. sponsored
our 35th annual Open House on No-
vember 6th this year. The purpose of
the day is to show prospective stu-
dents and their parents what La Salle
has to offer as a university.
Participation from the entire La
Salle community makes the day a
success every year. This year was no
exception. The language clubs
turned a trip to Olney Hall into a trip
abroad, while the students in Hol-
royd Hall brought the sciences to life
before the eyes of all who attended.
University-wide clubs and organiza-
tions also joined in the festivities.
Friendly competition among the
groups added excitement through-
out the day as the American/Asian
Students' intercultural Association
walked away with a well-deserved
first place for their tribute to the Ori-
ent.
Some old faces returned (above). John Rill
ing, former president of S.G.A., checks out
the Psychology Department's activities.
Outdoor entertainment (left) was also part
of the fun. The Give and Take Jugglers en-
tertained outside the Union Building.
'^ . _ V
Open House
A trip to Italy included music and food,
compliments of the Italian Club.
Yes, those are live mice on display! (left) For
more human entertainment, (right) Jabber-
wocks performed at Backstage.
VN
1989 Open House Winners
Overall Winner
A/ASIA
Business Division
Ist: Accounting Department
2nd: Economics Department
Arts Division
1st: History Department
2nd: Academic Discovery
Department
Science Division
Ist: Psychology Department
2nd: Chymian Society
independent Division
1st: Black Students' League
2nd: R.O.T.C.
Performance Division
1st: Jazz Band
2nd: Masque
Greek Organizations Division
Ist: Gamma Sigma Sigma
2nd: Phi Gamma Nu
Ethnic Division
1st: A/ASIA
2nd: Ukrainian Club
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A/ASIA promotes intercultural un-
derstanding and cooperation among
its members and the La Salle commu-
nity.
President: Rachel Ravasco
Vice President: Michael Vanho
Secretary: Catherine Cabungcal
Treasurer: Mark Megee
Kneeling: John Rau, Regina Walsh, Ani Chacko, Barbie DeVenuto,
Joseph Vanho, Heidi Joe Faller, Eric Buhain. Standing: Rachel Ravasco,
Melissa Chin, Catherine Cabungcal, Michael Vanho, Mark Megee, Alex
Vu, Sonny Ochabillo, Robert Uyehara, Yvonne Mechidas, Enny
Ochabillo.
Alpha Epsilon Delia is a pre-medi-
cal/pre-dental honor society whose
main function is to develop contacts
between students and medical
schools and other professional areas.
Speakers are brought in to enlighten
the members as to what medical
school they wish to choose and also
to develop programs to prepare
them for medical school. It is a na-
tional organization.
President: Theresa Azizkhan
Vice President: Mark Coker
Treasurer: Tina Culotta
Secretary: Cindy Van Arsdale
Sitting on Floor: Pam Atkinson, Carol Schuler, Claudia Petaccio,
Maria Homa, Mareli Azarcon, Patty Oehlbeck. Sitting: Terry
Quane, Tina Culotta, Theresa Azizkhan, Mark Coker, Cindy Van
Arsdale, Missy Delaney. Standing: Lisa Coccia, Linda Monteleone,
Joe Morelli, Dave Angelastio, John Siliquini, Rob Willard, Pat Mig-
nano, Kathy Idason, Maureen Higgins.
A/ASIA, Alpha Epsilon Delta
Isl Row: Liza de Guzman, Leah Jones, David Costello, Tra-
cey Hasseli, Rcgina Walsh, Jannis Barlow, Kelly Beckner,
Regina Scheidel. 2nd Row: Alexa Knapp, Cindy Glaspey,
John Cassidy, Mike Shellito, Scott Jermyn, Matthew Wright,
Lois Kaznicki, Clif Cortez, Michael Sims.
President: Kelly Beckner
Vice President: David Costello
VP of Publicity: Tracey Hasseli
VP of Campaigns: John Cassidy
Treasurer: Chris Hertkorn
La Salle's group of Amnesty In-
ternational is the local chapter
of an international organization
that works to free political pris-
oners. La Salle's students host
events such as candle-light vig-
ils to increase local awareness of
worldwide problems, as well as
writing letters to foreign gov-
ernments.
Kneeling: Barb Heinaman, Maureen Loughlin,
Susan Kwon, Cheryl Condo. Standing: Tom
Edwards, Lisa Cebular, Bob McHugh.
President: Maureen Loughlin
Vice President: Bob McHugh
Treasurer: Tom Edwards
Secretary: Cheryl Condo
Beta Alpha is the accounting honor society,
open to individuals with honors who are
planning to start a career in accounting or
another business major related to account-
ing. Beta Alpha hosts a variety of speakers and
develops interesting and informing pro-
grams. These programs are designed to help
students make contacts with graduate school
and further their knowledge of accounting as
a profession.
Amnesty International, Beta Alpha 89
The Black Students' League presents activi-
ties from a multicultural perspective and
plays a major role in coordinating Black His-
tory Month.
President: Dawn Dickerson
Vice President: De De Harrison
Kneeling: Shirlean Swedenburg, Mike Green, Dawn Dickerson, Bryan
Edney, Charles Kelly, Tracy Jones. 1st Row: Carol Johnson, Lynette
Matthews, Larnowda Savage, George Booker. 2nd Row: De De
Harrison, Michelle Harrison, Eric Thomas, Dawn Shivers, Theadora
Bolton, Crystal Grace, Damian Jackson, Latanya Andrews, Sara Williams,
Pamela Bethea. 3rd Row: Mike Fennell, Lisa Williams.
Through the Business Honor
Society, students with a high
aptitude for business attend
guest lectures, panel discus-
sions, and field trips to gain
experience of the world of
business beyond the class-
room. An emphasis is placed
on helping students choose
the best courses and inform-
ing them of types of positions
open in the job market.
1st Row: Nancy Merle, Lisa Cebular, Drea Schwind, Pamela Uporsky, Steven Uholik, Susan
Kazmierczak, Mark Palladino, Heidi Joe Faller, Christine Hertkorn. 2nd Row: Kathy Sowney, Jenny
Beideman, Courtney Altemus, Michael Garvey, Paul Burns, Maureen McEriean, Jennifer Poe, Rose
McBride, Banoo Karanjia, Tara Pizzuto, Kristen Graham, Joan Rayca, Stacy Gallagher. 3rd Row: Lisa
Daly, Eva McCaulley, Cherie De Lulrio, Tim Nogowski, John McCormick, Catherine Lea, Carolyn
Johnson, Thomas Pilla, James Gillece, Leo White, John Schwab, Lisa Boccuti, MIchele DiFilippo. 4th
Row: Barb Heinaman, Michael Patterson, William Boell, Jeffrey Royas, Marian Meister, Henry Furlong,
Jonathan Biggins, Brian Murray, Edward Campbell, Dan Cory, Colleen Kirby.
President: Courtney Altemus
Vice President: Eva McCaulley
Treasurer: Lisa Daly
Secretary: Cherie De Lulrio
Program Director: Jenny Beideman
Public Relations: Stacy Gallagher
90 Black Students' League, Business Honor Society
Eucbaristic Ministers are those who share the Body and Blood
of Christ at Sunday and daily liturgies. EM's help in the set-up
and clean-up of the liturgical celebrations as well as assist in the
distribution of the Eucharist.
The Liturgy Planning Committee attempts to integrate the faith
life of the comnnunity with Sunday celebrations and liturgical
seasons. The team meets weekly to offer direction for the hom-
ily, to invite full participation through the various ministries to
create an atmosphere of prayer and community for all liturgical
celebrations.
Silting: Chris Romano, Donna Brady, Beatrice Bordzol, Maribeth Scholten.
Standing: Bob Plefka, Megan Donnelly, Maristelle Maulit, Mike Sims, Dean
McCrady. Missing: Brian Shannon, Lorna Sullivan, Peggy Brim, Allison Hughes,
Kathy Buchanan.
1st Row: Maribeth Scholten, Beatrice Bordzol, Maureen Merk, Rick Wojinicki.
2nd Row: Maristelle Maulit, Diane Brady, Mike Sims, Bob Plefka, Pam Hayden.
Missing: Andi Kelly.
What's a celebration with-
out music? Those in-
volved in music ministry
bring their liveliness, vocal
talents, and musical abili-
ties. As they lead the com-
munity in singing Cod's
praise, they invite and en-
courage participation of
all the members of the
community.
Mass Readers proclaim
the Word of Cod at Sun-
day and daily liturgy. In-
struction in the ministry of
reading includes pacing
rhythm, eye contact, clar-
ity and tonal quality along
with serving the faith
community at liturgical
celebrations.
Campus Ministry 91
The Chymian Society consists mainly of
students majoring in the field of chem-
istry. The club sponsors visiting lectur-
ers to discuss aspects of chemistry be-
yond college. Also, students often make
presentations to the group about spe-
cial research they have done.
President: Tim Patten
Vice President: Maura Higgins
Secretary: Anthony Tridico
Treasurer: Richard Sullivan
Kneeling: Mark Lamb, Rich Sullivan.
Standing: John Siliquini, Joe Irwin, Anthony
Tridico.
Missing: Jennifer Ru5so, John McColdrick.
Sitting: Kristanne Cornell, Paula Stoudemayer, Kathleen Gallagher, Molly Mullin, Shelby
Imler, Lynne O'Connor, Maristelle Maulit. Standing: Kathy Frisko, Donna Ryder, Bill
Kershner, Joanne Campbell, Mike Carvey, Peggy Brim, Mike Johnson, Tina Mazza, Andy
Kelly, Julie Meko, Patti Drumgoole. Missing: Lisa Donahue, Rich Windish, Kathleen
Buchanan.
La Salle's Committee for f/ie Homeless is a stu-
dent-run organization that is concerned with
helping the homeless people in Philadelphia.
LCH sponsors clothing and blanket drives, meal
card donations, and conducts an outreach pro-
gram to contact the homeless and identify their
needs.
92 Chymian Society, Committee for the Homeless
President; Betsy Baker
Co-president; Kathy Ryan
Treasurer: Lynne O'Connor
L to R: Betsy Baker, Kathy Ryan,
Lynno O'Connor, Chris Rogers,
r:)onna Mohollon, Kelly Mullen,
Ruth Sutler.
The Council for Exceptional
Children consists mainly of stu-
dents majoring in Education
and/or Special Education.
Members participate in such
events as Open House.
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Council for Exceptional Children 93
The Collegian is the weekly student-
run newspaper of La Salle. The paper
acts as an outlet for students with
journalistic inclinations, and serves to
keep student, as well as faculty, aware
of campus events dealing with enter-
I
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tainment, sports and current news.
Top: John Newman. Back Row: Paul Sarkis-
siam, Michael Updyke, Maria Cimini, Kelly
Barten, Kathy Jones. Front Row: Marty Mur-
phy, Heather Markwalter, Michael Patterson,
Bob Farrace
The two Mikes in charge: Mike Pat-
terson on the left is editor-in-chief
and Mike Updyke on the right is the
managing editor. The photo on the
right goes without comment.
94 Collegian
Maria, left, keeps the campus informed of
news events while Kelly manages the Col-
legian's money. That smiling mug on the
lop belongs to )ohn, the resident sports
fan.
The Collegian's new computer system allows the staff
to do their own typesetting. Most of the time it
makes their lives easier.
The
La Salle
Collegian
Editor- in- Chief Managing Editor
Michael Patterson Michael G. Updyke
News Editors: Lisa Ford, Maria Cimini
Features Editor: Bob Fairace
Entertainment Editors: Paul Sarldssian, Heather
Markwalter
Sports Editor: John Newman
Photo Editor: Kim Saab
Business Manager: Kelly Barten
Faculty Advisor: Bill Wine
Desktop Publishing Specialist: Jeny MacLean
Assistant Editors: Kathleen Jones, Sonya Senkowsky, Martin Muiphy
News Staff: Ken Bradley, Ellen Kolodziej, Cheryl Mercuric
Features Staff: Lisa Rusciani, Theresa Moser, Michael Blash
Entertainment Staff: Mary Ann Buschka, Jacqueline Ray, John Tunmons, Jean Michelle Williams,
Lisa Williams
Sports Staff: Scott Paida, Denise Siwinski, Allison Auld, Mark McGeltigan, Maria Formanek
Graphic Arts Staff: Kelly Barten, Rob Tokar
Lisa, on the left, is a co-editor in the
news department. Paul and Heather
on the other hand, provide a little
entertainment of their own as co-
entertainment editors.
Collegian 95
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"Did any more editors quit," Michele
(left) asked worriedly. "Of course not,"
Cindy assured her. "Are all the senior
portraits in?" "You bet!" beamed
Michele. Both girls were all smiles for
the equally happy cameraman.
(above right) Suzanne, on
the left, handled the mon-
ey. After selling book and
ad orders all year, she'll be
reading her yearbook in
her Florida condo. Terri,
on the right, has survived
two years as Faculty Editor.
(Better than the coffee
picture, isn't it!?)
Chris and Pat were the only male editors. To fit in with the seven female editors, they
changed their names to Christine and Patricia (but only for official yearbook matters).
96 Explorer
1989 Explorer Staff
The first and only time we met to-
gether as a group. The office is too
small for nine people. Back Row: Mi-
chele Zelinsky, Terry Quane, Terri
Burke, Suzanne Brownholtz. Front
Row: Jane Nagle, Cindy Van Arsdale,
Chris Thumann, Sharon Cody, Pat
McGrath. Not pictured: Meena Ku-
mar.
Jane and Sharon (on the ends) are the Sports Editors. They saved the day. Definitely two sparkly
people. Cathy Shea (in the middle) and John Newman (not pictured) helped out, too.
Explorer 97
The French Club fosters an inter-
est in the language, literature,
civilization, and culture of France.
Some activities of the club include
watching the latest French flicks,
baking French foods, and holding
conversations in French.
President: Tricia Gimpel
Vice President: Ray De Groot
Secretary: Sue Schioppa
Sitting: Joanie Hasson, Meg Bedessem,
Tina Mazza, Olga Nosowski. Kneeling: Dr.
Mall, Marion Ferry, Michelle Slook,
Christy Bright, Tricia Gimpel. Standing:
Ken Boreck, Georgiana Bennett, Charles
Juvens, Dr. Boudreau, Ray De Groot, Mike
Dougherty. Missing: Sue Schioppa,
Allison Baptista, Kim Long, Jerry Deleo.
Moderator: Dr. Boudreau
President: Meg Bedessem
Vice President: Tina Mazza
standing: Tina Mazza, Dr. Boudreau, Meg
Bedessem.
Pi Delta Phi is a National Honor French
Society that recognizes students who have
attained high academic standing in the
study of French.
98 French Club, French Honor Society
Although not an exclusive organi-
zation, the Geology Club consists
primarily of students pursuing this
major. Members of the club have
various fundraisers and sponsor an
educational field trip each year to
gain experience in the field of ge-
ology.
President: Aaron Vernik
Vice President: Mike Gonglik
Treasurer: Jack Torrence
Secretary: John Zapotochny
Sitting: Aaron Vernik, Mike Gonglik.
Kneeling: Wendy Zagonski, Veronica
Orth, Kathy Jones. Standing: Dr.
Hoernsch, Paul Mlodzinski, )ohn
Zapotochny, John Rau, John Torrence.
The German Club is a group of La
Salle students of all majors who ap-
preciate German culture. The club
engages in such activities as funnel
cake sales, Oktoberfests, a Ger-
man Film Fest, and dining at Ger-
man restaurants.
Geology Club, German Club 99
The Crimoire is La Salle's student lit-
erary magazine. Published annually,
it compiles the best creative efforts
of writers, poets, and artists from the
student community.
Editor Carolyn Aversano
Scott Jermyn
Ed Pettit
Terry Quane
Marisa Van Patten
President: Joan Rayca
Vice President: Nancy Merle
Secretary: joe Pyne
Treasurer: Nancy Campi
sitting: Joan Rayca, Nancy Merle. Kneeling:
Susan Kwon, Pamela Poulton, Joe Pyne, Renee
Wilson. Standing: Gina Rose, Ann Marie Ei-
denshink, Stephanie Rozanski, Nancy Campi,
Ann Deery, Jane Drake.
The Health Care Administration
Society informs students about the
HCA field. It also helps prepare majors
for life after college.
100 Crimoire, Health Care Administration Society
The members of Hillel are Jewish stu-
dents and faculty at La Salle. Their activi-
ties include hosting speakers and par-
ticipating in Open House in ways that
encompass the Jewish culture and reli-
gion.
President: Alan Specter
Vice President: Herman Cohen
Treasurer: Lisa Rogers
Sitting: Herman Cohen, Lisa Rogers, Leslee
Daniels. Standing: Alan Specter, Larry
Burnstine, Bob Vogei. Missing: Nina Israel,
Bert Strieb, Adam Lazarus, Dennis Cohen,
Rina Walter, Martin Cohen, Michael
Scheinbaum.
The Historical Society has as its pur-
pose and goal the recognition and
promotion of excellence in the study
of history.
1st Row: Aaron Vernik, Clif Cortez, David Costelli, Mike Conglik. 2nd
Row: Kathy Gallagher, Michele Zelinsky, Michael Clinton, John Ray, Regina
Beck, John Torrence, Cindy Van Arsdale.
Hillel, Historical Society 101
The Honors Board consists of five members each of
the sophomore, junior, and senior classes of the
Honors Program. They coordinate events for the
program members, such as the Freshmen Luncheon,
Honors Socials, and donations to charities. The Hon-
ors Board also publishes newletters and the Honor-
able Mention.
Students of Italian descent or those
studying the Italian language form the
membership of II Circolo Itallano. The
club develops the students' knowledge
of the social and cultural aspects of Italy
and its people.
Sitting: Natalie Morretta, Debbie Chiaravallotti, Michele DiFilippo
(president), Sue Scutti, Linda Monteleone, Americo Ricci. Stand-
ing: Lainie DiRienzo, Gina Musumeci, Lisa Coccia, Jennifer Delio,
Julie Benson, Ralph Colasurdo, Peter Severino, Steve Hulse, Terri
Pisani, Joni Menna, Daniela Falvo, Daniela Matteucci.
102 Honors Board, Italian Club
President: Dominick Venezia
Vice President: Jack Caffney
Treasurer: Suzanne Ellis
Secretary: Suzanne Ellis
1st Row: Dave Trujillo, Chris Klaster, Lisa
Donahue, Nick Saponaro. 2nd Row: Kevin
Kidd, Frank Nolan, )ohn Mcko, Bill Keenan,
Cherie Yannich, Lisa Ruse iani, Shelby Imler,
Suzanne Ellis. 3rd Row: Bill Cranford, Sal
Baldassano, John Siliquini, Dom Venezia, Tom
Razler, Rich Windish, Mike Johnson, jack
Caffney. Missing: Thco Brown, Bill Kirschncr,
Bro. Tom McPhillips, Debbie Rabbcrman,
Michcle Zelinsky.
The Jazz/Pep Band performs at
on-and off-campus concerts
and athletic events. Concerts
include performances at
schools and retirement homes,
as well as Open House and
Christmas dinner. As a Pep
Band the students also play at
basketball games to cheer on
the team and entertain the
crowd.
Right to Left: Barb DeVenuto, Carol Schuler, Theresa Azizkhan,
George Glaze, Tom O'Malley, Nancy Brewer, Matt Ledwith, Dr.
Josh Buch, Christie LaPointe, Kim Hause, Sue DiMaria.
Jazz/Pep Band, Judicial Board 103
Lambda lota Tau is a student-
run organization designed to
promote an awareness of and
appreciation for literature.
L.I.T. strives to expand Eng-
lish studies beyond the class-
room through student poet-
ry readings, museum visits,
and readings by well-known
authors.
President: Terri Burke
Vice-president: Scott Jermyn
Treasurer: Janice Jankowski
Secretary: Molly Gillespie
Sitting: Maryann Buschka, Molly
Gillespie, Terri Burke, Janice
Jankowski, Scott Jermyn Standing:
David Costello, Jim JHagen, David
Livewell, Ed Pettit, Scott Puider.
104 Lambda lota Tau, La Salle Christian FellowsJiip
The La Salle Entertainment Organiza-
tion plans and schedules campus enter-
tainment and social events. Their activi-
ties include concerts, films, comedy
shows, and variety acts.
Chairperson: Jennifer Coggins
Co-chair: Lisa Ford
Treasurer: Geri Boyle
Secretary: Maureen Burke
1st Row: Roger Pollitt, Lisa Ford, Natalie Zawada,
lennifer Coggins, Maureen Burke. 2nd Row:
Bernadette Puodziunas, Dina Ferro, Liza de
Guzman, Christy Bright. Standing: Geri Ann
Boyle, John McCormick, Anne Marie Krause,
Eileen McAllister. In the Tree: John Newman,
Francine Calafati, Christie Wischum.
La Salle Singers is an orga-
nization open to all inter-
ested students. The stu-
dent-run group has free
concerts at Christmas and
in the spring for the La
Salle community.
L.E.O., La Salle Singers 105
The La Salle Student Political Affairs
Magazine is a quarterly publication
produced by La Salle students. Since
its beginning, a year ago, LaSPAM has
expanded to a magazine format with
new departments chosen to cover
the entire scope of political affairs
worldwide.
The Marketing Association is de-
signed to stimulate interest in
marketing among students and to
help marketing majors learn more
about their chosen field. The club
also attempts to prepare students
for their entrance into the busi-
ness world beyond college.
President: Geralynne Kussay
VP of Advertising & Promotions:
Wheeler
VP of Finance: Kerstin Wolf
VP of Communications:
Carol Timson
VP of Programs: Susan Paskey
Jean
sitting: Carol Timson, Edwin Dickson, Ger-
alynne Kussay, Susan Paskey, Jennifer Poe,
Jean Wheeler, Kerstin Wolf. Standing: Pete
Severino, Joan Rayca, Laureen Mooney,
Anne McGeehan, Barbara Granito, Ed
Trainer, Kim Hoyt, Kim Del Buono, Mia Pe-
truzzelli, Regina Hannigan, Michele Di Fil-
lipo. Missing: Nancy Merle, J. DeFinnis.
106 LaSPAM, Marketing Association
President: Rob Tokar
Vice President: John Gaffney
Treasurer: Martin McKenzie
Secretary: Thomas McGuire
Chancellor: Martrese Beck
1st Row: Sam Fulginiti, Donna Brady, Martrese Beck, )olin
Gaffney, Valerie Lawfcr, Joe McLaugfilin. 2nd Row: Rob
Casey, Tfieresa Moser, Cathy Ries, Kale Hennessy, Barb
McDonald, Maria Bilotti, Maria Bevivino, Laura
DeFranciso. 3rd Row: Frank Wilkinson, Ted McDonald,
Rob Ciardalas, Tony Baruffi, Regina Schneider, Lindamarie
Sands, Thorn McGuire. 4th Row: Ellen Pross, Cabriella
Delia Vallo, Rob Tokar, Marty McKenzie, Mike Callante,
Anovo Costcllo, Cclia MacVVilliams, Diane Brady.
Masque is the theatre organization that
stages musical comedy and dramatic
productions. The members present
such features as one-act plays and a
musical every spring.
The Math/Computer Science Club
consists of students with one or both
majors. Members plan events designed
to develop their knowledge and inter-
est in the fields of math and computer
science.
Masque, Math/Computer Science Club 107
President: Kathy Idason
Vice President: Connie Maiozzi
Treasurer: Claudia Petaccio
Secretary: Terry Quane
Sitting: Mareli Azarcon, Danielle Calabrese, Mike
Fialho, Maureen Higgins, Patty Oehlbeck. Kneel-
ing: Lisa Coccia, Theresa Azizkhan, Mark Coker,
Terry Quane, Kathy Idason, Claudia Petaccio, Cin-
dy Van Arsdale, Tina Culotta, Janice Jankowski.
Standing: Erast Pohorylo, Carol Schuler, Kim
McAllister, Joe Morelli, Tony Idason, Pat Mig-
nano, Markian Kunasz, Carolyn Aversano, Ram
Hashasian.
Phi Alpha Beta is a biology fraternity
composed mostly of biology majors.
It is a social organization and holds
seminars and lectures to further in-
terest in the field.
President: Chris Michaels
Secretary: Graciela Guardamino
1st Row: Sam Fulginiti, Dave Tru jillo, Chris-
topher Michaels. 2nd Row: Eugene Lash-
chyk, Graciela Guardamino, Drea Schwind,
Clif Cortez, Pamela Uporsky, Bea Bordzo
The Philosophy Club consists of phi-
losophy majors and other interested
students. The club schedules speak-
ers to discuss various issues relating
to the field of philosophy. Their dis-
cussion enhance the members'
knowledge and appreciation of the
subject.
108 Phi Alpha Beta, Philosophy Club
The Political Science Association is a
campus organization which serves to
promote interest and participation in
the various aspects of political life.
1st Row: Sue Scutti, Michael Minghenelli.
2nd Row: James Kolpack, Bill Collins,
Mark Megee, F. Cardan.
Psi Chi is a national honor soci-
ety for psychology majors. The
members host guest-speakers
to help prepare the students for
graduate programs.
President: Bob Plefka
Vice President: Don McKeown
Treasurer: Mary Ann Greely
Secretary: Gary Fox
1st Row: Christen Pagan, Bernadette Dlugokecki, Beth Castelli,
Christine LaPointe, Mary Ann Greely, Margo Subokow, Bill
Oakley, Darlene Scorcia, Judy Bogdan. 2nd Row: Jill Nason
Jennifer Rosica, Laura Clavin, James Petrik, Bob Plefka, Don
McKeown, Brenda Oliveira, Jannis Barlow, Lisa Johnson.
Political Science Association, Psi Chi 109
In September of 1950, a field artillery
Reserve Officer Training Corps was
established at La Salle College. La
Salle's present R.O.T.C. program of-
fers courses in military history, politi-
cal geography, military geography,
organizational leadership, and mili-
tary management. Upon graduation,
after successful completion of these
courses and R.O.T.C. Advance
Camp, cadets are commissioned as
Second Lieutenants in the regular
army, army reserves, or the army na-
tional guard.
Scabbard & Blade is a national honor soci-
ety of R.O.T.C. from all branches of the
military. Similar to other fraternities and
sororities. Scabbard & Blade raises the so-
cial conscience of the organization's
members. La Salle's chapter has participat-
ed in community projects with other orga-
nizations, both on and off campus.
1st Row: Tonya Boob, Markian Kunasz, Catherine
Chlorazzi. 2nd Row: Vince Taglieri, Rich Sullivan, Lou
Roth. Missing: Chris Roth, Andrew Kim, John Woosnam.
President: Rich Sullivan
Vice President: Chris Roth
Treasurer: Vince Taglieri
Secretary: Tonya Boob
Pledge Master: Lou Roth
110 ROTC, Scabbard and Blade
President: Mark Coker
Treasurer: Rich Virgilio
Secretary: Joe Hainthaier
Structure Committee Chair: Kristen Kear
Isl Row: Bill Williams, Chris Romano, Michael Mertzman. 2nd Row:
Gary Crosso, Kristen Kear, Tom Lester, Mareli Azarcon. 3rd Row:
Kdthy Robinson, Rich Virgilio, Mark Coker.
Residence Council provides social
and educational activities for resi-
dent students.
Through the various events sponsored
by the Spanish Club, members gain
knowledge of the cultures of Spanish
speaking countries.
Residence Council, Spanish Club 111
The St. Thomas More Law Society
promotes the study and interest of
law and stimulates the practice of the
traditional ethics of the legal profes-
sion. A fundamental service of the
Society has been to share informa-
tion concerning the requirements of
the various law schools throughout
the country.
Sitting: Heidi Joe Faller, Barbie De Venuto,
James Giilece. Kneeling: Brian Murray, Leo
White, Tony Timet, James Koipack. Standing:
Gary Grosso, Tliomas Pilla, Michael Fenerty,
Francis Carolan, Michael Minghenelli.
President: Barbie De Venuto
Vice President: Judy Ring
Secretary: Carol Schuler
Publicity Editor: Tony Timet
112 St. Thomas More Law Society
The Students' Government Associ-
ation is the officially recognized re-
presentative of the student body.
Elected members serve on nearly ev-
ery major university committee. In
addition, SGA sponsors several annu-
al campus events including Open
House, Tuesday Night Live, and the
Tuition Raffle.
Standing: A.J. Williams, Joe Hainthaler, Bil
Smail, Tom O'Malley, Theresa Azizkhan, Bob
Walker, George Glaze, Tom Pella, Pete Campi-
tiello. Heather Striet, Jim Gillece, Susan Dra-l
bant, Ed Vesely. Sitting: Tricia McKenna, Nan-I
cy O'Brien, Eric Toppy, Christie LaPointeJ
Maureen Mark. Missing: Natalie Picucci.
President
Bob Walker
Vice-President for Business Affairs
George Glaze
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Ed Vesely
Vice-President for Student Affairs
Bill Matthews
Vice-President for Public Affairs
Anthony Tridico
Bob Walker
Students' Government Association 113
The Ukrainian Club consists of stu-
dents descended from that national-
ity, as well as those studying Slavic
languages. They host speakers visit-
ing from the Soviet Union to lecture
on cultural topics. The club also par-
ticipates in Open House.
President: Erast Pohorylo
Advisor: Leo Rudnytzky
sitting: Danielle Calabrese, Regina Beck,
Michaile Cliffi, Dr. Rudnytzky, Inge
Pilgermayer, Lucia DiMucci. Standing:
Erast Pohorylo, Roman Osadchuk, Robert
Willard, NIckie Rydnytzky, Stephen
Kopec, Arica Young.
T14 Ukrainian Club, WEXP
The Inter-Fraternity Sorority Council
ties La Salle's Greek organizations to-
gether. Members of the council guide
the fraternities and sororities in work-
ing together to promote campus activi-
ties. They are involved in such activities
as pledging and Greek Week.
President: Tim Kolb
Vice President: Tim Muldoon
Secretary: Terri Meyer
Treasurer: Paul Connor
Kneeling: Terri Meyer, Shelby Imler, Kelly
Blasco. Standing: Tim Muldoon, Michelle
Laramee, Joe Rebl, Stephanie Colello.
Seniors: Jean Scolieri, Carolyn Aversano, Meg Bedessem, Missy
Browne, Jackie Carr, Ellen Cronin, Rhonda Ferraro, Nancy Grourke,
Stephanie Kerins, Claire McGovern, Mary Mohan, Stacy Polakowski,
Judy Rosboschil, Katy Straine, Sue Stranc, Heather Wyatt. Juniors:
Leslie Alexander, Betsy Baker, Danielle Barry, Gail Beatty, Jackie Bogle,
Geri Ann Boyle, Diane Browne, Lori Davis, Ramona Erace, Debbie
Gries, Theresa Harcarik, Maureen Henry, Eileen King, Colleen Lefferty, Michelle Laramee, Chris Malloy, Donna
Mohollen, Brenda Moyer, Jennifer Nelson, Laura Persichilli, Anita Plakans, Heather Shields, Jennifer Shirely, Lori
Solderitch, Michelle Wanner, Jill Welgner, Christine Weir, Natalie Zawada. Sophomores: Aimee Brimley, Sue
Pappas, Marta Perfecky, Dora Price, Denise Vespe.
President: Jean Scolieri
Vice President: Heather Wyatt
Treasurer: Stephanie Kerins
Secretary: Judy Rosboschil
M ^'^ m Alpha Theta
service/so-
cial sorority enjoying its twelfth
year at La Salle. The members
run various fundraisers during
the year as well as helping Pi
Kap with the annual P.U.S.H.
fundraiser.
1989 Greek Photo Contest Winner
IFSC, Alpha Theta Alpha 115
^rN Phi Gamma Nu is anational business fra-ternity made up of
business majors and minors. Their main
objective is to promote and help wom-
en in the business world. They also
sponsor speakers on campus and run
fundraisers for community service.
President; Judith Ring
Vice President: Tracey Sivel
Secretary: Maureen McErlean
Treasurer: Michelle Helmer
In Front: Judy Ring. 1st Row: Maureen
McErlean, Kerstin Wolf, Sue Paskey, Jennifer
Poe, Ginny Freitas, Tonya Boob, Maryann
Kissam, Dawn Wilson, Patricia Shields, Nicole
Curry, Sheila Merson, Kathleen Flood, Cheryl
Condo. 2nd Row: Anne Preisler, Sue Kwon,
Sherri Connelly, Michelle Helmer, Peggy
McCabe.
You've Come a Long Way, Baby
President: Donna Mattis
Vice President: Lisa Watkins
Secretary: Michele DiFilippo
Treasurer: Kelly Blasco
Historian: Shelby imier
2nd Vice President: Pam Takita
Kneeling: Susan Scutti, Julia Maxwell, Mareli
Azarcon, Michele DiFilippo, Donna Mattis,
Debbie Blaisse, Pam Takita.
Standing: Kelly Blasco, Shelby Imler, Teresa
Remick, Nicole Anderson, Janet Keogh, Kelly
Beckner, Dawn Tilley, Lisa Watkins.
Missing: Laura DiLullo, Keara Ryder, Claudia
Petaccio, Natalie Morretta.
-y^^^— ^^— Gamma Sigma
I ^ J ^ J Sigma is a national
-*^ ^^ ^"^ service sorority
founded at La Salle in 1974 — the
campus's first sorority. The members
run social events, as well as fun-
draisers which benefit organizations
such as the sunshine foundation and
the March of Dimes.
116 Phi Gamma Nu, Gamma Sigma Sigma
— — -—. -—-^ Gamma P/iiBefa is a national service/
I CD 1^ social sorority chartered at La Salle in-^ ^m: -M~^ 1983. A popular fundraiser, the
Breakfast in Bed, raises money for a camp for special girls
in Vancouver, owned and operated by Gamma Phi Beta
nationally.
President: Leslie Strobau^h
Vice President: Gina Roseo
Secretary: Paula Connor
Treasurer: Melissa McVey
1st Row: Caria Massarini, Stephanie VVankcL Lisa Boccuti, )anet
Fricker, Caren Cardullo, Kelly Bolcavage. 2nd Row: Robin
O'Sullivan, Debbi Venezia, Caroline Williams, Chrissy Williams,
Lisa Prcsicr. 3rd Row: Terri Fugazzi, Sharon Foy, Michaele Clefli,
\nnie McBride, Chrissy Herrick, Kim Saab. 4th Row: Lisa Baum,
Lisa Bcrs, Lrigh.mno T.incredi, Stacv Dehncr.
^ ^W^ ~r^ Delta Phi Epsilon is one of our/\ IJlf IH . newest sororities, chartered in 1986.
it is a national service sorority and
participates in fundraising for the Anorexia Nervosa and
Cystic Fibrosis Foundations.
President: Marsha Van Winkle
Vice President: Joanne Kunz
Secretary: Lynn Gidel
Treasurer: Pam Doody
Pledge Mom: Sharon Lawler
Scholarship: Dana Basile
1st Row: Terri Meyer, Marsha Van Winkle, Lisa Sterling, Sharon
Lawler. 2nd Row: |en Rosica, Michelle Pagan, )oanne Kunz, Liz
Long, Michelle FHancy, Lynn Gidel, loannie Cruz. 3rd Row:
Chrissy Pagan, Andrea Palumbo, Laurie Citino, Jcnine Lyszek,
Joanne Bordoni, Anne Burke. Missing: Kelly DeCesare, Anne
Shay, Pam Doody, Dana Basile.
President: Kevin Sica
Vice President: Jimmy Ajaeb
Treasurer: Carl Zampetti
Secretary: Rob Grimes
Pledge Educator: Jack Ditsky
1st Row: Pat Reardan, Francis Maritz, Matt Slephanson. 2nd
Row: Pete Carabedian, Rob Criines, lack Ditsky, Jim Noel,
Kevin Sica, Denis Marchan, George Leva, Steve Bartempo.
3rd Row: Ernie Disandro, Dave McCubbin, Jose Mallabo,
Scott Blanchard, Al Meale, Mike Andahazy, Scott Besler,
Kevin Williams. 4th Row: Bill Catey, Steve Cheeves, Len
Infranco, John Keuler, Eric Bailey, Bill Cranlord, Marc Lamb,
Rick Sipe. Slh Row: Dennis McHugh, Tim Nelmick, |im
Fallon, lohn Poling, Mike Macklcr, Lou D'Ovidio, Carl
Zampetti, Bill Schmidt, Marc Michalewsky, Jimmy Ajaeb.
J—- ~^-^ ^-^ Phi Kappa Theta is a na-
^1^ 1^ mHu tionai Catholic social fra-
^*- -M^^-^^^ ternity chartered at La
Salle in 1968. The members serve the La Salle
community by sponsoring a Christmas party
for Building Blocks and having the pledges
give campus tours to high school students.
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— — -_-^ rmr f' Kappa Phi is
I I m^ tWw ^ social fraterni-
-*"*--^^ -*- ty established at
La Salle in the spring of 1982. In
addition to their social activities, Pi
Kap runs the annual P.U.S.H. (Play
Units for the Severely Handi-
capped) fundraiser.
Members: Tom Erickson, Mike
Garvey, Chris Lobiondo, John
Cavanaugh, John Dubon, Perry Gallese,
Paul Williamson, Chris Locatell, Fred
Romano, Steve Hulse, Scott Royson,
Bob Biggins, Doug Raugh, Pete Phalen,
John Sivel, Joe McGuire, Tony
Pappolla, Paul Mora.
President: Steve Gelovich
Co-president: Brian Yeck
Treasurer: Joseph Egan
Secretary: Donninic Nardini
Kneeling: Dominic Nardini, Rudy
Santore, Brian Yeck, Steve Gelovich.
Standing: Vernon Anastasio, Sean
Mo, Dave Mastropietro, Igor
MacHewitt, Frank Leuschywicz,
Dom Shansome, Lou Paulino, Joseph
Egan.
^^ ,_-^ ^^ Sigma Beta
newest addition to the Greeks.
After leaving here in the 1950's,
it was reinstituted in 1988 as a
"no frills" fraternity to promote
friendship on our campus. They
also run fundraisers such as a re-
cent one to benefit Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia.
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Sitting: Jay Hoy, Joe ScJiwab, Mike Nocito,
loey Bagof, Tony Nardi, Fred Jagger, Rich Kro-
pinski, Bob Schacfor, Matt Ledwith, Brian
Dougans. Kneeling: Tom McGinn, Joe Rcbl,
Stove Kelly, Lenn Sakata, Collin Cullin, Claire
McCovern, Brian Buckel, Anthony Timet,
Steve Largent. Standing: Gerry Gobin, Andy
Clauhs, Kevin Byrne, Greg Verato, Terry Gal-
lagher, Rob Gray, Callix Zenner, Matt Stecher,
Frank Basilc, Jason Lagana, Bob Donahue.
S-w- « Sigma PhiW/\ Lambda
""" "^ began at
La Salle over fifty years ago as
the "Spirit Committee." As a
social fraternity it has main-
tained its purpose to pro-
mote spirit at La Salle, in ad-
dition to this, the members
also run fundraisers to bene-
fit groups such as the home-
less in our city.
TKE Tau Kappa Ep-silon has been anational social/
service fraternity at La Salle since
1963. They run the Red Cross
blood drives on campus and also
play in a football league for charity.
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The soccer team edges
out the competition.
The women's field
hockey team sets up a
shot.
«»r
/«>
An easy two points for
La Salle.
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120 Athletics
Remember as recent-
ly as three years ago,
when Collegian bas-
ketball articles ended
with a suggestion or
masked plea to stu-
dents to attend games
to cheer their team
on? Later, as the Ex-
plorers began to win,
empty seats became
harder to find, even at
the Palestra. Now, La
Salle is moving the
team to the nearby
Civic Center to han-
dle the growing
crowds.
The cheerleaders
help the basketball
team win another
game.
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We owe thanks to Sports Information, who
graciously opened their picture files when
Athletics 121
men's soccer 124
women's soccer 126
field hockey 128
men's cross country 130
women's cross country 131
women's tennis 132
volleyball 133
wrestling 134
men's swimming 136
women's swimming 138
pep band, cheerleading,
dance team 140
basketball 142
men's basketball 144
women's basketball 146
intramurals 148
men's tennis 149
men's track ISO
women's track 152
Softball 154
baseball 156
men's crew 158
women's crew 160
122 Athletics
On a warm winter day. the sports teams
took time to spell out school spirit.
Men's and Women's Crew. Men's and
Women's Swimming, and the Cheer-
leading and Dance teams all sat in on
the lesson.
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t<i^.
Row 1: Bill Pancoast, Craig Brown, Ralph Colasurdo, Mike Curley, Paul
Centofanti, Joe Toner, Mike Viola, Bob Bradby, Dennis Dolan, Bob McCarthy
Row 2: Coach Pat Farrell, John Williams, Nick Donniger, John Wiseman, John
Waite, Mike Bradby, Terry White, Marc Eckert, Chuck Kling, Chris Vaughan,
George Montag, Ed Canboy, Herb Lottier, Shawn Conroy, Assistant Coach
Jim Coleman
Right: Goalkeeper Paul Centofanti
aggressively makes one of his 149
saves of the season.
124 Men's Soccer
men $ soccer
A Season of
Ups and Downs
If you enjoy roller-coaster
rides you would have en-
joyed the 1988 Men's Soccer
Campaign. It began with a
stunning upset of long time
nemesis, Fairleigh Dicken-
son. La Salle won the tough-
fought battle with a 1-0 vic-
tory on a second half goal by
co-captain Joe Toner and a
shut out by goalkeeper Paul
Centofanti. After a 0-0 tie
with Villanova, La Salle en-
tered into their first MAAC
contest with an upset-mind-
ed Manhattan team. The Ex-
plorers had to settle with a 1-
1 tie which would later prove
to be disastrous in the Ex-
plorers' quest to win the
MAAC. The Explorers went
2-2 in the next four games
with a come-from-behind
double overtime 5-3 victory
over St. Joseph's. The Explor-
ers won their biggest game of
the season against the highly
touted Pirates from Seton
Hall. The Pirates were ranked
7th in the nation, but La Salle
prevailed with an all-around
stellar defensive perfor-
mance and a second half
penalty kick scored by Chris
Vaughan. After that game. La
Salle went on to beat MAAC
rivals: Army 1-0 and Fordham
2-1. Seniors: Vaughan, Terry
White, Toner, Ed Carboy,
Chuck Kling, and co-captain
Mike Curley, were examples
who carried the team to
many key victories. It
seemed that the MAAC was
all but wrapped up, until they
were upset by the Gaels of
lona. This was by far the
hardest loss of the year, and
maybe the hardest ever for
some of the upperclassmen.
Losing 4 of their last 6 games,
the Explorers finished the
season at a disappointing 10-
8-3.
This season could have
been one of the greatest ever
for Men's Soccer; instead,
they settled for a season
which showed some signs of
a very encouraging future.
Four starters on the team
were freshmen, including
MAAC Rookie of the Year,
Mark Eckert. Terry White led
the team with 20 points, and
Michael Bradby was second
with 14 points. Both were se-
lected as all MAAC perform-
ers, and White was also se-
lected to the Soccer Seven
team. Paul Centofanti, Mark
Eckert, and Joe Toner were
all selected as second team
performers. Centofanti had a
goals against average of 1.45
and led the league and area
with 149 saves. Mike Curley
did not have great statistics
but was the mainstay of the
team on and off the field.
Chuck Kling had his finest
year ever, and Ed Carboy
brought much needed ex-
perience to a backfield
which consisted of three
freshman starters. Bill Pan-
coast, Mark Eckert, and Bob
McCarthy did a fine job at
fullback and are bright spots
for next year's team. Another
freshman starter, George
Montag, was splendid at half-
back and provided instant of-
fense whenever it was need-
ed. Bob Bradby, Chris
Vaughan, Flerb Lottier, and
many others helped in a suc-
cessful and very enjoyable
season. Coaches, Pat Farrell
and Jim Coleman, were hap-
py with the season and the
outlook for next year. Jack
Wombough was unable to
play this year, but helped the
team out in many other areas
and deserves many thanks. I
would like to wish all the sen-
iors good luck in the future
and to thank them for the
many great memories.
— Paul Centofanti
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Above: Determined, Lisa McDer-
mott fights to get the ball away from
the opponents, while Missy Waters
gets ready to break away.
Right: Watching the ball carefully,
Meg Cardie prepares to block the
ball with her body.
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Row 1: Jeanne Needham, Krista Shoemaker
Row 2: Lisa McDermott, Michele Boschman, Cindy Herrle, Toni D'Alessandro (Captain), Missy Waters, Teresa
Rigney, Jeanne Gaughan
Row 3: Assistant Coach Cheryl Vosta, Michele Smith, Meg Cardie, Catherine Brown, Alyson Emmons, Anne Carrity,
Dawn Johnson, Michele DiFilippo, Coach Betty Ann Kempf
Missing: Michele Jerome, Denise Caajun, Colleen Casey
Far left: Missy Waters and her oppo-
nent engage in a little bumping and
body blocking while chasing the
ball.
Near left: Toni D'Alessandro drib-
bles away from her opponent and
gets ready to pass the ball.
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Row 1: Cindi Alex, Cina Russo, Anne Richards, Gerry Lyons (Co-
captain), Terri Tipton (Co-captain), Kelly Greenberg, Kathy Ginley,
Tricia Valentine
Row 2: Jen McCarte, Jen Miller, Linda Weaver, Katie Breslin, Desiree
Reil, Amy Horsey, Maureen O'Driscoll, Melissa Schubert, Jayne
McGinley, Kelly Anderson, Tracy Edwards, Michelle Brennan, Jean
Sgro, Coach Mary McCracken
Below: Senior Kelly Greenberg
takes a shot.
128 Field Hockey
Loving Every Minute of It
True to their mottO:
Don't worry be hap-
py!
La Salle Field Hockey: call it
confusing, call it physical, but
don't ever call it BORING!
For the team which was usu-
ally known as "the girls on
the baseball field," they
proved to themselves, their
coach, and their fans that
they also are an Explorer
team which deserves re-
spect.
At first glance, first year
coach Mary McCrackon saw
a team that did not fit the
normal physical description
of a varsity field hockey team.
FHowever, after a ten day pre-
season camp in the humid
days of August, coach
McCrackon realized that she
had a bunch of girls who pos-
sessed skill, speed, hustle,
and an intense desire to play
field hockey.
With a very competitive
Division I schedule, includ-
ing ten of the top twenty
teams, the team and their
fans knew that their record
of 7-11-2 did not provide a
complete picture of the
team's accomplishments.
Upset victories over Temple,
Loyola, and Bucknell left the
team, especially the seniors,
with some unforgettable
memories.
Aside from excellent
coaching and continuous en-
couragement from coach
McCracken and assistant
coach Irish Santry, the play-
ers responsible for guiding
the young team were co-
captains: Terri Tipton, the
stickwork phenom, and Ger-
ry Lyons, the new but aggres-
sive sweeper, and seniors:
Anne Richards, who pro-
vided a never dull moment
with her speed and hustle;
Kelly Greenberg, whose
amazing athletic abilities
sparked the offense and de-
fense; and Cindi Alex, the
team's most valuable player
who returned to goalie posi-
tion after a year's leave to re-
cord six shut-outs and a 90%
goals saved average.
Junior Maureen O'Driscoll
showed her strong offensive
and defensive skills at half-
back position while class-
mate Jayne McGinley, pro-
vided an offensive spark at
link position.
Sophomores: Tracey Ed-
wards, Linda Weaver, Jen
McCarte, and Desiree Reil
showed their scoring abilities
while Melissa Schubert con-
tinued to upset opposing of-
fenses at halfback position.
Freshman Amy FHorsey, the
team's most improved play-
er, demonstrated her light-
ning speed while classmate
Gina Russo showed her ag-
gressive defensive skills at
halfback position.
Without the support of the
rest of the team — Kathy
Ginley, Katie Breslin, Mi-
chelle Brennan, Trish Valen-
tine, Jen Miller, Kelly Ander-
son, and Jean Sgro — the
team would not have had
such a memorable and fun-
filled season.
— Gerry Lyons
field hockey
Left: )cn Mc.Carte(17) and Linda
Weavcr(9) aggressively go after the
ball.
Below: Jen McCarte sneaks up and
snags the ball away from the oppo-
Above: Anne Richards hustles down
the field.
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eri s cross country
Right: The La Salle Men's Cross
Country teann getting ready at the
starting line.
Below: Paul Sauvageau (foreground)
and John Schwab (rear) pulling out in
front of the pack.
130 Men's Cross Country
women's cross country
Gotta Go Run!
Often people will come up
to us and ask: why? As cross
country runners, that is a
question we have asked our-
selves on more than one oc-
casion. Why? — as we are
heading out the door for a 7
AM morning run. Why? —
when we can't go to Flan-
nery's because we have a
race the next day. Why? —
when we go to the cafeteria
dressed in sweaty running at-
tire everyday after practice.
Why? — when our laundry
bags are continuously over-
flowing and smelling. And
the list continues.
Just as every athlete does,
there are times that we
doubt what we do. But the
people you see pictured on
this page also know that
there is a very positive side to
what we do. Cross country is
a peculiar sport in the sense
that it is both a team sport
and yet, at the same time,
very individualistic. Like
most sports, the team is a
very important aspect. Run-
ning doesn't only involve
beating one's opponents —
the true challenge lies within
oneself to run your best.
The accomplishments of
this year's team leave little
room for doubt in what we
do. Some of these include:
Senior captain, Drea
Schwind, becoming Big Five
champion with a new school
Far left: Freshman sensation Sheila
Regan keeps up her pace.
Near left: Drea Schwind smiles as
she cruises ahead of the Penn Qua-
kerette.
record at Belmont Plateau;
Junior Elissa Broderick hav-
ing a banner season by plac-
ing tenth at Big Five Cham-
pionships; and Junior Betsy
Baker making significant
contributions by being a de-
pendable team scorer. Soph-
omores, Missy Corcoran and
Rita Gillespie, were also con-
sistent scorers. In every per-
formance Corcoran im-
proved by more than 15 sec-
onds over the previous year's
times. And Freshman Sheila
Regan, the newest edition to
the team, turned in incredi-
ble performances and
"feats" this year.
The next time you see one
of us, we'll probably be ask-
ing ourselves "Why?" —
please mind us!
— The Team
Betsy Baker, Rita Gillespie, Sheila Regan, Drea Schwind, Elissa Broderick,
Melissa Corcoran.
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women's tennis
Lady Explorers Improve in '8S
New enthusiasm
paves the road for the
future.
The Women's Tennis team
finished their 1988 season
with 4 wins and 8 losses. Not
impressed? Well, since the
record for the Lady Explorers
in 1987 was 1-10, this year
was quite an improvement.
The team had enthusiasm
and new blood on their side.
The team had only four re-
turning members: senior,
Meena Kumar; juniors, Kim
Saab and Jill Weigner; and
sophomore Deb Shapiro.
New members included:
junior, Marne O'Hara, and
freshmen, Terri Creneti,
Chris Chiodo, Nancy Jenkins,
Kim Karfgin, Tricia Schaeffer,
and Cindy Walden.
The Lady Explorers' victor-
ies came over Montgomery
County Community College,
Chestnut Hill, Gwynedd
Mercy, and Rosemont. The
victory over Rosemont was
the highlight of the season
because La Salle had not
beaten them in seven years.
Coach Jeff Marmon was
pleased with the work and
enthusiasm that the women
put into the season. With the
renewed spirit and youth of
the team, he feels that he can
mold an even stronger team
for next year.
— Meena Kumar
Top right: Kim Saab sets up a serve.
^_^
Row 1: Marne O'Hara, Chris Chiods, Terry Creneti, Meena Kumar, Deb
Shapiro
Row 2: Coach Jeff Marmon, Kim Karfgin, Cindy Walden, Jill Weigner, Tricia
Schaeffer, Kim Saab, Nancy Jenkins
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volleyball
Giving 100%
The volleyball team
has what it takes
The 1988 season proved to
be a challenging and reward-
ing one for the Women's
Volleyball team. Through
hardwork and dedication,
the Lady Explorers compiled
a respectable 18-18 record.
With the arrival of new
head coach Jackie Nunes and
assistant coach Toni Alford,
this season was clearly a turn-
ing point for the La Salle Vol-
leyball Program. This year's
squad consisted of only sev-
en players whose endurance
and 100", o effort contributed
to making the season a suc-
cess.
One of the several high-
lights of the season was an 8-
home court record which
included outstanding
victories against Lehigh,
Fordham, and West Chester.
Without a doubt, the sea-
son came to an exciting close
at the MAAC Championship
held at Holy Cross. The Ex-
plorers took third place for
the third year in a row. After
a weak start in the tourna-
ment, the girls came togeth-
er and secured third place by
playing their best match of
the season in order to defeat
Holy Cross in the final match
of the tournament.
The Explorers will be los-
ing senior co-captains: Meg
Rankin, who was selected to
the Big Five team and the All-
MAAC first team, and Gayle
Gumkowski, who also was se-
lected for the All-MAAC first
team. The team has high
hopes for the future as they
strive to become a power-
house in the region.
— Gayle Gumkowski
Left to Right: Coach Jackie Nunez, Lisa Goodwin, Ashley Hayes, Gayle
Gumkowski, )en Wutzer, Sue Lalor, Gina Jakubauskas, Meg Rankin, Toni
Alford.
Missing: Jennifer Vandermullen
Right: Meg Rankin sets up a spike.
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A Successful Explorer
Season
La Salle wrestlers — our shining stars
Wrestling — the oldest
and one of the most chival-
rous sports known to man. It
displays personal sacrifice,
discipline, concentration,
and motivation. But wrestlers
do not participate in the
sport for publicity or the
chance to turn pro, but sim-
ply because they love it. At
times in a wrestling career,
this seems to be the only mo-
tivating factor that forces a
wrestler to get out on the
mat — practice after prac-
tice, match after match.
Above: Tom Wheeler takes control
of his opponent and attempts to roll
him on his back.
Inside right: Coach Tom Murt (fore-
ground) and Tony Massetti give
instructions from the corner of the
mat.
Somehow he puts all his tal-
ents together for seven min-
utes of all out war — arising
from the ashes either in vic-
tory or in defeat. On the mat,
a wrestler is alone — going
head to head with another.
Each determines his own fate
making wrestling exciting
and sometimes heartbreak-
ing, but most of all, very per-
sonal.
The La Salle University
Wrestling team has accumu-
lated 35 wins and 10 losses
over the last three seasons.
The grapplers finished the
1988-89 season with an 11-3
record. The season began
with a first place finish in the
Explorer Wrestling Classic.
This was only the second
time in the history of the
wrestling program that La
Salle has won a team cham-
pionship at a tournament.
The fine finish was a great ac-
complishment considering
the fact that the squad had so
many new men this year.
One of the big highlights in
dual meet competition was
the Explorers' upset victory
over Seton Hall — a team
that offers scholarships and
attracts some of the finest
wrestling talent in the coun-
try.
The reason for the success
was the blending of new tal-
ent with familiar faces to cre-
ate a winning formula. Coach
Tom Murt has consistently
built a stronger, more ag-
gressive team year after year
— even without the assist-
ance of scholarships. He was
so impressed with the per-
formance of his current
squad that he stated, "This
year's team is without a
doubt the best group that I
have coached at La Salle."
The wrestling program is
proudly building a winning
tradition that promises to
continue in the future. This
success is made possible as a
result of the love and com-
mitment each wrestler has
for his sport.
— Richard A. Vivirito
134 Wrestling
wrestling
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Row 1: Jim McDonough, Rich Vivirito, Thad Nowal<owski, Tim Nagowski,
Lee Yanick, Chris Romano, Kevin Millhouse
Row 2: Cheryl Andrews, Teri Pisani, Tom Sirianni, Tom Wheeler, George
Scaglia, )im Roeder, Steve DiLabbio, Vincent Ernst, Assistant Coach Tony
Massetti
Row 3: Coach Tom Murt, Rob Wright, Shannon Watson, Pat Sheridan, Josh
Ditsky
Top right: Before calling the pin, the
referee checks to see if Tom Wheel-
er has his opponent's shoulder
blades on the mat.
Inside Middle: Steve Dilabbio
struggles with his opponent.
Left: Josh Ditsky prepares for the
take-down.
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From Seoul toHayman Hall
An impressive season
for the Explorer men
The 1988-89 swimming
season marked the 40th anni-
versary of Joe Verdeur's ap-
pearance in the 1948 London
Olympics, where he won a
gold medal in the 200 yards
butterfly. Forty years later in
Seoul, South Korea, La Salle
sent another swimmer to the
24th Olympiad. Eric Buhain,a
sophomore, swam for his
home country, the Philli-
pines. As a gold medal win-
ner in the 1987 South East
Asian Games, Buhain auto-
matically qualified for the
Games and carried his coun-
try's flag in the opening cere-
monies.
"The Olympics have al-
ways been a dream of mine,
but when I got there it felt
like any other international
meet — until the torch was
lit. Then I said to myself, 'It's
for real, dude'," Buhain stat-
ed. "It was 16 days of pure
emotion — sixteen days out
of four years."
Over the past four years.
Seniors Jeff Gershe and Dan
Ebel have helped to rewrite
the record board. Gershe
held the school record for
the 500 yards freestyle
(4:28.49), 1000 yards freestyle
(9:18.66), and the 1650 yards
freestyle (15:28.69). He was a
three-time All-East Swim-
mer, and in 1987 he won the
1650 yards freestyle at the
Eastern Seaboard Champion-
ships. In the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference
(MAAC) Swimming Cham-
pionship, Gershe had been
the high point winner for
three years, sharing the 1988
high point performance with
Buhain. "The program at La
Salle has allowed me to reach
my potential. Winning the
1650 at Easterns was some-
thing I would have never
thought of five years
ago,"commented Gershe.
Ebel held the 100 yards
breaststroke record (56.60),
and was a member of the 400
medley relay along with John
Bushchke, Chris Cummings,
and Mike Travers. He was
also a MAAC champion in
the 100 and 200 yards breast-
stroke and the 400 medley
relay. "Looking back on the
difficulty of swimming, I can
only hope that it has pre-
pared me for the life after,"
stated Ebel.
Other swimmers have
contributed to the success of
swimming at La Salle. Seniors
Mike Oriold and Chris Hagan
both swam their career best
this season. Oriold compet-
ed in the 100 and 200 yards
butterfly, while Hagan com-
peted in the 500 and 1000
yards freestyle. "Our seniors
are only part of the team. All
in all, everyone who worked
contributed to our season's
success," remarked Junior
Mark Sermarini.
— John Grabusky
136 Men's Swimming
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Left: leff Gershe comes up for air
during his freestyle event.
Below: A backstroke start.
Left: A false start — but La Salle kept Above: Butterfly in progress at Kirk
their cool and waited. Pool.
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Stacy Schroll, Dede McWilliams, Laura Lynch, Pam Wilson, Chris O'Con-
nor (backwards), Pam Atkinson, Megan McCreavey, Nicole lanneralli,
Karen Hause
Missing: Kathy Lynch, Liz Jiacoppo, Cindy Meehan, Laurie McPhearson
Top: Masked, capped, butterfly-
ing woman — senior Pam Atkin-
son.
Right: Senior Kathy Lynch takes
a deep breath before she sub-
merges again.
138 Women's Swimming
'ladies,
Stay on
Task!"
women $ swimming
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Ladies Dress to Impress
Swimmers set
records
The Lady Explorers swim
team finished the 1988-89
season with an impressive re-
cord of 8 wins and three
losses in their dual meet
schedule and a close second
place in the MAAC Confer-
ence Championship. A very
young and inexperienced
team, over half of which
were first-time collegiate
swimmers, showed incredi-
ble determination and the
spirit to win. The La Salle
women scored two impor-
tant and emotional victories
over Boston University and
Bloomsburg University, an
accomplishment denied
them for several years.
Under the guiding hand of
Coach Malachi Cunningham,
the ladies team proceeded to
totally revamp the school re-
cord board. Freshman Cindy
Meehan and Nicole lanner-
elli set new marks in the 200
butterfly and 200 individual
medley, respectively. The re-
lay team of Laura Lynch, Pam
Atkinson, Cindy Meehan
and Kathy Lynch broke two
Nicole lannerall
victory.
on her way to
records in the 4x200 free-
style and the 4x100 freestyle
relays. Stacy Schroll, Chris
O'Conner, Kathy Lynch, and
Pam Atkinson contributed to
the 200 freestyle relay re-
cord, while Laura Lynch, Lau-
rie MacPherson, Cindy Mee-
han and Pam Atkinson reset
the 400 medley relay mark.
The La Salle women made
quite an impression upon the
MAAC Conference by win-
ning 7 events. The freestyle
events were dominated by
the Explorers; Cindy Meehan
stole the 500 and 1650, Pam
Atkinson won the 100 and
200, and the La Salle relays
took the 400 and 800 frees-
tyle relays. Pam Wilson also
won individual honors in the
100 butterfly.
The two graduating sen-
iors and co-captains, Kathy
Lynch and Pam Atkinson,
have been both role models
and key team members. Both
women were selected as All-
East second team swimmers
and have contributed to four
school relay records. Kathy is
also the La Salle record hold-
er in the 100 and 200 free-
style.
— Pam Atkinson
-Tj^j
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DANCE TEAM
Row 1: Kim Grant, Gina Skoruk, Jen-
nifer Nelson, Maria Prendergast
Row 2: Caroline Thorton, Kelly An-
derson, Khristina Graham, Kristin
Roach
Missing: Denise Vespie, Courtney
Altemus
The Sound Behind
the Success
If you've been to a La Salle
basketball game, you've
heard the sound of one of
the most spirited groups on
La Salle's campus — the Pep
Band. You've probably also
seen the band. Who could
miss those bright blue and
gold shirts — a testament to
the band's dedication. Dur-
ing time-outs and half-time,
as well as pre and post-game,
the band rallies the team and
entertains the crowd. Even
when they're not playing
their instruments, the band
can be heard cheering and
yelling. With a repertoire
that includes the Fight Song
(of course), the ever-popular
Muppet Show theme, Wipe
Out, Rockin' Robin, Tequila,
and other favorites, the band
adds to the atmosphere of
fun and excitement.
This year the Pep Band,
which consists mainly of Jazz
Band members, is larger and
stronger than ever with 40
members. From November
through March, the Pep
Band devotes their time and
skills to inspire the La Salle
fans, and hopefully to con-
tribute to the basketball
team's many victories. The
members find the Pep Band a
rewarding way to enjoy the
basketball games because
they can combine their tal-
ent and spirit.
— Michele Zelinsky
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pep band, cheerleaders, dance team
^jmi.
Left: CHEERLEADING SQUAD
Row 1: Bill Harmon, Kevin Williams,
Dennis Williams, Dave Santerian
(Captain)
Row 2: Maria Colsey, Miriam Dvo-
rak, Mary Motley, Stacy Ruscello
Row 3: Drea Cappachione, Debbie
Chiaravalotti (Captain), Jennifer De-
io, Jody Pallerino
Missing: Linda Apri, Chris Calhoun,
m Ajaeb, George Harraka
Above: Having fun and entertaining
the crowd, the La Salle Dance Team
performs their routine with confi-
dence and style.
V-l-C-T-O-R-Y
The 1988-89 Cheerleading
Squad was the best La Salle
has seen in a long time. The
cheerleaders gained early
recognition for their ad-
vancements when they re-
ceived an award for "Most
Improved Squad" at the UCA
Cheerleading Camp which
they attended in August at
Rutgers University.
The season started early
with fall tryouts for incoming
freshmen and intense prac-
tices held by newly appoint-
ed Head Coach, Carl Smith,
and Assistant Coach, Karen
Rio. Watching the squad per-
form, it could be seen that
the dedication and hard
work of both the coaches
and athletes had paid off.
The squad cheered at all
home basketball games and
most of the away games.
Also, the squad submitted a
tape of their routines to Na-
tional Cheerleading Compe-
tition for the first time.
Congratulations and good
luck to the senior members
of the squad: Dave Santerian
(Captain), Debbie Chiarava-
lotti (Captain), George Har-
raka, and Miriam Dvorak.
— Maria Colsey
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basketball
La Salle became the first college or university to have both
their men's and women's teams win 20 games each this year.
Basketball 143
Front: Gus Carr, James Bell, Craig Conlin (Co-captain), Lionel Simmons (Co-
captain), Mike Watl<ins, Equipment Manager Mike Murphy Middle: Head
Trainer Bill Gerzabek, Assistant Coach Sam Rines, Assistant Coach Rich Pren-
dergast, Ralph Flowers, Derek Brown, Keith Morris, Sam Rines, Doug Over-
ton, Bob Johnson, Head Coach Speedy Morris, Assistant Coach Joe Mihalich,
Assistnat Coach Randy Monroe Back: Jack Hurd, Don Shelton, Steve Wriedt,
Milko Lieverst
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Getting Better All the Time
old and new talent
keeps b-ball soaring
Peter Pan, a.k.a. Lionel
Simmons, jumps. Others
jump with him. One by one
the others descend. He does
not. He hovers, riding invisi-
ble currents and helping La
Salle post win after precious
win.
Okay, the 1987-88 Explor-
er season was fantastic, and
very hard to top. But the
1988-89 Explorers, despite
some unanswered questions
at the beginning of the year,
have done just that.
The questions mentioned
included ones like: Would
Simmons be capable of his
solid, constant play? Would a
year of experience help
Doug Overton run the of-
fense? And how could La
Salle replace the outside
shooting of Tim Legler and
Rich Tarr?
The year progressed, and
while at 20-4 the questions
were answered, strongly.
Simmons, ranked 2nd in
scoring and 6th in rebounds
in the nation, was capable of
his consistent climb to great-
er accomplishments. He
scored his 2000th point in a
win over lona, and he made it
to the finals of the Eastman
Kodak Player of the Year
Award.
Overton, the nation's 8th
leading assist man, showed
he was not only capable of
the job, but could do it well.
The outside shooting was
replaced by freshman star
Jack Hurd and junior super-
sub Bob Johnson. The pair
ranked 1-2 in three point ca-
tagory in the MAAC.
Craig Conlin showed court
savvy as he took on the co-
captain role with Simmons.
Conlin scored his 1000th
point for La Salle in their
streak-breaking loss to St.
Peter's.
The said streak actually hit
23 before the Peacocks
plucked away a win.
The season included a
Top-20 dance and a solid de-
fense of the MAAC Cha-
mionship crown as the Ex-
plorers posted wins against
South Carolina, American
and Florida State outside of
the Conference.
Beating Carolina was a re-
venge from 20 years ago as
the Explorers of today made
up for the Explorers of yes-
terday, while the win against
American snapped a 15-
game home winning streak
for the Eagles. The 1-point,
101-100 win over Florida
State gave the Explorers their
third chance to break into
the top 20. La Salle then went
on to beat St. Peters in the
Maac final.
Going 0-4 in the city series
last year caused the Big-5 to
laugh, but La Salle won a
share of the Big-5 title this
year and proved that the ri-
valries still exist between the
city teams.
The highlights can go on
and on, but perhaps the big-
gest news was that La Salle
announced that they would
be moving back to Conven-
tion Hall.
The season brought bas-
ketball fever back to La Salle
and gained some well-de-
served recognition from the
Philadelphia papers.
When the 1989-90 Explor-
ers take to the court, they
will be without Conlin, but
will be playing in their new
home and should be even
harder to stop than this year.
— John Newman
Above: Pivoting, Lionel Simmons
mal<es his move to the basket.
Left: Lionel Simmons battles Man-
hattan.
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Right: Sheila Wall twists and goes up
for the shot.
Below: Brenda Mason fakes, then
prepares to drive to the basket. '0llf^
Top-20 for
Another
Year
Ladies hold the line
The 1988-89 Women's
Basketball season presented
the greatest challenge to
third year coach, John Miller.
Living in the shadow of an
NCAA trip, a top-20 ranking,
a Big-5 tri-titie and a MAAC
Championship, this year's
team presented Miller with,
a 14-0 start, a Big-5 Cham-
pionship, and another Top-
20 ranking.
At 21-1, the second high-
est winning percentage in
the nation, the Lady Explor-
ers were led by, not one indi-
vidual, but a whole team.
This "team effort" was
shown all year and was par-
ticularly evident in the box-
scores — Mary Greybush,
Sheila Wall, Kelly Greenberg,
Tracey Sneed, Jen Snyder
and Anita Plakans all led the
team in scoring for at least
one game during the season.
Maureen Buckley and Gail
Beatty were honored as un-
sung heroes, while Brenda
Mason, Laura Reigstad and
Mimi Harris have all come in
at one point to contribute to
the Lady Explorers' efforts.
The Lady Explorers took a
three-game sweep of the
West Coast, won their Invita-
tional for the second year in a
row and dominated the
MAAC in defense of their
crown.
Sneed scored her 1000th
pt. and broke a La Salle re-
cord this year by making 17
free throws in one game,
while Jenny Mc Gowan
showed great promise for
her future at La Salle.
Wall tied a school record
with 7 steals in a game, and
Greenberg became La Salle's
all-time assist leader as she
passed her brother, Chip.
Coach Miller became the
winningest coach in wom-
en's basketball history at La
Salle as he posted his third
straight 20-win season.
The impressive Lady Ex-
plorers played strikingly
similar to last year's team.
Over the year, the women
won by margins as low as 2
and as high as 30. They
picked up big wins against
Temple and St. Joe's in order
to get their Big-5 crown, and
they worked just as hard fo.r a
carbon-copy of the 1987-88
season.
The Lady Explorers basket-
ball program has come of
age. And with the maturation
of the freshman players and
the experience of the talent-
ed upperclass, the 1989-90
campaign looks promising to
say the least. Perhaps an un-
defeated season is not far
from attainable.
— John Newman
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women's basketball
Front: Jennifer Snyder, Kelly Crccnberb (Co-captain), Tracy Snecd (Co-cap-
i.iin), Sheila Wall
Back: Head Coach John Miller, Assistant Coach Frank Nunan, Mimi Harris,
Gail Bealty, Maureen Buckley, Mary Creybush, Anita Plakans, Brenda Mason,
cnnifer McGowan, Laura Reigstad, Manager Donna Rines, Graduate Assis-
tant Cheryl Reeve, Assistant Coach Tom Lochner.
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intramurals
basketball
women's: lifeguards
men's: legion of doom
dorm: cassian
fraternity: phi kap
street hockey
chain fury
Softball
women's: hoopsters
men's: divine intervention
indoor co-ed soccer
phi kap
volleyball
women's: francis
men's: feltchers
co-ed: ichiban
football
women's: ata
men's: colt 45's
dorm: katharine's east
fraternity: pi kap
university: pi kap
148 Intramurals
Serving Up Some More Success
men's tennis expects
to repeat '88's suc-
cess
The spring is here and the
Men's Tennis team is ready
for another successful sea-
son. The team is coming off a
very impressive 1987-88 sea-
son with a record of 10-1.
This year we are looking for
the same type of season, if
not better. Returning from
last year's team are: Evan
Weiss, Dan Nagle, Mike Pat-
terson, Eric Metz, Darryl
Mack, Scott Piro, and Steve
Mitchell. Newcomers in-
clude: Jeff Grasso, John Dris-
coll, Mike Parkowski, and Al
Lipscum. There are seven-
teen matches on the sched-
ule for the 1988-89 season;
we open up on March 17,
1989 against a strong Mount
St. Mary's team. Then, the
following day we play Big
Five rival — Villanova.
In the fall, the tennis team
went to Forest Hills, New
York to play in the MAAC
Championships. Last year the
year the team came in 3rd
again, behind Army and
Fordham. The line-up con-
sisted of Jim Simone (1st sin-
gles), Darryl Mack (2nd sin-
gles), Evan Weiss (3rd singles),
Jeff Grasso (4th singles), Scott
Piro (5th singles), and John
Driscoll (6th singles). The
doubles team consisted of
Jim Simone and Evan Weiss at
1st doubles, Darryl Mack and
John Driscoll at 2nd doubles,
and Scott Piro and Dan Nagle
at 3rd doubles.
All six singles positions
won their respective first
round matches, and all three
doubles positions won theirs
too. In the semi-finals, both
Jim Simone and Evan Weiss
won their three set matches.
With the exception of dou-
bles team of Jim Simone and
Evan Weiss, the rest of the
singles and doubles team un-
fortunately lost. In the singles
final, Jim Simone pulled out a
grueling 3-hour, 3 set match,
and Evan Weiss lost a difficult
2-hour, 3 set match. The
doubles team of Jim Simone
and Evan Weiss lost in the fin-
als too. On a positive note,
Jim Simone won the MAAC
Championship and was also
named MVP of the tourna-
ment. He had a great tourna-
ment and we wish him the
best in the future.
— Darryl Mack
Above: Evan Weiss keeps the volley
going.
Top left: Jim Simone was the MAAC
Championship's Most Valuable Play-
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Below: Bill Donovan changes his
sneakers during an indoor track
meet.
Right: Fierce determination and en-
durance displayed by Paul Sauva-
geau.
Row 1: Tom Sauvageau, Jason Lagana, John Schwab, Paul Sauvageau, Joe
McGinn, Chris Neglia, Coach Brent Barnhill
Row 2: Terry Gallagher, Coach Mike Murphy, Tom Schwind, Roger Leister,
Jerry O'Neill, Bob Ilik, Jim Culick, Jr., Fran Hoey, Bill Donovan, Coach Jim
Gulick, Don Hanrahan
Missing: Tim Connelly, Doug Leaman
Right: Must have been a long, hard
meet.
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Creating A Winning
Formula
old and new talent on the men's track team
sets the stage for a very successful season
The 1988-89 Men's Track
season started with great
success. Beginning with the
Lafayette Invitational, La Salle
proved to be one of the most
competitive teams in the
area. Leading the team this
year are seniors Jim Gulick,
Paul Sauvageau and John
Schwab. Sauvageau and
Schwab dominate the dis-
tance events, while Gulick
takes control of the pentath-
lon and hurdle events.
Competing Juniors are:
sprinters Anthony Carr and
Chris Jahn; distance runners
Bill Donovan, Terry Gal-
lagher, and Jason Lagana; and
high jumper John Kovatch.
Sophomores on the team are
middle and distance runners
Alex Cabe, Bob Ilik, and Tom
Sauvageau as well as Ale
Bommentre in the sprinting
events. Freshmen middle
and distance runners Derek
Brown, Fran Hoey, Roger
Leister, Chris Neglia, Jerry
O'Neill, and Tom Schwind
join with sprinters Rich Flack,
Craig Strimel, and John
Meagher to form a talented
new group of runners on the
team.
Currently, John Schwab
and Paul Sauvageau qualified
for the IC4A Championship
meet in the 3000 meter run.
Schwab's time of 8:15.03 set a
new school record as well.
Jim Gulick, Bob Ilik, and John
Kovatch are also very close to
qualifying for the IC4A
Championship meet.
The 1988-89 Men's Track
team is coached by Head
Coach Jim Gulick and Assis-
tant Coach George Williams,
better known as "The Bear."
With the addition of the new
outdoor all-weather track,
practices are more enjoyable
and beneficial. With excel-
lent coaching, the entire
team agrees that this year's
season will end impressively.
— Robert Ilik
t'
Top left: The new track under
struction.
Above: Fran Hoey gives it his
con-
all.
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Coach Jim Culick, Betsy Baker, Melissa Corcoran, Drea Schwind, Sheila Re-
gan, Rita Gillespie, Elissa Broderick, Coach Mike Murphy
Missing: Kam Fischer, Crystal Kouser, Maureen Higgins, Christine Clark
Lady Explorers Run
To Victory
A successful winter
season predicts
more wins in the
spring
The cooler temperatures
mean two things: winter has
arrived and so has the begin-
ning of the women's indoor
track season. The team began
competition at Lafayette Col-
lege on December 2nd. Al-
ready the team was showing
strength in distance, field,
and sprint events.
Led by senior captain and
premiere distance runner,
Drea Schwind, the women
began their quest for ECAC's.
Fellow teammates, Elissa Bro-
derick and Betsy Baker,
rounded out the distance
squad. A young middle dis-
tance team, composed of
Melissa Corcoran, Rita Gille-
spie, and Sheila Regan, con-
sistently turned in fine per-
formances. The pace picked
up with the sprinters, Mau-
reen Higgins and Kam Fi-
scher. FHigh jumper Crystal
Kouser contributed to the
field events.
The women harriers com-
peted up and down the East
Coast at such schools as Yale
and the U.S. Naval Academy.
The team trained intensely
throughout the winter
months in preparation for
the outdoor season that be-
gan in March.
The women continued to
concentrate on their events
for the prestigious meets
ahead, such as. Colonial Re-
lays, Dogwood Relays, and
the local Penn Relays.
The hard work and com-
mendable performances of-
fer great promise for an out-
standing outdoor season and
conclusion to a successful
running year.
— Elissa Broderick
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women's track
Left: Pumping and striding, Mau- Above: Betsy Baker picks up the
reen Higgins gives lOOVo during the pace.
women's relay.
Previous page:
Top left: Lisa Gallagher stays one
step ahead of the competition.
Top right: Melissa Corcoran looks to
the finish line.
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Kneeling: Toni D'Allesandro, Joan Donegan, Maureen Carroll, Sonya Wil-
moth, Diane Brown
Standing: Terri Tipton, Kathy Cinley, Kim McAllister, Kate Carroll, Lorraine
Marchiano, Meg Cardie, Desiree Reil, Mary McGrath, Deanna Kozub, Sandy
Davis, Anne Richards, Pam Sawyer, Katie Klemm
Missing: Karen Boylan, Donna Mohollen
Top right: Maureen Carroll gets
ready for the pitch.
Above: Intense concentration dis-
played by Pam Sawyer at the plate.
1989 Softball
Bouncing back with
a brand new attitude
The 1988 season was a dis-
appointing one for the La
Salle Women's Softball
Team. They struggled from
day one vs. Temple, all the
way to the MAAC's falling
short to Army 2-0 in the final
game of the championship.
They still have one major
highlight of that season
though — Coach Rick Pohlig
received his 200th career
win. Villanova remembers
that one.
The 1989 team knew
something had to be done.
They had to bounce back
from that devastating season.
Change was in order. The
"What's New?" list this sea-
son includes such things as a
new field, new adventures,
new recruits, a new MAAC's
host, new ideas and practice
schedules — all these adding
up and contributing to the
new attitude.
The field has again been
moved, but with its new
backstop and fences, it's sure
to provide a winning atmo-
sphere at home. The team is
also Florida bound and fund-
raising is in full swing —
they're going! New recruits
are also a plus this year with
freshmen Andy Huck on the
mound and catcher Maria
Honorio behind the plate.
After hosting the MAAC's
for two years in Allentown,
PA, La Salle will be traveling
to West Point as guest of
Army. It doesn't matter to La
Salle where they win! They
have to work right away on
stopping until . . . well, they
don't plan on stopping.
Despite all of the changes,
there are some things that
must remain unchanged —
includeareace pitching from
Sandy Davis, clutch hitting
from Karen Boylan, and all-
around playing and leader-
ship from Captain Toni
D'Allessandro. Sandy, Karen,
and Toni are the only return-
ing seniors. Ten other players
return this year for what may
prove to be their best season
yet. This team is possessed by
their new attitude. They have
their bats in hand and Kelly
Chew still in spirit — so
watch out!
— Kim McAllister
154 Softball
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Left: Kate Carroll winds up for the
pitch.
Top right: Ready to run to second base,
Diane Brown waits for the hit.
Above: Joan Donegan prepares for the
grounder.
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Explorer Baseball — Catch It!
A preview for an ex-
citing '89 season
As the spring of 1989 ap-
proaches, there is a group of
baseball players enthusiastic
about the upcoming season.
Their quest ultinnately is to
obtain a MAAC title which
recently has eluded this pack
of Explorers.
During the off season, as-
sistant coach Bob Vivian be-
came the Explorer Head
Coach ready with some new
ideas and a great deal of en-
thusiasm. Coach Vivian
named Bob Weidinger from
Philadelphia Community
College as assistant coach
and also brought three sen-
iors from last year's team
back to help out.
On the heels of a success-
ful fall season, the Explorers
began preparing for 1989
with a weight training pro-
gram which started in Octo-
ber. Although the team is
younger and greater in num-
ber — from 25 members to
40 members — this year, sen-
ior outfielder Bob Gambell
still feels that "there is a cer-
tain chemistry within the
team."
The team is led by co-cap-
tains, Steve O'Donnell and
Marc lacovelli, who both feel
that this year's team has a
great shot to do what pre-
vious teams could not do,
that is, win a MAAC title.
O'Donnell said, "Barring any
unforeseen injuries, we
should take the MAAC."
This Explorer team is made
up of 12 seniors and a host of
freshmen with very few
sophomores or juniors. Most
of the 12 seniors on the team
are pitchers and play a very
important role in this team's
success. Coach Vivian and
Marc lacovelli both feel that
"pitching is the key to a suc-
cessful team" and "if our
pitchers can hold down their
opponents to 5 runs a game,
there is no reason why we
should not be successful."
A combination of many
things makes up a winning
team: strong-willed, eager
players, team play, and tal-
ent. There is no doubt that
the 1989 Explorers have all of
these aspects and this should
make for an exciting and re-
warding season.
— Steve Glammer
Row 1: Rob Stander, Steve Glammer, Barry Petrachenko, Darryn Cromwell, Darryl Birkhead, Frank RIcchey, Dave
Mastropietro
Row 2: Gene McDonnell, Tom Gale, Tom Forte, Rich DeVincent, Gary Roberts, Mike O'Connor, Dave York, Eric
Eberwein, Chris Cirillo, Steve O'Donnell, )im Spurlock, Brian Herd, Tom McDevitt, Dave Hinnenkamp, Bobby
Gambell, Steve LaRossa, Mark lacovelli, Kevin Cartotto, Coach Bob Vivian
Right: Darryll Birkhead makes the
catch for an out.
156 Baseball
baseball
Above left: Intensely sizing up the
batter, Gary Roberts gets ready to
liurl a pitch.
Above right: New head coach Bob
Vivian meets his players on the
mound.
Left: Monk throws another batter
out.
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Right: Head Coach Mark Valenti
gives out medals to his Varsity Men's
Heavyweight Eight after they took
first place in the Frostbite Regatta.
Below: A close finish for the Varsity
Men's Lightweight Eight (fore-
ground).
Bottom right: Two seat of the Men's
Heavyweight Eight gets "caught" at
the Head of the Connecticut —
where is his puddle?
MEN'S VARSITY
Row 1: Jim Powers, Steve Hanling, Steve Feden, Bill Beitel, Larry Turnbull,
Pete Frisco
Row 2: Barry Benner, Eric Sullivan, Mike McKinley, Joe Brown, Dan Fodor,
Joe Armondo, Jimmy Gallagher, Fred Prozzillo, Donna Bocuti
Row 3: Russ Mellott, Dan Hoover, Steve Fillmore
Missing: Mike Cunning, Trip Davis, John Musial, Mike Centil, Bill Collins, Ed
Butler, Pete Bosso, Pat McCann, Mike White, Matt Ledwith, Annemarie
Renzulli, Charlie Wilson
158 Men's Crew
menTtrew
Left: A sweet victory — winning first
place in the Men's Varsity
Heavyweight Eight competition at
the annual La Salle sponsored Frost-
bite Regatta.
Below: Coxswain Annemarie Ren-
zulli waits as C.T. (stoke) adjusts his
footstretchers, Mike Cunning (3)
and Bill Collins (bow) take practice
strokes, and the "serious" rower
John Musial smiles for the camera.
The Crew
Life
A rewarding exper-
ience for those who
live it
Crew — the very thought
of it conjures up various
opinions from rowers as well
as non-rowers. It is perceived
by rowers as a group of
somewhat iess-than-sane in-
dividuals dressed in ragged
sweat clothes. They rise earli-
er than most of us care to
think about to practice their
craft on the frigid waters of a
nearby river.
Apparently, these rowers,
or oarsmen, simply enjoy
what they do. (Obviously,
none of them fully recovered
from some mental illness.)
They are questioned repeat-
edly as to why they subject
themselves to such punish-
ment, the rewards seemingly
nonexistent. The real reason
we row may be the virtue of
the sport itself: the combina-
tion of strength, endurance,
and discipline. Demanding
these things of yourself and
the others in your boat leaves
you with a strong sense of
pride and an almost religious
belief in yourself and the
crew. Belief in themselves
evolves from the passion
rowers have in working to-
gether toward a common
goal. The goal can only be
achieved when all of those in
a boat make the commitment
to strive for their highest
performance level possible
in order to win together.
Crew is teamwork personi-
fied; it is the actions of many
as one, the simultaneous
pursuit of victory and the
sorrow of all in defeat. Our
sport is all of these things and
so much more; to an outsid-
er, it is only a bunch of crazy
individuals who want to be in
shape. But to those who row,
crew is answering a special
call, one that few people get
and even fewer understand.
They only know that crew is
something that burns in their
hearts. That is what separates
rowers from the rest of the
world.
— Michael Gentil
— Michael Cunning
MEN'S NOVICE
Row 1: Jeff Prosser, Matt Bonloutian, Tony Gelona, Hap Auch, Bryan Certz,
Jeff Aton, Sean Mullen
Row 2: Pete Sigmund, Sean Hughes, Nick Coggins, Tom Miller, Matt Cizick-
icki, Kurt Burkholder, Randy Wardlow
Row 3: Jeff Kravac, Brian Trexier, Dave Morsa, Mark Allen, Chris Calhoun,
Rachel Smith, Dave Yost, Kerry McMullen, Michael Lyons
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Row 1: Lori Curtin, Ann Meehan, Andrea Bonaccorsi, Tanya Boob, Liz
McKenzie, M.J, Meeth
Ro>* 2: Tina Huff, Cfirissy Vernalis, Mauria McCovern, Kim Pregartner, Mar-
cie Kuttler
Row 3: Gina Miller, Ann Toland, Sue Burnett-Herkees, Karen Heavy, Katfiy
Espisito
Row 4: Tricia McKenna, Bernadette Prozzillo, Sue Suchodoski, Michele
Market, Chrissy Rockledge, Tina Becse, Sharon Cody, Coach Frank Cataldi
Missing: Tiffany Colombi, Jane Nagle, Karen Patzelt, Lorna Sullivan, Beth
Durkin, Kathy Mancinelli
Top: A women's varsity lightweight
four coming down the race course
during the La Salle Invitational Re-
gatta held on the Cooper River in
Camden, New Jersey.
Bottom: The La Salle women's varsi-
ty eight lifts their boat out of the wa-
ter after their race.
Top right: Ann Meehan takes a cal-
culated breath during a piece as the
crew heads down river Girard Ave-
nue Bridge.
Bottom right: Ann Meehan and An-
drea Bonaccorsi wax the "Bear Cur-
ran" in preparation for their
lightweight four race at the Eastern
Sprints.
160 Women's Crew
women $ crew
Demanding 100%
Dedication
A satisfying sport every stroke of the way
Rowing at La Salle starts the
first week of the fall semester
and ends one week after
spring final exams. Crew is a
varsity sport, yet recruiting is
not done and scholarships
are not given. There is not a
"star" of the crew or an ath-
lete of the week; there is only
the people who make one
boat. Crew is not accus-
tomed to glory and headlines
because it takes a great
amount of time to produce a
medal winning boat —
whether it be gold, silver, or
bronze. The men and wom-
en that make up the crew
range in athletic ability --
from star high school athlete
to never having participated
in athletics at all; but after a
month of practices it is im-
possible to tell them apart,
anyway.
During the fall season La
Salle competes against very
steep competition. In the
Head of the Connecticut and
the Head of the Schuylkill
they meet Ivy League and
National team boats. The fall
season ends in Philadelphia
with the Frostbite Regatta
and the Bill Braxton Memori-
al Regatta against city schools
and other East Coast col-
leges. The spring season
brings us 2000 meter races.
La Salle competes with many
Northeastern colleges,
MAAC schools. Big Five
schools, and ultimately in the
Dad Vail Regatta, a national
collegiate competition. It is
easy to see that the many
months of training are for a
very short schedule of races.
But for rowers, the satisfac-
tion of winning a race makes
up for the pain of many prac-
tices.
Traditionally, crew had
been dominated by men and
only recently have women
been given recognition in
world-class competition.
The women rowers at La Salle
have had an uphill battle.
With limited budget and
equipment use, it has been
hard to build the team into
the size and strength needed
to excel. Over the past two
years, the program has
grown from 5 varsity women
to over 20 and from 10 nov-
ice women to over 30.
Coaches: Stephanie Gamble,
Steve Hanling, and Frank Ca-
taldi, find the increase prom-
ising in that the crew is get-
ting bigger and better every
year. Under the direction of
Head Coach Mark Valenti,
Stephanie, Steve, and Frank
have been painfully working
the team to their full poten-
tial in preparation for the
spring season. It has been a
long and hard struggle, but
1989 promises to be rigorous
yet rewarding for the women
of La Salle crew.
— Andrea Bonaccorsi
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162 Class of 1989
Four years on La Salle's campus
finds favorite study places for al
What's your major?
Ask members of the
Class of '89 this question
and chances are they'll an-
swer "Accounting." By
the start of their last year,
one out of six senior Day
undergrads were Ac-
counting majors, while
many others listed them-
selves as Marketing and Fi-
nance, in fact, almost half
of the senior class named
one of these three as their
first major, distributing
the balance of the class
among almost 30 other
departments.
ss of 1989 Class of 1989Class of 1989 Class of
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Pittsburghese and Narrow Streets
More than mountains separate Pittsburgh and Philly.
I can remember the day 1 left home to
become a freshman at La Salle in the
wonderful "City of Brotherly Love." I
was leaving Pittsburgh, listed by Rand-
McNally as the number one most livable
city in the U.S. Pittsburgh — known for
its many bridges, inclines, and trolleys.
Station Square, The Point (where the
Ohio, Allegheny, and Monogahala Riv-
ers meet), Marios, Blue Lou's, clean sub-
way, and great sports teams. All of this,
and more, make it an interesting place
to live. But my chosen destiny for at
least a few years was to live in a city with
one-way streets and to be surrounded
by people who talk fast and funny.
When I arrived in Philly I was greeted
by my favorite brother and his friends.
In that September heat, I could only
think of a refreshing drink. So I asked
for a "pop." My brother's friends just
stared at me. My brother, after living in
Philly for three years, knew what 1 was
talking about and said, "Val, you mean a
soda." Soda? I thought. What a weird
name for something to drink.
I soon contracted Pittsburghitis. I felt
like a stranger in my own state. I had to
learn to control my words to adjust to
my new home. But it was tough. In Pitts-
burgh, we wear tennis shoes, not sneak-
ers. If we're hungry, we go to the gro-
cery store, not the supermarket. And
when we buy pretzels, they're soft and
warm, not hard and cold.
I even caught abuse for my pronunci-
ation. Everyone thought I was from the
South. I can't help it if Pittsburghers
pronounce their vowels specifically,
unlike Philadelphians, who talk too fast.
But after 3 V2 years I've adjusted and
become attached to my new home. But
I'm still a true-blue Pittsburgher, and I'll
never be able to cheer for the Flyers,
Eagles, Sixers, or Phillies against my own
teams.
Val Hertzog
Steven T. Strupczewski — Class of 1989
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May you enjoy the peace of St. Francis
May you enjoy the gift of finest wheat
May you be soaring on eagles' wings
Dad Louis Jimmy
Reflections on
Those Were the Days!
After a year of adjusting to La Salle
and taking foundation courses, entering
sophomore year seemed rather easy.
General Physics aside, it was the most
relaxed of my four years here. Maybe
the fun had something to do with being
blond that year — I don't know! As
sophomores, we had it made. We didn't
get those shocking mid-semester
grades, we got to choose our room-
mates, and we didn't have to start think-
ing about the real world just yet.
One of the highlights for me was fi-
nally taking a biology course and learn-
ing about living and breathing things for
a change — no offense to the Chemistry
Department intended. 1 felt like a REAL
biology major, soon to become a full-
fledged Bio Dweeb. What kept life
sweet was that the dreaded Organic
Chemistry and the even more dreaded
MCAT's were still far enough away so I
could enjoy free time. If only things
were that simple again.
No More Books
A Junior Year Experience
when I look back on my junior year at
La Salle, my first thought is that not
much distinguishes it from sophomore
year. Being a junior means that you have
made it halfway through college, but
you are still stuck in the middle like last
year.
Taking a second look, my thoughts
drastically changed on the subject. Dur-
ing my junior year I took a giant step in
planning my future career. I inter-
viewed for and accepted a cooperative
education position with an accounting
firm. When I decided to interview for
the co-op, I did not fully realize the ex-
tent to which this experience would af-
fect my life. I thought that 1 should go
on co-op because I had no idea what it
truly meant to be an accountant or an
auditor. For two years I had been read-
ing textbooks, making journal entries,
taking tests, and going to classes; but 1
had no idea what the big picture was.
My cooperative education gave me a
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Sophomore Year
My most distinct memory from class
that year has to be the shocking state-
ment from religion class, "When you
bring in the flush toilet, you bring in
God." That's one to write in the scrap-
book!
On a more general note. La Salle went
through a lot of changes during our
sophomore year. It was definitely a year
of new things: Lionel Simmons . . . Ex-
plorer Basketball on an upswing . . . NIT
Championships at Madison Square Gar-
den . . . blue flags just like Temple's . .
.
those HUGE blue signs on 20th St ... a
new alcohol policy . . . Backstage and
Intermissions to soften the blow . . . the
loss of a parking lot (the results later on
made the walk to Good Shepherd
worth it) . . . the first Greek photo con-
test in the yearbook . . . Tommy Con-
well at Spring Fling . . . and most impor-
tant of all, the Class of 1989 passing the
halfway mark of their college careers!
Terry Quane
It'sTime toWork
with Cooperative Education
preview of what lay ahead.
1 had to trade in my sweats and sneak-
ers for suits and pumps, my backpack
for a briefcase. Instead of going to class
for 15 hours a week, I was faced with 40
hours of work a week. No more coming
home, plopping myself on the couch,
and watching the soaps. I was lucky if I
could catch the final round on Wheel of
Fortune. Thursday night, party night,
found me in bed at ten o'clock. Frater-
nity parties were replaced by Friday
Happy Hours at the Irish Pub. No longer
were the answers or even the questions
found somewhere in the textbook. I
had to find them myself.
I ended my junior year with joyful an-
ticipation for my senior year. But I also
ended it with a confidence, no longer
afraid of my future because 1 was no
longer entering a world of the un-
known after leaving La Salle.
Carrie Ann Grous
Sappy Senior Syndrome
Pining for the ''Old Days" means you're ready for the cure.
"I really miss the old days," one
senior slurred at the Hideaway
recently. "Remember the good
times we had?"
"Yeah," drooled a co-ed.
"That was such a good time."
What these poor seniors didn't
know was that they suffered from
Sappy Senior Syndrome. Com-
mon among college seniors, SSS
floods the short-term memory
with happy recollections from
earlier college years. These
memories are almost always
apocryphal.
if left unchecked, SSS can do
great damage. In its early stages,
it causes a rash of dull conversa-
tions that spread when pursued.
As the condition worsens, it
completely cripples your sense
of perspective.
So how do you know if you
have SSS? Doctors suggest that
you get together with some old
friends and just talk about, say,
freshman year. If everything was
just fun fun fun; if you seem to
have forgotten your first bad
grade, the first object-of-your-
desire that completely ignored
you, or your first bout with ca-
reer-anxiety; if you keep saying
"things just aren't the same,"
"we should do that again" or
"let's get a house in Wildwood,"
you may be suffering from this
academic ailment.
What's the cure, then? Says
one student who pulled a D on
his last abnormal psych test: "As
you reminisce with these people,
try to remember the bad times.
Dig up some dirt. Don't be afraid
to be paranoid, and don't ignore
the option of using physical vio-
lence on your fellow SSS suffer-
ers. The cure is more important
than any jail term."
Or just try some memory work
on your own, says another stu-
dent. "Remember your first
night as a freshman in the dorms?
Did you know the person in the
other bed? You were probably
nervous as hell! Was that fun?"
Or just have a beer and forget
it.
Chris Thumann
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Adams, Suzanne. BS, Mar-
keting/Finance. Sinking
Spring, PA. American Mar-
keting Assoc, Investment
Club, Financial Manage-
ment Club.
Alex, Cynthia Ann. BA,
Psychology/Business. Gil-
bertsvilie, PA. Field Hockey,
Psychology Club, ASPA,
Residence Council.
Allen, Nancy M. BS, Ac-
counting. Warminster, PA.
Financial Management As-
soc, Accounting Assoc,
Beta Alpha Accounting
Honor Society.
Alosco, Virginia M. BA,
Psychology. White Plains,
NY. Psi Chi.
Ambolino, Victoria. BS, Fi-
nance/Management.
North Wales, PA. Business
Honors Society, Financial
Management Association,
Intramural Soccer.
Angelisanti, Susan M. BA,
Communications. Doug-
lassville, PA. WEXP,AXP Lit-
tle Sister.
Antonelli, John. BS, Fi-
nance. Staten Island, NY.
Weightlifting Club.
Arment, Michael Henry.
BS, MIS/Operations Man-
agement. Trevose, PA.
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Atkinson, Pamela Ann. BA,
Biology. Phila., PA. Swim-
ming, Phi Alpha Beta, Dis-
cover the Difference Pro-
grams.
Augello, Mark J. BA, Histo-
ry. Bethlehem, PA.
Aversano, Caroline. BA,
Biology. Yardville, NJ. Alpha
Theta Alpha, Phi Alpha
Beta, Grimoire.
Azarcon, Maria Elena Livia
Fuentes. BA, Biology. Lin-
wood, NJ. Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Phi Alpha Beta, Gam-
ma Sigma Sigma, Residence
Council.
Azizkhan, Theresa D. BA,
Biology/Religion. Mechan-
icsburg, PA. Judicial Board,
Student Government Asso-
ciation, Alpha Epsilon Del-
ta, Phi Alpha Beta.
Bagnell, John. BS, Market-
ing. Lansdale, PA.
Baker, Marysue. BA, Ele-
mentary/Special Education.
Phila., PA. Council for Ex-
ceptional Children.
Barr, Mary Elizabeth. BA,
English. Phila., PA.
Baruffi, Anthony J., Jr. BA,
Communications; English
minor. Chalfont, PA. La
Salle Singers, LSTV,
Masque.
Bauer, David Paul. BS, Ac-
counting. Macungie, PA.
Business Honor Society,
Accounting Assoc, Beta Al-
pha Accounting Society.
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"'Don't be
dismayed at <^ood~byes
A farewell is necessary before
Hou can meet
aqaxn.
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"Kenneth J. 'Borek TCaren Ann 'Bonlan
Beck, Regina J. BA, English/History. Phila., PA. Phi Al-
pha Theta, Amnesty International, Asian Society, Histo-
ry Society.
Bedessem, Margaret. BA, Communications/French.
Boonsboro, MD, Phi Delta Phi, ATA, AERho
Bell, Jonathen. BS, Accounting. Absecon, N]. Beta Al-
pha Accounting Society, Honors Program, Honors
Board, Accounting Assoc.
Bennett, Ceorgiana Marie. BA, Education/English.
Phila., PA. International Club.
Bentz, Christopher Tyler. BA, Secondary Education.
Annville, PA. Volleyball Club, Intramurals.
Berg, Rose M. BS, Accounting/Computer Science,
Phila., PA.
Bergmann, Karen M. BS, Accounting. Holland, PA.
Berkebile, James A. BS, Human Resource Manage-
ment/Org. Behavior. Camp Hill, PA.
Bertino, Kathleen. BS, Marketing/Finance. Lansdale,
PA. Financial Management Assoc, Investment Club,
Marketing Assoc, Cheerleading.
Bertino, Richard C. BS, Marketing/Finance. Lansdale,
PA.
Biggins, Jonathan. BS, Finance. Rosemont, PA. Business
Honor Society.
Boccuti, Lisa Maria. BS, Marketing. Holland, PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Soccer, Intramurals, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Bohi, Janet. BA, Communications. Mt. Laurel, NJ.
Bolton, Thomas. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Bonaccorsi, Andrea. BS, Accounting/Finance. Phila.,
PA. Crew.
Bordzol, Beatrice. BA, Philosophy. Sandy Hook, CT. La
Salle Singers.
Borek, Kenneth J. BS, Management. Phila., PA.
Boylan, Karen Ann. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA. Softball,
Intramural Basketball.
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Braddock, A. Scott. BA, Communications. San Fran-
cisco, CA. Lambda Chi Alpha.
Bradley, Kenneth Richard. BA, Communications.
Wyndmoor, PA. Collegian.
Braig, Jennifer Josephine. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA.
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'Prevents ^iw
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— Justine E. 'Daniels
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Brassell, Ann F. BS, Marketing/Organizational Be-
havior. Phila., PA. American Marketing Assoc, Per-
sonnel Administration Society.
Brezinski, Paul A. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Ac-
counting Association.
Bricker, Karen S. BA, Criminal Justice. Reading, PA.
Criminal Justice Honor Society.
Brooks, Rochelle Darlene. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
TCaren S. 'Bricker
'Hochelle 'Darlene 'Brooks
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Brooks, Valerie Jean. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Brown, Linda Aranda. BA, Computer Science. Phila.,
PA. Honors Program, Math/CSC Department Board.
Browne, Honora. BS, Finance. Wayne, NJ. Alpha
Theta Alpha, Intramurals.
Bruno, Karen. BA, Communications. Vineland, NJ.
Bruno, Michelle. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Phila., PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Buck, Michael R. BS, Accounting. Allentown, PA.
Burke, Kevin. BS, Operations Management. Cherry
Hill, NJ.
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Burke, Terri M. BA, English. Ambler, PA. Explorer,
Lambda lota Tau, Orientation Leader.
Burns, Barbara Anne. BA, Mathematics; Philosophy mi-
nor. Edison, NJ. LEO, Intramurais, Spring Fling Commit-
tee.
Bynum, William. BA, English. Sharon Hill, PA. Basket-
ball.
Byrne, Kathleen Marie. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Byrne, Kevin. BS, Finance. Merion, PA.
Cacia, Maria C. BS, Finance; International Studies mi-
nor. Phila., PA. Personnel Administration Society, Hon-
ors Program, Business Honor Society, Financial Manage-
ment Assoc.
Callaghan, Michael A. BS, Accounting. Southampton,
PA.
Campellone, Suzette Clare. BA, Communications;
Business Administration minor. Southampton, PA.
Campi, Nancy. BS, Accounting; Health Care Adminis-
tration minor. Phila., PA. Health Care Administration
Organization, Business Honor Society, Accounting Ad-
ministration.
Candido, Lynn. BA, Art History. Chestnut Hill, PA. La
Salle Art Gallery.
Cardullo, Caren Lynn. BS, Marketing. Watchung, NJ.
Gamma Phi Beta, Residence Council.
Carideo, John, Jr. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Delta Sig-
ma Pi.
Carolan, Francis X., III. BA, Political Science. Phila., PA.
Political Science Assoc, St. Thomas More Law Society.
Carr, Mary T. BA, Sociology. Phila., PA.
Cartotto, Kevin E. BS, Accounting. Wyckoff, NJ. Base-
ball.
Cassano, Linda Maria. BS, Marketing/Management.
Mt. Laurel, NJ. Business Honor Society, Marketing As-
soc, Society for Advancement in Management.
Cassidy, Joseph Francis. BS, Accounting. Warminster,
PA. Phi Gamma Delta, Intramurais.
Chacko, Ani. BS, Management Information Systems;
Computer Science. Phila., PA. Spanish Club, Delta Epsi-
lon Theta.
cDichael A. C.iUai^han Suzette Clare Campellone
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£nnn Candido
Caret! Cynn CarduUo
"Kevin B. Cartotto
The 15 Most Annoying Events in a Commuter's Morning
1. Fighting with siblings for bathroom
time.
2. Taking cold showers after the siblings
have used up the hot water.
3. Putting up with Mom, who demands
too many kisses as you run out the door.
4. Freezing your gluteus maximi off in a
cold car in the beginning of February.
5. Scraping ice off the car windows.
6. Waiting two hours for the bus on snowy
days.
7. Determining if the police vehicle be-
hind the tree is a trooper or an honorary
Dunkin' Donuts critic.
8. Freezing your gluteus maximi off at the
bus stop.
9. Getting stuck behind the older gentle-
man with the hat in the Lincoln Towne car.
10. Getting stuck behind the driver who
actually believes in the 35-mph speed lim-
it.
11. Driving slowly through a designated
school zone that has never shown any sign
of school-children activity.
12. Surviving killer Septa buses that tend
not to wait for lights to turn green and pull
out in front of your econo-box limo.
13. Following drivers who don't use their
turn signals.
14. Maneuvering through La Salle resi-
dents who don't understand traffic signals
at 20th and Oiney.
15. Parking in a space where the Philadel-
phia police won't boot your car.
Melissa L. Delaney
£inda COaria Cassano Joseph Trancis Cassidy Ani Chacko
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Chang, Sophia B. BA,
Mathematics. Phila., PA.
Cherrick, Donna M. BA,
Psychology. Phila., PA.
Chessa, Angela. BS, Fi-
nance/RMI. Phila., PA.
Softball, Business Honor
Society, Risk Management
and Insurance Associ-
ation.
Chew, Kelly. BS, Manage-
ment Information Sys-
tems/OMB. Pennsauken,
NJ.
Chiaravallotti, Debra
Lynn. BA, Communica-
tions. Cherry Hill, NJ.
Cheerleading, Italian
Club.
Ciecko, Patrice. BA,
Chemistry. Phila., PA.
Chymian Society.
James C. Cody III
Cirillo, Christopher C.
BS, Finance/Marketing.
Fairfield, NJ. Baseball.
Clark, James. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. "" 1
Clarke, Rosemary Mi-
chelle. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Clifford, Rick. BS, Fi-
nance/Marketing. Med-
ford, NJ. American Mar-
keting Association.
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Cody, James L., III. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila.,
PA.
Cody, Sharon Lynne. BA,
Biology/Mathematics.
Phila., PA. Crew, Honors
Board.
Coe, Judith. Elkins Park,
PA.
Cohen, Herman P. BA,
Biology. Williamsport, PA.
T
Coker, Mark A. BA, Biol-
ogy. Baltimore, MD.
Masque, Residence
Council, Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Phi Alpha Beta.
Colasurdo, Michael, Jr.
BS, Management. Toms
River, NJ. Italian Club.
Collins, William J., Jr. B A,
Political Science. Oreland,
PA. Crew, Student Gov-
ernment Assoc, Activities
Funding Board.
Coluzzi, Robert J. BS, Ac-
counting. Delran, NJ.
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Craig 'R. Conlin Sherri £. Connelly 'Paul C Connor
Cominsky, Nancy Posel.
BA, Elementary/Special
Education. Phila., PA.
Condo, Cheryl Anne. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA.
Business Honor Society, Phi
Gamma Nu.
Conlin, Craig R. BA, Edu-
cation. Glenside, PA. Bas-
ketball.
Connelly, Sherri L. BS, Ac-
counting. Washington, NJ.
Business Honor Society,
Beta Alpha Accounting
Honor Society, Accounting
Assoc, Phi Gamma Nu.
Connor, Paul T. BA, Biol-
ogy. Wyncote, PA. Honors
Program, Sigma Phi Lamb-
da, Crew, Interfraternity-
sorority Council.
Conroy, John Thomas. BS,
Organizational Behavior/
OMG; RMI minor. Phila.,
PA.
Contino, John C. BS, Fi-
nance/Operations Man-
agement. Fairless Hills, PA.
Weightlifting.
Cooper, Kenneth E. BA,
Criminal Justice, Phila., PA.
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Ellen CDarie Cronin
•David -B. Costello
'Daniel Cory
CDartin D. Costello
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kjnn Collin Dempsey Cullen
Chomas "P. Crowley
CDary Elizabeth Crosby
Cortez, Clifton J., Jr. BA,
Philosophy/History. Phila.,
PA. Spanish Club, Historical
Society, Philosophy Club,
Alpha Epsilon, Amnesty In-
ternational.
Cortina, Maryann. BA,
Education/English. Morris-
ville, PA.
Cory, Daniel. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Financial Man-
agement Assoc, Society for
the Advancement of Man-
agement, Intramurals.
Costello, David B. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., PA. Amnesty In-
ternational, Lambda lota
Tau, Right to Life Commit-
tee, Inner City Project.
Costello, Martin D. BS, Fi-
nance/English. Phila., PA.
Business Honor Society.
Cronin, Ellen Marie. BA,
Communications. Cherry
Hill, NJ. Alpha Theta Alpha,
Marketing Assoc, Colle-
gian.
Crosby, Mary Elizabeth.
BS, Marketing. Upper Dar-
by, PA. Phi Gamma Nu,
Spanish Club, American
Marketing Assoc, LEO.
Crossan, Michael. BS, Ac-
counting. Oreland, PA.
Business Honor Society, Al-
pha Beta Accounting Hon-
or Society.
Crowley, Thomas P. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA.
Cullen, Collin Dempsey.
BA, Biology. Washington,
D.C. Sigma Phi Lambda, In-
terfraternity-sorority
Council.
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"Did you get your
picture taken for
the yearbook yet?"
— Cerry Quane
James Dandy "Kia Dawn 'Davenport Sandra ©avis Uictor 'P. "DeColli
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Culotta, Tina Marie. BA, Biology, Holland, PA. Gamma
Phi Beta, Orientation Leader, Alpha Epsilon Delia, Phi
Alpha Beta.
Cunning, Michael. BS, Management Information Sys-
tems; Computer Science minor. Deptford, NJ. Crew.
Curley, Michael J. BA, Psychology. Holland, PA. Soc-
cer.
Curran, Cheryl. BS, Accounting. Phila., Pa.
Curry, Kathleen. BA, Psychology. Broomall, PA.
Curtin, Lori Ann. BS, Marketing. Warminster, PA.
Crew, American Marketing Association.
Dandy, James. BS, Accounting, Apalachin, NY. Beta Al-
pha Honor Society, Accounting Association.
Davenport, Kia Dawn. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Phila., PA.
Davis, Sandra. BS, Marketing/Management. Morris-
ville, PA. Softball, Intramurals.
DeColli, Victor P. BS, Marketing/Finance. Phila., PA.
Deery, Anne Marie. BS, Finance; Health Care Adminis-
tration minor. Phila., PA. Health Care Administration
Club.
DeCroot, Raymond. BA, German/French. Ottsville,
PA. French Club.
Delaney, Melissa L. BA, Biology. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsi-
lon Delta, Crew.
Del Buono, Kim Marie. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
American Marketing Association.
DeLeo, Gerard J. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Delli Santi, Michael A. BA, Psychology. Fairfield, NJ.
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
DeMaio, Ronald. BA, Biology. Bridgeton, NJ.
De Marco, David. BS, Management/Health Care Ad-
ministration. Cherry Hill, NJ. Pi Kappa Phi, intramurals.
Society for the Advancement of Management.
Donald DcCDaio David "De CDarco
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DeMasi, Steven. BA, Mathematics/Computer Science.
Phila., PA. Math/Computer Science Club.
DeVenuto, Barbie. BS, Finance. Stockton, NJ. Financial
Management Assoc, St. Thonnas More Law Society, In-
vestment Club, Business Hlonor Society.
Devlin, Katherine Regina. BA, . Communications. Jen-
l<intown, PA.
"Katherine 'Reqina Devlin
"Dawn Denise Tlickerson
DiBattista, Richard B. BS, Finance; Risk Management &
Insurance minor. Phila., PA. Business Honor Society.
Dickerson, Dawn Denise. BS, Finance/Management
Information Systems. Washington, D.C. Black Student
League, Activities Funding Board, Orientation Leader,
Black Residents Support Council.
Dickson, Edwin Orr. BS, Marketing. Rushland, PA.
Dierkes, William F. BS, Finance. Ambler, PA.
Edwin Orr Dickson
Steven 'DeCDasi
"If you think you can, then you can. If
you really want to, then you wiU. At
least give it a try. Chank you CDom and
'Dad for making it all possible. And
thank God for showing me that 'all
things are possible to him that believ-
eth.'"
— Donna B. 'Rines
"Chanks for the best — CDom, "Pat,
'Pam, Cynn, Grandmom and J.IC— I
love y'all bunches!!"
— CDichelle !Kaney
lOilliam T. Dierkes
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DiFilippo, Michele Mary. BS, Marketing. Trenton, NJ.
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Italian Club, Soccer.
DiMaria, Susan. BA, Criminal Justice. Warminster, PA.
Criminal Justice Assoc, Criminal Justice Honor Society,
udicial Board, St. Thomas More Law Society.
DiMenna, Joseph. BA, Biology. Sewell, NJ.
--<%_
Dinnien, Joseph Michael. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Dionisio, Jill Carol. BS, Operations Management.
Phila., PA.
DiPasquale, Christopher D. BS, Finance/Risk Manage-
ment & Insurance. Clenside, PA.
DiPeri, Frank P. BS, Finance/Management Information
Systems. Mt. Laurel, Nj. Wrestling, Phi Gamma Delta,
Business Honor Society, Financial Management Assoc.
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Donaher, George Aloysius, III. BS, Accounting/Hu-
man Resource Management. Phila., PA. Accounting As-
soc, Intramurals, Right to Life Committee, Society for
the Advancement of Management.
Doody, Pamela Mary. BS, Accounting/Marketing.
Churchville, PA. Delta Phi Epsilon, Accounting Assoc,
Business Honor Society.
Dooner, Dolores M. BA, English. Phila., PA. Grimoire.
D'Orazio, David. BS, Accounting/Finance. Fort Wash-
ington, PA.
Dorgan, William Joseph. BS, Finance; English minor.
Yardley, PA. Tau Kappa Epsilon, Intramurals, Business
Honor Society.
Dorrian, Grace A. BA, Psychology. Laureidale, PA. Am-
nesty International.
Dougherty, Stephen. BS, Finance. Levittown, PA. Fi-
nancial Management Assoc, Accounting Club, Weight-
lifting, Investment Club.
Dowling, Michael. BA, Biology. Clark, NJ.
Doyle, Elizabeth Ann. BA, English. Blue Bell, PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Crew, Senior Class Gift Committee.
Duffy, Dennis. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Duffy, Monica. BA, Communications. Holland, PA.
WEXP, Intramurals.
Dugan, Donald N., Jr. BS, Organizational Behavior.
Phila., PA.
Dunn, Paul Edward. BS, Marketing/Management. Tur-
nersvilie, NJ. Phi Gamma Delta, Weightlifting Club.
Durkin, Claire Anne. BA, Psychology. Phila., PA. Ger-
man Club, Project Appalachia, Psychology Club.
Durkin, James. BS, Accounting. Marlton, NJ. Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
Dvorak, Miriam S. BA, Computer Science. Natrona
Heights, PA. Honors Program, Cheerleading.
Ebel, Dan. BS, Marketing. Adelphi, MD. Swimming.
Eddy, Sharon M. BA, Communications. Cinnaminson,
NJ.
6eorc(e Aloysius Donaher III 'Pamela CDary Doody
Stephen Doui^herty CDichael Dowling
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Eissler, Barbara L. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., PA.
Ellerman, Richard John.
BS, Management. Voor-
hees, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon.
Ellis, Suzanne Marie. BA,
Mathematics/Computer
Science. Medford, N). Jazz
Band, Pep Band, Math/
Computer Science Club.
Enick, Carol Lynn. BA,
Communications. Mulllca
Hill, NJ. Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
Fabbi, John. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting
Association.
Fallon, Patricia M. BA,
Spanish/Education. Phila.,
PA. Basketball, Track,
Cross Country, Spanish
Club, Collegian.
Farris, James J. BS, Mar-
keting. Meadowbrook,
PA.
Fende, Grace M. BS,
Management/Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Fenn, Christine Marie.
BS, Human Resource
Management/English.
Phila., PA. Delta Phi Epsi-
lon, ASPA, Society for the
Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Fermo, Andrea L. BS,
Marketing/Spanish.
North Haven, CT. Spanish
Club, American Market-
ing Assoc, FoQ£|^ifiOd<yfi.-
Committee.
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Fernandez, Rafael, Jr. BA,
Economics/Spanish.
Phila., PA. Spanish Club.
Ferraro, Rhonda E. BA,
Psychology; Criminal Jus-
tice minor. Riverside, NJ.
Alpha Theta Alpha, Soft-
ball, Senior Class Gift^
Committee. i
I—
u
Fighera, Timothy Gerard.
BS, Finance; Accounting
minor. Abington. PA.
Filemyr, Patricia. BA,
English. Phila., PA.
Fischer, Laurie Anne. BA,
Secondary Education/
English. Berlin, NJ. Resi-
dence Council. Intramur-
als.
Fisher, Mary Kathryn A.
BA, Mathematics/Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA."
Honors Program, Kappa
Mu Epsilon, Math/Com-_
puter Science Club.
Fitzsimmons, Megan
Ann. BS, Finance. Upper
Gwynedd, PA. Gamma Phi
Beta.
Fiach, Susan M. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
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Co love another person is to
see the face of God."
— CDelissa £. ©elaney
Stacy A. "Flaville
"Kathleen Hood 'Robert S. Franks Janet Pricker Susan CD. Tuegel
Flaherty, Dana Ann. BS,
Accounting. Abington, PA.
Gamma Phi Beta, Business
Honor Society, Beta Alpha
Honor Society.
Flaville, Stacy A. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., PA.
Flood, Kathleen. BS, Ac-
counting/Marketing.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha Ac-
counting Honor Society,
Business Honor Society, Phi
Gamma Nu.
Franks, Robert S. BS, Man-
agement Information Sys-
tems; Accounting minor.
Clementon, NJ.
Fricker, Janet. BA, Com-
munications. Ambler, PA.
Dance Team, Gamma Phi
Beta.
Fuegel, Susan M. BA, Ele-
mentary/Special Education.
Phila., PA.
Funchion, Michael F. BA,
Finance. Wyndmoor, PA.
Galante, Michael David.
BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Masque, LEO, Jazz Band.
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Gallager, Kim A. BS, Ac-
counting/Marketing.
Phila., PA. Honors Program,
Beta Alpha Accounting
Honor Society, Marketing
Association.
Galrao, Isabel M. BA, Eco-
;
nomics. Phila., PA. FrencJTY
Club, Economics Assoc!
ation.
Galvano, Joseph
Marketing/Finance,
side, NJ.
Gamba, Claudia
Computer Science.
PA. Gamma Sigma
Spanish Club.
F. BA,
Phila.,
Sigma,
Gambell, J. Robert. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA. Base-
ball, Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Gambetta, John. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Gannon, Richard L. BS,
Management. Somerdale,
NJ.
Gardyasz, Peter. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Garofalo, Nicholas J. BS,
Accounting. Fairfield, NJ.
Accounting Assoc, Beta Al-
pha Accounting Honor So-
ciety, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Gaskins, Cyd L. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Black
Students League, Discovery
Program Advisory Board,
Discovery Program Peer
Counselor.
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Living in a Box
Dorm Life.
Ah, the bittersweet taste of indepen-
dence. In most cases, it's your first en-
counter with "real life" — without Mom
and Dad. This, you say, can be fun. Your
room can stay a pigsty as long as your roo-
mie (or La Salle style — roomies) can stand
it. You can talk on the phone as long as you
like (just remember that Ma Bell turns it off
when the check isn't in the mail). And
someone else still cooks and serves your
meals. Okay, it's not like Mom's cooking,
but you don't have to set the table or even
help clean up, right?
There are some advantages, but there's
always a con for every pro. Mom's not
here, so guess who gets to do your laun-
dry? (No, not the pencilgeek down the
hall.) YOU! And it's not just guys who
overbleach, overstarch and underdry
clothes. But after four years, you begin to
realize that Clorox does not get added to
every load, and that there is this really
great washer in St. Denis that only takes
one quarter (not three) to do a load of
wash, and a dryer in the basement of Jer-
ome that will dry three loads for a quarter.
As finals approach, seniors get restless.
Twenty-four hour quiet hours are strictly
enforced. You'll just have to wait 'til next
semester to blare that Stryper album.
You've already been through the room
lottery, and some are lucky enough to get
an apartment or one of the new town-
houses. Or maybe you've been picked as
an RA for E and F (good luck in the suburbs)
or you get a single with bathroom (they've
got tubs, too!). Or maybe you've decided
to stick it out in the dorms. I mean, who
really wants to cook their own meals and
walk half a mile to campus? Not me. I'll stay
right here in my prison-like single. Thanks,
anyway . . .
Carolyn Aversano
Jeffrey Steven Gershe
'Patricia S. Gimpel
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Cisa Alice Givigliano Steven C. Glammer
George Glaze Gerard Gobin
Kevin 'P. Goodwin Christopher 'R. Gorman
Gerhardt, Donna. BA, Special/Elementary Education.
Cheltenham, PA. Swimming.
Gershe, Jeffrey Steven. BS, Finance. Miami, FL. Swim-
ming.
Cesmundo, Fatima. BS, Marketing/Resource Manage-
ment & Insurance. Mount Laurel, NJ. Gamma Phi Beta,
Spanish Club.
Gessner, Stephen. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Gestite, Thomas C. BS, Management Information Sys-
tems. Penndel, PA. Delta Sigma Pi, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Giangiordano, Gregory M. BS, Finance; English minor.
Phila., PA. St. Thomas More Law Society, Business Hon-
or Society, Financial Management Assoc, Investment
Club.
Gidel, Lynn Ellen. BA, Communications. Mount Laurel,
NJ. Delta Phi Epsilon, Interfraternity-sorority represen-
tative.
Gillece, James. BS, Marketing. Cherry Hill, NJ. SGA,
Sigma Phi Lambda, St. Thomas More Law Society.
Gillespie, Molly. BA, English. Glenside, PA. Lambda
iota Tau, Honors Program.
Gimpel, Patricia S. BS, Management Information Sys-
tems/French. Langhorne, PA. French Club, Society for
the Advancement of Management, Explorer.
Ginley, Michael T. BS, Human Resource Management.
Phila., PA.
Giunco, Monica R. BA, Communications, Manasquan,
NJ.
Givigliano, Lisa Alice. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion, Phila., PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Glammer, Steven C. BA, Criminal Justice. Jenkintown,
PA. Baseball, Residence Council.
Glaze, George. BS, Organizational Behavior/Econom-
ics. Phila., PA. Student Government Assoc, Judicial
Board, Society for the Advancement of Management,
Student Affairs Committee.
Gobin, Gerard. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Goodwin, Kevin P. BS, Marketing/Finance. Cinnamin-
son, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Gorman, Christopher R. BA, Communications. Phila.,
PA.
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Grady, John S., Jr. BA, Economics. Phila., PA.
Granito, Barbara A. BS, Marketing. Cherry Hill, NJ.
Society for the Advancement of Management, Finan-
cial Management Assoc, Investment Club, Business
Honor Society.
Greed, David E. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Deirdre Green
Creely, Mary Ann. BA, Psychology. Lansdale, PA.
Honors Program, Psi Chi.
Green, Deirdre. BSW, Social Work. Marshails Creek,
PA. Judicial Board.
Groh, Susan. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Alpha Beta
Accounting Honor Society, Accounting Assoc, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Grourke, Nancy Jean. BS, Marketing/French. Lans-
dale, PA. French Club, Alpha Theta Alpha, Masque.
Tlancn Jean Grourke
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Grous, Carrie Ann. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Phi
Gamma Nu, Business Honor Society, Accounting As-
soc, Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society.
Guardamino, Graciela. BA, Philosophy. Phila., PA.
Spanish Club, Philosophy Club, LaSpam, Project Ap-
palachia.
Guidetti, Dana. BS, Accounting. Wynnewood, PA.
—
^
-f
Gulick, James K. BA, Economics. Lansdale, PA. Track
& Field.
Gumkowski, Gayle Anne. BS. Accounting. Meriden,
CT. Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society, Account-
ing Assoc, Volleyball.
Haddad, Glen. BS, Marketing/Management. Boon-
ton, NJ.
Hafer, Joan C. BA, Computer Science; Mathematics
minor. Warminster, PA. Computer Science Club.
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Hagan, Charles J., ill. BS, Human Resource Manage-
ment. Phila., PA,
Hagan, Kimberley A. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Phila., PA. La Salle Singers, Masque.
Hagan, Christopher Thomas. BS, Marketing/Org. Be-
havior. Lancaster, PA. Delta Sigma Pi, Swimming, Society
for the Advancement of Management.
Hagen, James. BA, English. Camp Hill, PA.
Haney, Michelle Patrice. BA, Political Science; Business
minor. Raleigh, NC. Delta Phi Epsilon, Political Science
Club.
Hanling, Steven R. BS, Computer Science; Physics mi-
nor. Turnersville, NJ. Crew.
Hannas, Joseph N., Jr. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Financial
Marketing Association.
Hannigan, Regina. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA. Market-
ing Association.
Hartey, James P. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA. Marketing
Assoc, Intramurals.
Hashasian, Suzan. BA, Biology. Elkins Park, PA. Phi Al-
pha Beta.
Hause, Kimberley Sue. BA, Communications. Langh-
orne, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Judicial Board, Senior Class
Gift Committee, Senior Class Ball.
Havourd, Victoria L. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion; English minor. Shelton, CT. Council for Exception-
al Children.
Hawkins, Gary. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Healey, Barbara A. BS, Accounting/Finance. Glenside,
PA. Business Honor Society.
Heaney, Joseph P. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Heard, Andrew N. BS, Accounting. Newtown, PA. Busi-
ness Honor Society, Beta Alpha Accounting Honor So-
ciety.
Heiges, Andrew C. BS, Human Resource Manage-
ment/Marketing. East Islip, NY. Personnel Administra-
tion Society.
Heim, Kelle E. BA, Psychology; Criminal Justice minor.
Phila., PA.
Christopher Chomas !Kagcn James Jiagen
Joseph n. !Hannas, Jr. 'Ret^ina ^annicjan
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Heinaman, Barbara Lyn.
BS, Accounting. Levit-
town, PA. Beta Alpha Ac-
counting Honor Society,
Accounting Assoc, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Held, Peggy M. BS, Hu-
man Resource Manage-
ment. Chaifont, PA. Finan-
cial Management Assoc,
Investment Club, Society
for the Advancement of
Management.
Held, Richard H. BS,
Management. Chaifont,
PA. FIJI.
Kimberly A. l^oyt
Helmick, Timothy C. BS,
Accounting. Glenside, PA.
Accounting Assoc, Phi
Kappa Theta.
Hentz, Joseph Michael.
BA, Economics. Los Ange-
les, CA.
Hertkorn, Christine A.
BS, Management. Phila.,
PA. Amnesty Internation-
al, Math/Computer Sci-
ence Club, Society for the
Advancement of Manage-
ment, Business Honor So-
ciety.
CDary 'Beth 'Hunt
Hertzog, Valerie K. BA,
Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Bethel Park, PA.
Residence Council, Coun-
cil for Exceptional Chil-
dren, Hall Government.
Homa, Marie Theresa.
BA, Biology. Bridgeport,
PA.
Dana 'B. :KMland
Hostler, Dawn Maria.
BSW, Social Work. Vine-
land, NJ. Social Work As-
soc, Intramurals, Field
Hockey, Residence Courir-
cil. t
Hoyt, Kimberly A. BS,
Marketing; Communica-
tions minor. Phila., PA.
Marketing Association,
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"A C-OOD G'RA'DE DOES'TTC COVE VOU BACK."
— 'Rob Cokar
^1
Carmen lannacone 'Patrick J. lannarcUi TCathlecn Ann Idason
Hymel, Kevin. BA, Histo-
ry. Washington, D.C. His-
torical Society.
lacovelli, Marcus M. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila.,
PA.
A :
Hunt, Mary Beth. BS,
Marketing/Human Re-
source Management.
Cherry Hill, N).
Hyland, Dana B. BA,
Communications. Cherry
Hill, NJ.
lannacone, Carmen. BA,
Computer Science. Phila.,
PA. WEXP, Math/Com-
puter Science Club, Hon-
ors Program.
lannarelli, Patrick J. BS,
Accounting. Southamp-
ton, PA.
Idason, Anthony. BA, Bi-
ology. Holland, PA.
Idason, Kathleen Ann.
BA, Biology; Business Ad-
ministration minor. Hol-
land, PA. Phi Alpha Beta.
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Homeless
"Roach!"
"Where?"
"There. In the corner."
"That's just a piece of banana."
"Then why haven't we eaten it?"
don't know. Did anybody stop by?"
"How should i know? The bell's been
broken for three weeks."
"Oh. Well, listen for a rock at the win-
dow. I'm taking a shower."
"The roaches used all the hot water."
"Did they now? At least fhey don't leave
mildewy hair in the tub."
"Or moldy piles of dishes in the sink.
Sorry, Perfection."
"Speaking of dishes, what's for dinner?"
"Jewish rye bread and olive oil. And a
piece of banana."
"I love eating Mediterranean. Your turn
to take out the garbage."
"All right. Open the window."
"Aim for Teresa Court."
Chris Thumann
Ingrid CD. Jackson Devi CD. Jenkins Joseph Jenkins Beth Ann Johnson
Ingandela, Jill Marie. BA,
Communications. North
Brunswick, NJ.
Jackson, Damian Sean. BS,
Accounting/Finance.
Phila., PA. Black Student
League, Activities Funding
Board, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Collegian.
Jackson, Ingrid M. BA, Ele-
mentary/Special Education.
Phila., PA. La Salle Singers,
Black Student League, Asian
Club.
Jenkins, Devi M. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Society
for the Advancement of
Management, Black Stu
dent League.
Jenkins, Joseph. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Phila., PA.
Criminal Justice Assoc,
Baseball.
Johnson, Beth Ann. BA,
Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Richboro, PA.
Jones, Suzanne. BA, Com-
puter Science. Cherry Hill,
NJ. Art Museum Assoc,
Math/Computer Science
Club. ,_>
Juritsch, James PJ BA,
Computer Science. Phila.,
PA. Math/Computer Sci-
ence Club, Intramural Soc-
cer.
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John "Patrick "Kelly
Janemarie C "Kelly
Kane, Joseph Michael. BA,
Human Resource Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Intramur-
als, Wrestling, Crew, St.
Thomas More Law Society.
Kay, Gregory P. BS, Man-
agement Information Sys-
tems/Operations Manage-
ment. Langhorne Manor,
PA.
Kazmierczak, Susan F. BS,
Human Resource Manage-
ment/Marketing. Phila.,
PA. Personnel Society,
Business Honor Society, In-
tramural Volleyball.
Kebart, Caroline E. BS, Fi-
nance. Arlington, TX. Soc-
cer, Financial Investment
Club, Residence Council.
Kelly, Bernadette. BS, Fi-
nance; Economics minor.
West Chester, PA. Phi Gam-
ma Nu.
Kelly, Brian. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Kelly, Janemarie T. BA,
Education. Southampton,
PA.
Kelly, John Patrick. BS, Or-
ganizational Behavior/
Management. Phila., PA.
Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Kelly, Sean. BS, Human Re-
source Management/Mar-
keting. Medford, NJ. Phi
Kappa Phi, Marketing As-
soc, Society for the Ad-
vancement of Manage-
ment, Intramurals.
Kelly, Stephen Paul. BS, Fi-
nance. Toms River, Nj.
Business Honor Society, Fi-
nancial Management As-
soc, Sigma Phi Lambda.
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"It does not matter how qpod you actually are at doing something. IThat matters is how good you look
doinc^ it."
— "Damian Jackson
Drew lOilliam TCinckiner 'Peter J. ICing Cerrance John King CDaryann Ellen TCissam
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iwdm
CimothM U.\ Kolb
n pp^A
Stephen 'Dennis 'Kopeco Jamie Cee TCorsgaard
Trank 'Peter "Koziol
Kelm, Christopher T. BA, Economics. Chalfont, PA.
Omnkron Delta Epsilon, Economics Association.
Kenvin, Michelle L. BS, Accounting. Ridley Park, PA.
Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society, Accounting As-
soc, Business Honor Society.
Kerins, Stephanie A. BS, Accounting. Turnersville, NJ.
Alpha Theta Alpha, Accounting Assoc, Judicial Board.
Kerr, James Patrick. BA, Biology. Holland, PA.
Kilda, Brian A. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Accounting
Assoc, Health Care Administration Assoc, Beta Alpha
Accounting Honor Society.
Kilgariff, John A. BS, Management. Phila., PA. Society
for the Advancement of Management.
Kinckiner, Drew William. BA, Criminal Justice. Potts-
town, PA.
King, Peter J. BS, Management. Montville, NJ.
King, Terrance John. BA, Communications. Audubon,
PA. WEXP, AERho.
Kissam, Maryann Ellen. BS, Marketing/Org. Behavior.
Mount Laurel, NJ. Phi Gamma Nu, Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, American Marketing As-
soc, Ice Hockey manager.
Kling, Gerald C, Jr. BS, Marketing/Human Resource
Management. Holland, PA. Soccer, personnel Society,
Marketing Society, Intramurals.
Kolb, Timothy W. BS, Accounting/Marketing. Nep-
tune, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon, Interfraternity-sorority
Council.
Kopec, Stephen Dennis. BA, Spanish. Linthicum, MD.
Spanish Club.
Korsgaard, Jamie Lee. BA, English. Middlesex, NJ.
Kovatch, Patricia J. BS. Marketing. North Wales, PA.
American Marketing Assoc, Business Honor Society.
Kowalski, Zbigniew Joseph. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Tennis.
Koziol, Frank Peter. BS, Finance. Levittown, PA.
Krause, Margaret L. BA, Criminal Justice/Psychology.
Croydon, PA. Criminal Justice Assoc, Intramurals.
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Kumar, Meena. BA, Psychology. Phila., PA. Tennis,
Explorer, Wrestling Manager/Photographer, Alpha
Epsilon.
Kussay, Geralynne P. BS, Marketing/Human Re-
source Management. Fox Chase Manor, PA. Market-
ing Association.
Kwon, Susan. BS, Accounting. Prospect Park, PA.
Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society, Accounting
Assoc, Phi Gamma Nu, Health Care Administration
Club.
Lalli, Joseph J., Jr. BS, Marketing. Huntingdon Val
ley, PA.
Lanctot, Gregory T. BS, Management/Marketing.
Newtown, PA. Phi Gamma Delta.
Leach, Shawn Patrick. BS, Accounting. Trenton, NJ.
Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society.
Lehotay, Jay A. BA, Psychology. Woodbridge, N] Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Wrestling.
Jay A. Cchotay
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Lewinski, Christine. BS, Accounting. Cinnaminson,
Litwin, Donna. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Phila., PA.
Livewell, David. BA, English. Phila., PA. Explorer, In-
tramurals.
Lloyd, Raymond John. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA. As-
sociation of Risk Management/Insurance.
Lodge, Cristina Marie. BA, Psychology. Phila., PA.
Psychology Club.
Logan, David P. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Business
Honor Society, Intramurals.
Loughlin, Maureen. BA, Computer Science/Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha Accounting Honor
Society, Association for Computing Machinery.
CDaureen Coughlin
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Love, James E., III. BS, Finance. Penn Valley, PA. Invest-
ment Club, LEO, Intramurals, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Lyons, Geraldine Marie. BA, Criminal Justice. William-
stown, NJ. Field Hockey, Criminal Justice FHonor Soci-
ety, Intramurals.
Macaluso, Kimberiy A. BS, Organizational Behavior/
Marketing. Cherry FHill, NJ. Marketing Assoc, Business
Honor Society.
Mahoney, Patricia A. BS, Human Resource Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Personnel Administration Society.
Mailey, Brian. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Intramurals, In-
vestment Club.
Mallozzi, Constance. BA, Biology. Collingdale, PA. Al-
pha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta.
Manchon, Denis W. BA, Computer Science. Wyomiss-
ing, PA. Phi Kappa Theta.
Mann, Alberta. BS, Organizational Behavior. Phila., PA.
Manno, Charles J. BS, Human Resource Management/
Org. Behavior. North Wales, PA.
Marnie, James. BS, Management/Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Maronski, William E., Jr. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Accounting Assoc, St. Thomas More Law Society, Busi-
ness Honor Society, Society for the Advancement of
Management.
Marrone, Denise Lynn. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Willow Grove, PA.
Marshall, William p. BS, Marketing/Finance. Phila., PA.
Marth, Lisa Anne. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Brookhaven, PA. Residence Council, Council for Excep-
tional Children.
Martin, Samantha A. BS, Marketing. Levittown, PA.
Massarini, Caria Therese. BS, Marketing. Millersville,
MD. Gamma Phi Beta, American Marketing Association.
Masucci, Stephen. BS, Finance. Gwynedd Valley, PA.
Matthews, Maryann. BS, Organizational Behavior.
Glenside, PA.
"Denis W. CDanchon Alberta CDann
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Charles J. CDanno
AC^Jih E-PSICOTi ^^OTJCR SOCIEUlf
Cheresn 'D. Azizkhan Thomas CDcGuire
Jonathen 'Bell 'Bernadette CD. CDulligan
£inda A. 'Brown CDichael C. 'Patterson
I^erri CD. 'Burke 'Robert 'K. 'Plefra
CDark A. Coker jCara CD. 'Pokorny
Sherri Connelly Cheresa A. Quane
Clifton J. Cortez, Jr. Joan CD. 'Uayca
"Barbara £. IDeUenuto Judith % 'Ring
CDichelle CD. 'DiTilippo Regina CD. 'Rose
CDiriam S. 'Dvorak 'Diana CD. 'Ruscica
George W. Glaze CDaribeth Scholten
John S. Grady Carol A. Schuler
CDeena "Kumar Andrea CD. Schwind
CDaureen £oughltn 'Robert C. Cokar
Geraldine CD. Cyons Jacquelyn Xs. Cunick
Elaine CD. CDattem CDichael G. Updyke
©onna CD. CDattis Cindy CD. Uan Arsdale
'Patrick J. CDcGrath Carolyn J. lOise
James CDamie
IDilliam B. ODaronski, Jr.
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Mattis/ Donna Marie. BA,
English. Levittown, PA.
Residence Council, Gam-
ma Sigma Sigma.
Mayer, Mark S. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA, Busi-
ness Honor Society, Beta
Alpha Accounting Honor
Society.
McAvoy, Donald Joseph.
BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
McBride, Janice Susan.
BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA. Criminal Justice
Society, Spanish Club.
McBride, Renee. BA,
Communications. Phila.,
PA. Alpha Epsilon Rho.
McCabe, Margaret Gera-
lyn. BS, Accounting; His-
tory minor. New City, NY.
Phi Gamma Nu, Crew, In-
tramural Volleyball.
McCausland, Brian James.
BS, Finance/Management
Information Systems.
Phila., PA. Math/Comput-
er Science Club, Honors
Board, LEO, Kappa Mu Ep-
silon.
McCormick, John J. BA,
Computer Science/Man-
agement Information Sys-
tems. Phila., PA. Math/
Computer Science Club,
Honors Board, LEO.
Chomas 'Patrick CDcTlevitt
McCormick, Michael J.
BA, English. Wayne, PA.
Amnesty International. ^ ";
McCrystal, Jennifer Lynji.
BA, Communications^
Flanders, NJ. Alpha Epsilon
RhoJ
i
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OTaureen CDcErkan CDichael 'Patrick CDc¥adden Chomas CD. CDcGinn Joseph 6. CDcGiiT
McDade, John P., Jr. BS,
Management. Berlin, NJ.
McDevitt, Thomas Pat-
rick. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA. Baseball.
4-
McDonald, Barbara Ma-
rie. BS, Accounting. Wil-
low Grove, PA. Masque,
Residence Council, Ex-
plorer.
McDonald, Joseph J., III.
I
BS, Management Informa-
j
tion Systems/Org. Behav-
I ior. New Castle, DE. Intra-
' murals.
McErlean, Maureen. BS,
Human Resource Man-
agement. Jenkintown, PA.
Phi Gamma Nu, Business
Honor Society, LEO, Soci-
ety for the Advancement
of Management. j
McFadden, Michael Pat-
rick. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
McGinn, Thomas M. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA.
Sigma Phi Lambda.
McGirr, Joseph G. BA,
Economics. OIney, MD.
Cross Country, Track.
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If all the world's a stage, when is the intermission?" — Chomas CD. fl)c(5uire
Chomas CD. CDcGuire •Philip n. CDcGurk 'Robert J. CDcJlugh Cisa CDcIntosh
McCovern, Claire Frances.
BA, Elementary/Special
Education. Voorhees, NJ.
Alpha Theta Alpha.
McGovern, David. BA,
Computer Science. Phiia.,
PA. Delta Sigma Pi, Math/
Computer Science Club.
McGuire, Thomas M. BA,
Biology/English. Phila., PA.
Masque, La Salle Singers.
McGurk, Philip N. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA.
IVIcHugh, Robert J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Beta
Alpha Accounting Honor
Society, VITA.
Mcintosh, Lisa. BS, Man-
agement Information Sys-
tems. Lansdowne, PA. Jazz
Band.
1 [ .A L
McKenzie, Martin Francis,
Jr. BS, Accounting. Elkins
Park, PA. Masque, LEO,
Residence Council.
McKeown, Donald, Jr. BA,
Psychology. Levittown, PA.
Grimoire, Psi Chi.
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Ann Trances CDeehan
McKinley, Michael K. BS,
Finance. Phila., PA. Crew.
McLaughlin, Edward F. BS,
Marketing/Human Re-
source Management. Phila.,
PA.
McNally, Brian Patrick. BS,
.Finance/Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
McPeak, Margaret A. BA,
Secondary Education. War-
minster, PA.
Meale, Albert J. BS, Ac-
counting/Finance. Ham-
monton, NJ. Phi Kappa The-
ta.
Mechikas, Yvonne Zoe.
BS, Accounting. Warmin-
ster, PA. Accounting Asso-
ciation.
Meehan, Ann Frances. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA.
Crew, Accounting Assoc,
German Club.
Megee, Mark E. BA, Rus-
sian. Blackwood, NJ. Politi-
cal Science Club, LaSpam,
A/Asian Club.
Mellott, Kristy Ann. BA,
Political Science/Interna-
tional Studies. Litiz, PA. Po-
litical Science Club.
Mendez, Linda Marie. BS,
Marketing/Management.
PhilcuJ'A^,^,^,
, ^^
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Silvana CDirarchi CDani Couise CDohan "Heidi CDolitor 'Peter A. CDollica
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1^7
'Robert J. CDorris Cimothy "D. CDoxey
Mercurio, Cheryl. BA, English, Communications mi-
nor. Phild., PA.
Merle, Nancy. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA. Marketing As-
soc, Business Honor Society, Health Care Administra-
tion Organization.
Messina, Kimberly A. BS, Finance; Risk Management &
Insurance minor. Holland, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Soccer,
Finance Club, Intramurals.
Metz, Eric. BA, English; Business minor. Damascus, MD.
Tennis, Pi Kappa Phi.
Meyer, Diane C. BA, Psychology. Holland, PA.
Milner, James F. BS, Organizational Behavior Manage-
ment; Risk Management & Insurance minor. Phila., PA.
Mirarchi, Silvana, BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Risk Manage-
ment & Insurance Assoc, Financial Management Assoc,
Business Honor Society.
Mohan, Mary Louise. BS, Marketing/Management.
Oceanport, NJ. Soccer, Residence Council, Alpha Theta
Alpha, American Marketing Association.
Molitor, Heidi. BA, Computer Science. Yorktown, NY.
Gamma Phi Beta.
Mollica, Peter A. BA, Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Molowitz, Deena. BA, Political Science/Psychology.
Phila., PA. Psi Chi, Political Science Club.
Monaghan, Sharon. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Ac-
counting Assoc, Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society,
Business Honor Society.
Monahan, Frank A., Jr. BS, Finance. Warrington, PA.
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Interfraternity-sorority Council.
Monteleone, Linda. BA, Biology/English. Phila., PA.
Italian Club, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Phi Alpha Beta.
Moore, Kristine Marie. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Phila., PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Mora, Paul. BA, Communications. Cherry Hill, NJ. Pi
Kappa Phi, WEXP, Soccer.
Morris, Robert J. BS, Finance/Management Informa-
tion Systems. White Plains, NY. Financial Management
Association.
Moxey, Timothy D. BA, English. Emmaus, PA. Colle-
gian, Grimoire, Intramurals.
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Mroz, Thomas. BA, Communications. Phila., PA.
Delta Sigma Pi.
Mulligan, Bernadette Margaret. BA, Education/
English. Collingswood, NJ. Cross Country, Track,
Sports Marketing Task Force, Collegian.
Muntz, Joseph A. BA, Computer Science. Phila., PA.
my,Mlirplly, Christopher J. BS, Finance/Marketing.
Berwyn, PA. Pi Kappa Phi, APICS.
Murphy, Susan T. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Sewell, NJ.
Murray, Brian J. BS, Finance. Stamford, CT. Invest-
ment Club.
Nadachowsl<i, Maurice E. BA, Criminal Justice/
Spanish. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi.
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Nadachowski, Richard C. BA, Criminal Justice/
Spanish. Phila., PA.
Nagle, Daniel A. BS, Marketing. Churchville, PA.
Tennis.
Nagle, Jane E. BS, Management/Psychology, Allen-
town, PA. Crew, Business Honor Society Personnel
Administration Society, La Salle-in-Europe, Explorer.
Jane "E. Tlagle
TCathleen 'Patricia Tlickels
Nardi, Ralph A. BA, Communications. Williamsport,
PA.
Nickels, Kathleen Patricia. BS, Accounting/Man-
agement Information Systems. Chalfont, PA. Beta Al-
pha Accounting Honor Society, Business Honor Soci-
ety, Phi Gamma Nu.
Nordone, Ronald Daniel, |r. BA, Psychology. East
Chester, NY. Intramurals.
Nothnagel, Christopher. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Accounting Assoc, Phi Kappa Theta.
Christopher Tlothnagel
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Novak, Leigh Marie. BA, Communications; French mi-
nor. Phila., PA. French Club, Alpha Epsilon Rho.
NuAez, Domingo J., Jr. BS, Management Information
Systms. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi.
O'Brien, Dominic V., Jr. BA, Political Science. Hatfield,
PA. Crew, Committee for the Homeless, Amnesty Inter-
national.
O'Callaghan, Allison E. BS, Human Resource Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
O'Donnell, Stephen Patrick. BS, Organizational Be-
havior. Richmond, VA. Baseball.
O'Hare, Brian T. BA, Communications. Phillipsburg,
NJ. Intramurals.
O'Mara, Shawn J. BS, Marketing/Finance. Tabernacle,
NJ.
Osmian, Michael J., III. BS, Finance. Pennsauken, NJ.
Economic Honor Society, Investment Club, Business
Honor Society.
Owens, Eileen. BA, Political Science. Stratford, CT.
Pagano, Matthew Neil. BA, Biology. New Hartford, CT.
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Palladino, Mark G. BS, Finance/Risk Management &
Insurance. Phila., PA. Business Honor Society, Financial
Management Assoc, Association of Risk Management
& Insurance, Investment Club.
Palmer, Charles W. BA, Communications. Phila., PA.
Pancoast, Maureen Elizabeth. BA, Communications.
Warminster, PA.
Parente, Diane. BS, Operations Management. Phila.,
PA. Health Care Administration Association.
Parker, Tamara. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Phila PA. Black Student League, Council for Exceptional
Children.
Pasek, Elizabeth Marie. BA, Political Science/Russian.
Holland, PA.
Paskey, Susan L. BS, Marketing/Management Informa-
"tion Systems. Huntingdon Valley. PA. Phi Gamma Nu,
Marketing Assoc, Business Honor Society.
Patten, Timothy Edward. BA, Chemistry. Duluth, MN.
Collegian, Honors Program, Lando-Sohio Fellowship.
Shawn J. O'CDara CDichacl J. Osmain III
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John J. 'Peel
Tlatalie A. "Picucci
Patterson, Michael C. BA,
Communications/Mar-
keting. Phila^, PA. Colle
gian.
Pecora, Paul Christian.
BA, Criminal Justice.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Wrestling,
Pi Kappa Phi. Criminal Jus-
tice Club. .—4..
Peel, John J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Beta'Alpha
Accounting Honor Soci-
ety, Accounting Assoc,
Business Honor Society,
Delta Sigma Pi.
Petaccio, Claudia. BA, Bi
ology. Phila., PA. Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha
Beta, Gamma Sigma Sigma.
Petetti,DonnaM.BS, Or-
ganizational Behavior/
Human Resource Man-
agement. Cheltenham,
PA.
Petruzzelli, Maria. BS,
Marketing/Personnel La-
bor Relations. Phila., PA.
Personnel Club, Market-
ing Association.
Jeffrey S. "Pietrzak
Pettit, Edward G. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., PA. Grimoire,
English Department
Board, Intramurals.
Peyton, Michael A. BSW,
Social Work. Newark, DE.
Peace Group, Hunger
Group, Campus Ministry,
Student Social Work Asso-
ciation.
Claudia 'Petaccio
CDichael A. "Peyton
^^^HB|jb»K t!w^H
^^HIK^«k««|^^f
1 JH^^t
Cisa (Daric "Pilec
ss*
Picucci, Natalie A. BA,
Psychology. Turnersville,
NJ Senior Class Gift Com-
mittee, Jazz Band, Student
Government Assoc, LEO.
Piersig, Thomas C. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
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The Good Old Days
There isn't a freshman today who hasn't
heard about the way way drinking life used
to be at La Salie. The weekend started on
Thursday night when busloads of students
shuttled down unfamiliar streets to 555
Pulaski Avenue. Pulaski Hall, a local fire
hall, was used and abused by La Salle stu-
dents for a night. One could always expect
to stumble out of there with beer-coated
shoes by the end of that evening.
On Friday, the festivities continued as a
parade of beercase carriers journeyed
from Wister Beer Distributer to the North
Dorms. The beer flowed freely past the
front desk, for at that time, the only rule
was to keep the open beer out of the hall-
way.
Other students found themselves going
to a Friday afternoon Happy Hour at one of
the lounges. At these dorm-sponsored
events, students paid a two-dollar admis-
sion to unlimited beer. The night some-
times ended with a fraternity ballroom
party, so the drunk and now tired partiers
were relatively close to their final dorm-
room destinations.
Although the rules are now different,
new students are finding ways around
them and experiencing true college free-
dom.
Inqe CD. 'Piicjermai^er
Uincent 'Tlicholas 'Pinto 'Robert IL 'Plefka Jennifer Carol 'Poc Brast £dan 'Pohorylo
Pietrzak, Jeffrey S. BS,
Accounting/Finance.
Churchville, PA. Account-
ing Assoc, National Asso-
ciation of Accounts.
Pileggi, Lisa Marie. BA,
Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Dresher, PA.
1 I 1 i
Pilgermayer, Inge M. BA,
English/Spanish. North
Wales, PA. Gamma Sigma
Sigma, LEO, Spanish Club,
Phi Sigma iota.
Pinney, Lisa C. BA, Com-
munications. Stamford,
CT. Gamma Phi Beta, In-
tramurals. i j
Pinto, Vincent Nicholas.
BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Baseball.
Plefka, Robert R. BA, Psy-
chology. Horsham, PA. Psi
Chi, Campus Ministry,
Psychology Department
Board, Discovery Pro-
gram.
I
i
j
Poe, Jennifer Carol. BS,
Marketing/Communica-
tions. Mechanicsburg, PA.
Phi Gamma Nu, BHS,
American Marketing As-
soc, Residence Council.
Pohorylo, Erast Zdan. BA,
Biology. Phila., PA. Ukrai-
nian Club, Spanish Club,
Amnesty International,
Alpha Epsilon Delta.
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Sabrina A. "Pollard Donna J. 'Pomponi COichael 'Poole Carl 'Postii^lione
Pokorny, Lara. BA, English/
German. Phila., PA. La Salle
Singers, Amnesty Interna-
tional, Honors Program.
Pollack, Fredric B. BA,
Communications; Business
Administration minor.
Langhorne, PA. Marketing
Assoc, WEXP, Sigma Phi
Lambda, Intramurals.
Pollard, Sabrina A. BS,
Marketing/Management.
Phila., PA. Black Student
League, Senior Class Gift
Committee.
Pomponi, Donna J. BA,
Elementary/Special Educa-
tion, Phila., PA.
Poole, Michael. BA, Sec-
ondary Education. Phila.,
PA. Baseball.
Postiglione, Carl. BA,
Criminal Justice. Turners-
vilie, NJ. Ice Hockey.
Poulton, Pamela. BS, Busi-
ness Management. Phila.,
PA.
Pyatt, Christine H. BA,
Mathematics/Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
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Joan CO. '•'Rayca
Rech, Kevin B. BA, Biology.
Furlong, PA.
Pyne, Joseph Michael. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA. Mar-
keting Assoc, Society for
the Advancement of Man-
agement.
Quane, Theresa. BA, Biol-
ogy; Psychology minor.
Chesterfield, N]. Explorer,
Honors Program, Orienta-
tion Leader, Alpha Epsilon
Delta.
Radwanski, Edward. BS,
Management/Health Care
Administration. Southamp-
ton, PA. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Health Care Administration
Society.
Ramsey, Matthew. BA,
Economics; Finance minor.
Camp Hill, PA. Crew, Pi
Kappa Phi.
Rando, Kathleen Grace.
BA, Religion. Marlton, N].
Rawlins, Kevin Charles.
BA, Communications.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon
Rho, Collegian.
Rayca, Joan M. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA. Health Care
Administration Assoc,
American Marketing As-
soc, Alpha Epsilon, Busi-
ness Honors Society.
Ricchey, Frank. B
cal Science. North
Ricci, Americo J.
Accounting. Phila
counting Assoc
Club.
A, Politi-
Hills, PA.
,, Jr. BS,
, PA. Ac-
, Italian
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Co my "twin" . .
.
So many things have champed and hap-
pened over the last four years, but our
friendship never changed, only to grow
more dear. And just like cherished
memories, they have a place apart— A
place reserved forever in the comer of
my heart.
Con<^ratulations £eonor!
— fay Gesmundo
fay,
I don t know how you put up with me all
four years. Chanx for always bein<^ there—
1)ou 're the best— I would have never made
it without you!
£ove ya alot!
Cen
£isa CD. 'Robert OTaurecn 'Roddy James E. "Roedcr 'Kristine CD. 'Roi^acz
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Richards, Anne Virginia. BA, Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Stroudsburg, PA. Field Hockey, Softball, Inira-
murals.
Richards, George W. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Riggi, Donna Danielle. BS, Marketing/Management.
Ramsey, NJ. American Marketing Assoc, Marketing As-
sociation.
Rines, Donna Elizabeth. BS, Finance. North Hills, PA.
Black Student League, Accounting Assoc, Black Resi-
dence Support Council, Financial Management Club.
Ring, Judith. BA, English. Richboro, PA. Phi Gamma Nu,
La Salle Singers, Track, Explorer.
Rizzi, Michele Celeste. BA, Communications. Wat-
chung, NJ. Gamma Phi Beta, LEO, Masque.
Robert, Lisa M. BS, Finance/Marketing. Guaynabo, PR.
Roddy, Maureen. BS, Management Information Sys-
tems. Cinnaminson, NJ.
Roeder, James E. BS, Finance. Quakertown, PA.
Rogacz, Kristine M. BS, Accounting/Finance. Hunting-
don Valley, PA. Gamma Phi Beta.
Romano, Joseph. BS, Accounting, Phila., PA.
Ronquillo, Leonor. BS, Accounting. Marlton, NJ. Ac-
counting Association.
Rosboschil, Judith Ann. BA, Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Delran, NJ. Dance Team, Alpha Theta Alpha.
Rose, James E. BS, Marketing/Communications. Phila.,
PA. Baseball, Intramurals.
Rose, Regina M. BS, Marketing/Health Care Adminis-
tration. Summit Hill, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Crew, Busi-
ness Honor Society, Health Care Administration Assoc.
Rosen, Michael S. BS, Marketing. Cherry Hill, NJ. Phi
Kappa Theta, Baseball.
Rossi, Ann Marie. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Ardsley, PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Roth, Christopher. BA, Computer Science. Aberdeen,
NJ.
Christopher 'Roth
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Rozanski, Stephanie Jean. BS, Organizational Behav-
ior; Health Care Administration nninor. Phila., PA.
Rusas, Michael F. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Beta
Alpha Accounting Honor Society, Intramurals.
Ruscica, Diana Marie. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Accounting Assoc, Beta Alpha Accounting Honor
Society, Business Honor Society.
Ryan, Rosemary M. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Saile, Lisa. BS, Accounting. Delran, NJ. Beta Alpha
Accounting Honor Society, Accounting Assoc, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Salerno, Lisa Anne. BA, English. Huntingdon Valley,
PA.
Santerian, David S. BS, Marketing. Ambler, PA.
Cheerleading.
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Sarkissian, Paul Sarkis. BS, Human Resource Man-
agement/Marketing. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Rho,
Marketing Assoc, Personnel Society, Collegian.
Sawyer, Stephanie Elayne. BA, Secondary Educa-
tion/Mathematics. Lawnside, NJ. Volleyball, Resi-
dence Council, Alpha Chi Rho Little Sister, Art Muse-
um Associates.
Scarcia, Darlene Marie. BA, Psychology. Levittown,
PA.
Darlene CDaric Scarcia
Cori S. Schlosser
Schaefer, Robert. BA, Communications/English.
Maple Glen, PA. Sigma Phi Lambda, Student Govern-
ment Assoc, Judicial Board, Student Affairs Commit-
tee.
Schlosser, Lori S. BA, English. Burlington, Nj.
Schofield, Andrew C. BS, Finance. Wilmington, DE.
Financial Management Assoc, Investment Club, Sig-
ma Phi Lambda, Intramurals.
Scholten, Maribeth. BA, Religion. Phila., PA. Project
Appalachia.
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Schueller, Diane. BS, Accounting. Bensalem, PA.
Schuler, Carol Anne. BA, Biology; English minor. Col-
lingswood, NJ. St. Thomas More Law Society, Judicial
Board, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta.
Schwab, John R, BS, Accounting. Medford, NJ.
Schwegel, Stacy K. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Phila., PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Schwind, Drea. BS, Accounting/Marketing. Chalfont,
PA. Cross Country, Track, Business Honor Society, Phi-
losophy Club.
Scolieri, Jean A. BS, Marketing. Delran, NJ. American
Marketing Assoc, Marketing Assoc, Alpha Theta Al-
pha.
Scutti, Susan J. BA, Political Science. Phila., PA. Gamma
Sigma Sigma, St. Thomas More Law Society, Italian Club.
Serafin, Donna. BS, Organizational Behavior/Human
Resource Management. Ambler, PA. American Society
for Personnel Administration.
Severino, Peter Louis. BS, Marketing. Westmont, NJ.
American Marketing Assoc, Italian Club, Management
Organization.
Shakely, Samantha C. BA, German. Warminster, PA.
Sharon, Michael J. BA, Criminal Justice/Sociology. Ar-
lington, VA. Collegian, Sociology Department Board.
Sharp, Kathleen M. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Phila., PA. Gamma Sigma Sigma, Prison Ministry.
Shayn, Susan. BS, Accounting/Org. Behavior. Elkins
Park, PA.
Shea, Cathleen E. BS, Accounting/Finance. Dunellen,
NJ. Phi Gamma Nu, Investment Club, Explorer, Financial
Management Association.
Shivers, Dawn Robin. BA, Criminal Justice/Political
Science. Phila., PA. Black Student League, Criminal Jus-
tice Assoc, Minority Student Residence Council.
Shunk, Joseph V. BS, Operations Management. Solvay,
NY. Health Care Administration Society.
Siegle, Stephen Scott. BS, Finance, Pottsville, PA. Sigma
Phi Lambda, investment Club.
Simon, Mary Theresa. BA, Psychology. Hatboro, PA.
Susan J. Scutti Donna Serafin
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Samantha C. Shakely
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Joseph Antonio Splcndido, Jr,
Skalski, Andrea L. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Smith, Elaine Antoinette.
BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Smith, Francis J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Ac-
counting Assoc, Alpha
Chi Rho.
Smith, Richard. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Sneed, Tracey. BS, Fi-
nance/Management In-
formation Systems. Harris-
burg, PA. Delta Sigma
Theta, Basketball, Black
Student League, Black
Residence Support Coun-
cil.
Snyder, Jennifer L. BS,
Human Resource Man-
agement. Avalon, NJ. Bas-
ketball.
Sowney, Kathleen Marie.
BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Beta Alpha Accounting
Honor Society, Business
Honor Society.
Spector, Alan Ross. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA.
Hillel.
'Robert ID. Standen
Splendido, Joseph Anto-
nio, Jr. BS, Marketing/
Management. Lafayette
Hill, PA.
Spurlock, James C. BS,
Accounting. North Wales,
PA. Baseball.
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Full Schedule
My alarm goes off at 7:30 AM but 1 hit
button. Ten minutes later, it goes off again,
so I hit the snooze again. After thirty min-
utes and three more snooze buttons, my
roommate throws an empty beer can at
me. it is one of many that litter the floor.
"C'mon, Thum, 1 was up writing until
3:00," 1 whine.
It's 8:10 and I have a first period class. I
don't have time to shower, so I do the next
best thing. 1 put my head under the faucet,
wet my hair, comb it, and put on a hat.
My roommate Jay and I walk down to
class in the cold November morning. It is
the Monday after Thanksgiving, and I
think about the work I have to finish be-
fore Christmas. I'm an Honors Student,
and despite the images that come to mind
when I say those two words, I'm a lot like
most other students at LaSalle except I
have a slightly heavier workload. I have a
difficult time keeping up with Jay this
morning because my book-bag is heavily
laden with overdue library books. I stop at
the library, return them, and go to my first
class.
Four hours later, I return to the apart-
ment, it's filthy, but it's home. I have
enough time to eat, then I have to work
until 5:00 PM on campus.
At 8:00 PM, 1 am typing the paper I fin-
ished writing last night. Right now I'm on
page two. The paper is due at sixth period
tomorrow, and a quick calculation in my
head tells me that i have roughly 17 hours
to finish typing. "I might just make it," I
think as I plug in the coffee pot.
I finish at 2:30 AM — record time. I look
out the window and see the dark windows
across the quad. Only one other light is on
— In Terry and Sharon's apartment. This
doesn't surprise me. They're in the Honors
Program, too.
Jon Bell
John Striano Christina Strinoari CesUe Jane Strobaugh ©arrin "F. Sudcr
Stahl, Mary F. BS, Human
Resource Management.
Phila., PA. Personnel Ad-
ministration Society.
Standen, Robert W. BS,
Marketing/Management.
Lansdale, Pa.
Stoudemayer, Paula Ma-
rie. BA, Education/Eng-
lish. Langhorne, PA. Com-
mittee for the Homeless,
Student Advocates for
Justice.
Stranc, Susan. BS, Fi-
nance/Marketing. Maple
Shade, NJ. Alpha Theta Al-
pha, Lacrosse, Finance
Club, Field Hockey.
Striano, John. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. Financial
Management Assoc, Busi-
ness Honor Society, In-
vestment Club.
Stringari, Christina. BA,
Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Vineland, NJ. Resi-
dence Council, Council
for Exceptional Children.
Strobaugh, Leslie Jane.
BS, Marketing. Lansdale,
PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Mar-
keting Assoc, Field Hock-
ey, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Suder, Darrin F. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. Invest-
ment Club.
4- -<>-
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"Ca Salle has provided me
with an avenue to
criticalli) examine what
the world has to offer me
. . . "Tlow I pran to God
for strenc^th and wisdom
so that I micjht enlic^hten
someone else, the way I
have been."
— Craceu Sneed
£aura Ann Swidcrski Christian CDichael Sysol 'Pamela "K. tjakita Carla C. Calone
Sweeney, Andrea. BS,
Marketing/French. Had-
donfield, NJ. French Club.
Sweeney, Wayne J. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila., PA.
Criminal Justice Society.
Swiderski, Laura Ann. BA,
Political Science. Annap-
olis, MD. Swimming, Alpha
Theta Alpha.
Sysol, Christian Michael.
BS, Finance. Atco, NJ. Pi
Kappa Phi.
Takita, Pamela K, BA, Psy-
chology; Business minor.
Camp Hill, PA. Gamma Sig-
ma Sigma, Committee for
the Homeless, Psychology
Club.
Talone, Carla L. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Taurine, Verlinda. BA, Psy-
chology/Elementary/Spe-
cial Education. Phila., PA.
Cross Country, Softball,
Psychology Club, Intramur-
als.
Tedesco, Albert R., Jr. BS,
Finance. Phila., PA. Finan-
cial Management Assoc,
Investment Club, Business
Honor Society.
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^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^H Anthoni)
James E. Ciley
'Robert C. Cokar
e3on)
Thoma, Susan M. BA,
Communications; Business
Administration minor.
Phila., PA.
Thumann, Christopher.
BA, English. Jersey City, NJ.
Honors Board, Explorer,
English Department Board,
Collegian.
Tiley, James E. BS, Ac-
counting. Warminster, PA.
Timet, Anthony J. BA, Eng-
lish. Pittsburgh, PA. Crew,
Sigma Phi Lamdba, Colle-
gian.
Timson, Carol M. BA,
Communications. Phila.,
PA. American Marketing
Association.
Tipton, Terri. BA, Secon-
dary Education. Seaford,
DE. Field Hockey, Softball.
Toci, Gregory. BA, Biology.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Student Govern-
ment Assoc, Phi Alpha
Beta.
Tokar, Robert L. BA, Com
munications. Feasterville,
PA. Masque, Collegian.
Toriello, Nicole. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., , PA.
Torpey, Patricia. BA,
Criminal Justice. Edgewater
Park, NJ.
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"Illecjitimi non
Carborundum."
Cindy Uan Arsdale
"Pamela Anne Uporsky
\ /
CDichacl Ustupski 'Robert TC. Uyehara, Jr. Cindy CDarie Uan Arsdale
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Christine CD. Uemalis Edward 10. Uesely
Trainor, Edward P. BS, Mdrketing/Human Resourcf
Mjnaj^ement. Phila., PA. Mdrketing Assoc, Personnel
Administration Society.
Iran, Jenny. BA, Computer Science; Accounting mi-
nor. Phila., PA.
Troso, Frank A., Jr. BA, Criminal Justice. Maple Shade,
NJ. Criminal Justice Society.
Tucker, Matthew A. BS, Accounting/Finance. Bensa-
lem, PA.
Tumolo, Richard Micheal. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Accounting Association.
Updyke, Michael C. BA, Communications/English.
Phila., PA. WEXP, Alpha Chi Rho, Collegian.
Uporsky, Pamela Anne. BS, Marketing/Org. Behavior.
Exeter, PA.
Ustupski, Michael. BS, Accounting. Boonton, NJ.
Uyehara, Robert K., Jr. BS, Finance/Org. Behavior.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Business Honor Society, Financial Man-
agement Assoc, A/Asian Assoc, Gamma lota Sigma.
Van Arsdale, Cindy Marie. BA, Biology; English minor.
Hatfield, PA. Honors Board, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Explor-
er, Committee for the Homeless.
Vanho, Joseph. BA, Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Math/Computer Science Club, A/Asian Club.
Vanstavern, Gregory P. BA, Psychology. Phila., PA.
Van Winkle, Marsha A. BS, Finance/Human Resource
Management. Monmouth Beach, NJ. Business Honor
Society, Personnel Administration Society, Delta Phi
Epsilon.
Vaughan, Christopher J. BA, Psychology/Secondary
Education. Huntingdon Valley, PA. Soccer.
Venezia, Dominick. BA, English. Medford, NJ. Jazz
Band, Pep Band.
Venturi, Ronald F. BS, Management/Finance. Mount
Laurel, NJ.
Vernalis, Christine M. BA, Computer Science. Phila.,
PA. Crew, Honors program, Intramurals.
Vesely, Edward W. BA, Biology. Pittsburgh, PA. Student
Government Assoc, Phi Alpha Beta, Explorer, Aca-
demic Affairs.
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Vicario, Fred. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Financial Man-
agement Assoc, Phi Kappa Theta, Investment Club.
Viola, Christine D. BA, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion. Bensaiem, PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Vostenak, Michael J. BS, Management. Phila., PA.
Personnel Administration Society.
Wachowicz, Teresa Ann. BS, Marketing/Quantita-
tive Analysis. Richboro, PA. Marketing Assoc, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Walters, Cathy. BS, Management. Lewistown, PA.
Wankel, Stephanie Danielle. BA, Communications
Pennsauken, NJ. Gamma Phi Beta, Dance Team.
Ward, Debra A. BA, Elementary/Special Education
West Berlin, NJ.
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Warner, Mark A. BS, Accounting. Warminster, PA.
Waters, Melissa A. BA, German. Warminster, PA.
German Club, Soccer, La Salle Singers.
Watkins, Michael S. BA, Criminal Justice. Cheverly,
MD.
"I COVE Z-OXIC IDASCE."
— Joe Zelinsky
'Penny CD. IDeintrob
Watts, C. Stephen. BS, Management. Cinnaminson,
NJ.
Wear, John Joseph. BA, Communications. Jenkin-
town, PA.
Weintrob, Penny M. BS, Marketing/Human Re-
source Management. Ventor, NJ. Personnel Adminis-
tration Society.
Welch, William. BS, Finance/Political Science. Man-
ahawkin, NJ. Phi Gamma Delta, Track and Field.
IDiUiatn a\Ich
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Welsh, Jon. BA, Communications. Lancaster, PA. St.
Thomas More Law Society.
Welsh, Patrick M. BA, Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Wennersten, Mark. BA, Communications. Douglass-
ville, PA.
West, Daniel J. BA, Political Science. Perkasie,PA. Po-
litical Science Assoc, Intramurals.
Wheatcroft, Matthew S. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Wheeler, Jean M. BS, Marketing/Org. Behavior. Phila.,
PA. American Marketing Association.
White, James T., IV. BS, Marketing/Communications.
Lindenwold, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon, Marketing Assoc,
Alpha Epsilon Rho.
White, Michael Robert. BA, Computer Science/Man-
agement Information Systems. Phila., PA. Math/Com-
puter Science Club, Crew, Math/Computer Science
Honor Society, Art Museum Organization.
White, Terence John. BS, Finance. Chatham, NJ. Sigma
Phi Lambda, Soccer, Intramurals, Investment Club.
Whiting, Laura M. BS, Marketing. Trumball, CT.
Whittle, Peter A. BS, Marketing. Mahwah, NJ.
Wildauer, John Bradley. BS, Marketing/Management.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Society for the Advancement of Man-
agement, Marketing Association.
Williams, Sarah Elizabeth. BA, Elementary/Special
Education. Phila., PA. Black Student League.
Wilson, Renee. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Tennis, Health
Care Administration Society, Black Student League.
Winkler, Robert J. BS, Accounting. Huntingdon Valley,
PA. Pi Kappa Phi.
Wolf, Deneen M. BA, Elementary/Special Education.
Phila., PA. Council for Exceptional Children.
Wolf, Kerstin A. BS, Marketing/Management. Phila.,
PA. Phi Gamma Nu, Marketing Association.
Wood, Michelle. BA, Mathematics. Ridley Park, PA.
Math/Computer Science Club, Math Department
Board, Society for the Advancement of Management.
James Xj. White IV CDichael 'Robert IDhitc
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Woodley, Christopher
Robert. BS, Operations
Management/Org. Be-
havior. Ridgewood, NJ.
Wozniak, Joseph M. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA.
Wreh, Titi. BA, Biology.
Monrovia, Liberia.
Wright, Tina Marie. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phi
PA.
Wyatt, Heather Carol. BS,
Finance. Seweli, NJ. Alpha
Theta Alpha, Business
Honor Society.
Zabor, Ronald J. BA,
Mathematics. Phila., PA.
Cynn 2echman
Zajac, Peter. BA, Chemis-
try/Russian. Phila., PA. Phi
Sigma lota. Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Chymian Society,
Honors Program.
Zapotochny, John N., Jr.
BA, Geology. Moores-
town, NJ. Geologic Soci-
ety.
Joseph J. Zelinsky, Jr.
Zarro, Jacqueline Maria.
BA, Psychology. Phila., PA.
Psychology Club.
Zdep, Sandra. BA, Ele-
mentary/Special Educa-
tion. Kendall Park, NJ.
—
^
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Carrn 'R. 'Zelnick Arpie 2erounian
III III II!
A dream
A goal
A rcaliti)
— CO 'UEACICy!
'Beena cDolowit:
"Only 5 out of 8, but thei) were
great. 'Best of luck Class of '89,
Chanks Ceam!
"
— 'Brian GDurray
"Co strive, to seek, to find, but not to yield." — £inda CDontelone
Zechman, Lynn. BA,
Chemistry. Huntingdon
Valley, PA.
Zelinsky, Joseph J., Jr.
BA, Biology. Holland, PA.
Chymian Society, Hall
Government, Intramurals.
-4 U-
Zelnick, Larry R. BA,
Computer Science. Phila.,
PA.
Zerounian, Arpie. BA,
Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA.
Zupan, Lisa Renee. BA,
Elementary/Special Edu-
cation. Cherry Hill, NJ.
Council for Exceptional
Children.
_^_
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.amera Shy
lla. 'BA, Computer Science.Abdinasser,
Phila., 'PA,
Adair, John J. 'BA, Communications. "Phila., "PA.
Al-Kattan, CDohammed A. "BA, 'Pohtical Science.
•Phila., PA.
Alabrodzinski, 'Kimbcrley A. 'BS, cOanagement.
Abington, PA.
Arnold, Chomas CD. 'BA, CDathematics/?4istory.
Ulyncote, PA.
Ba'n-ett, iDichael T. 'BA, 'Biologji. 'Phila., PA.
Barthmaier, 'Paul G. 'BS, finance. 'Downinjton,
PA.
'Baum, OJartin B.'Ba, 'English. Cumersvillc, TIJ.
'Belfiorc, CDichael A. 'BA, Computer Science. CDarl-
ton, -nj.
'Belzer, Stephanie CO. 'BA, Communications/CDar-
keting. 'Phila., 'PA.
'Benhamu, "Rebecca 'R. 'BA, 'Biology. Jenkintown,
PA.
'Beipalko, Stcphan. 'BS, CDanagement. 'Phila., 'PA.
'Boell, lOilliam %. 'BS, Accounting. CDaplc Glen,
PA.
Boyd, 'Daniel f. BA, "Political Science. Claymont,
DE.
Boyle, Joseph 'D. 'BS, Tinance. 'Phila., 'PA.
Bracelin, Cynthia £. 'BA, English. Phila., PA.
'Bracken, Joseph A. 'BS, Tinancc. Phila., PA.
'Brown, UliUiam J. 'BS, CDarketing. Ei
Burnett, James 'K. 'BS, Tinance. Phih
Caperelli, James CD. 'BA, 'Political Sci
sonnel Administration. 'Phila., PA.
Carboy, Edward. 'BA, Criminal Just
chungi "TIJ.
Carey, CDichele CD. "BS, CDarketing. 'Phila., pA.
Casella, 'Uosella C. 'BS, Accounting. Phila., 'PA.
Christian, Carson. 'BA, Elementary/Secondary
Education. 'Phila., 'PA.
Clinton, CDichael 6. 'BA, 'Kistory/'Political Sci-
ence. 'Pennsauken, TIJ.
IS CD. 'BS, CDarketing. 'Phila., PA.
; 'P. 'BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
ig J. 'BS, Accounting. C?reensboro,
-nc.
Comroe, Carry A. 'BS, Jiuman "Resource CDanage-
ment. 'Phila., -PA.
Costa, CDichael A. 'BS, finance. Crenton, ITJ.
Cowan, Jeffrey CD. 'BS, Organizational Sehavior.
Phila., -PA.
ph A. 'BA, Computer Science.
n, 'PA.
PA.
rcZ-Per-
. Ulat-
Coffi
Coh(
Chom
rn, 'Denni
pton, Cr:
, Goni£ynn A. 'BS, Accounting. Uei
Crisafulli, Jo
•Phila., 'PA.
•D'Alcssan
ona, 'T!J.
•Davis, 'Daniel CD. 'BA, Psychology. Phila., 'PA.
Davison, John C. 'BA, 'Psycholo^. Edison, 'T!J.
'DeEinis, Joseph CD. 'BS, CDarketing Phila., 'PA.
'DeCDarco, "David J. 'BS, CDarketing/Tinance.
Eeasterville, 'PA.
•Dean, Susan CD. •BA, Education/English. 'Delran,
age.
Del Colombo, Gregory CD. BS. rinance. Phila.,
PA.
Del^Buono, "Kim CD. 'BS, CDarketing. 'Phila., PA.
•Delmar, 'Debra "P. 'BA, English. 'Phila., PA.
"Denning, lOilliam CD. 'BA, CDathematics/Comput-
er Science. 'Phila., 'PA.
'Domanico, 'Paul C. 'BS, Operations CDanagement.
'Bensalem, PA.
•Donnelly, Prancis J. 'BS, Accounting/German.
King of 'Prassia, •PA.
'Dorian, Philip A. 'BS, finance. Phila., PA.
'Durfec, Steven J. 'BA, English. ^Huntingdon Ual-
ley, PA.
Elliott, "Desiree. "BS, finance/Economics. Phila.,
•PA.
Engelhart, Andrew J. 'BA, Computer Science/
CDanagement Information Systems. 'Phila., 'PA.
Eubanks, CT)ary "K. "BA, Communications. "Ridge-
field, CC.
Evans, 'Bruce A. 'BS, 'Human 'Resource CDai
mcnt. 'Phila., 'PA.
Eabiszcwski, "David A. 'BS, finance. Churchville,
PA.
feinberg, "Donald J. BA, CDathematics. "King of
Prussia, -PA.
feinberg, £awrence A. 'BS, CDanagement Informa-
tion Systems. Ardmore, 'PA.
fenerty, CDichael 'P. 'BA, Communications. 'Phila.,
PA.
ferrante, Joseph V. 'BS, Accounting. 'Phila., 'PA.
fiordaliso, Elene B. BA, Elementary/Secondary
Education. "Phila., 'PA.
fitzpatrick, "Kevin C. BS, finance. Wai
PA.
florio, "neil f . BS, fir
freas, George P. BA, Co
ampton, 'PA.
furlong, "Paul CD. BS, fin
Gain, Joanne P. 'BA, 'Political Science. Phila., PA.
Gale, Chomas CD. BS, finance. Utarminster, 'PA.
Gallagher, Catherine J. BS, Accounting. Bensa-
lem, PA.
Gantz, CDichael J. 'BS, Accounting 'Phila., 'PA.
Garofalo, Gino E. 'BS, CDanagement. 'Phila., 'PA.
Gawinshi, Christopher CD. 'BS, Undecided 'Busi-
ness Administration. 'Phila., 'PA.
Gazzillo, Bryan P. 'BS, Organizational 'Behavior.
'Phoeniiville, 'PA.
Gillespie, Cimothy J. BS, Accounting 'Phila., 'PA.
Graham, "Kenneth A. 'BS, CDanagement Informa-
tion Systems. 'Bensalem, 'PA.
Grasmeder, John B. BA, Computer Science. U''ar-
minster, 'PA.
Gary, Cisa C. 'BS, CDanagement. 'Phila., 'PA.
Grecnberg, "Kelly A. 'BA, Education/English. Ab-
ington, 'PA.
Guaracino, Joseph A. 'BS, Operations CDanage-
ment. CDedia, "PA.
Wammett, "Renee J. BS, CDanagement Informa-
Ulcst "Berlin, T!J.
South-
. CDorrisviUe, UC.
tion Systems. "Phila., PA.
Jiarrafca, George J. BA, Biology, fairfield, TiJ,
Hatch, 'Richard J. BS, Accounting. Oaklyn, 'T!J.
Jlays, Joseph. 'BS, CDarketing. 'Pennsauken, 'TIJ.
'Kcckmann, Conrad C. BA, English. 'Roscmont,
'PA.
J<oban, Chomas C. 'BA, Jlistory. Phila., 'PA.
7<oelzle, "Richard A. 'BS, Accounting/finance
feasterville, 'PA.
Jfogan, Uinccnt J. BS, CDarketing/?<
source CDanagement. 'Phila., 'PA.
Jfumphries, Colleen CD. BS, CDanagemt
"Re-
. Phila,
Iriana, John "K. BS, CDanagement. 'Phila., "PA.
Jenkins, Ualerie A. 'BS, "Human "Resource CDan-
agement. 'Phila., 'PA.
Jermyn, Scott CD. 'BA, English. Phila., 'PA.
Jobes, 'David 'R. BS, CDarketing Cherry 'Hill, "HJ.
Johnson, 'Karen E. 'BS. CTJanagemcnt. "Phila., "PA.
Keares, Peter K BS, finance. Ceola, PA.
Kecfe, Christopher P. 'BA, English, florsham,
"PA.
"Kelly, Charles C. "BS, Organizational Behavior.
P'hila., 'PA.
"Kelly, Janet 'D. 'BA, English. 'Phila., 'PA.
"Kelly, "Paul "R. BA, English. Phila., "PA.
"Keminsky, Irena J. BA, Psychology. Phila., "PA.
'Kendrick'i Earlcne. BA, Criminal Justice. Phila.,
PA.
"Kerrigan, CKichael W. 'BA, CDathematics. Glen-
side, PA.
"Kilgariff, "Douglas G. BA, Communications.
Canghomc, "PA."
"Kilher, Chomas A. BA, Economics/finance.
Churchvillc, PA.
Kim, Andrew % 'BA, Chemistry. Phila., 'PA.
"Klauder, 'Philip J. BS, Accounting Chalfont, PA.
"Klim, CDichael P. BA, Criminal Justice. CDoscow,
PA.
'Knight, James f . 'BS, Accounting. 'Phila., PA.
"Kohut, 'Peter C. 'BS, Accounting. "Phila., "PA.
"Komicki, Joseph f. BS, finance/'Psychology.
Phila., "PA.
Kudach, "Bemadette C. 'BS, Accounting. 'Potts-
town, 'PA.
Kuper, Gary BA, Computer Science/"Russian.
Phila., 'PA.
1 V. BA, English, aiarminster.Caffcrty, CTJaui
"PA.
£ajeunesse, Su
Southampton,
I J. 'BA, Elementary Education.
'PA.
Carocca, John. 'BA, Biology. Hatboro, "PA.
£cipholtz, CDichael. 'BS, finance. Jiolland, 'PA.
Combardo, Conya C. BS, CDanagement. Cancas-
ter, 'PA.
Cowery, CDeaghan G. BA, German. 'Phila., "PA.
CDaiorano, Anthony J. BS, 'Human "Resource
CDanagement. 'Phila., 'PA.
CDaiorini, Ceif G. BA, Computer Science. "Phila.,
•PA.
iTIabous, iDanin C. BA, 'Kussian. CDcrion Sta-
tion, 'PA.
ODolloili, Christephcr C-. BA, p5i,choloc|i|. Coll-
injdalc, 'PA.
(Darco^zi, 'Diane C. 'BS, tl^arki'ting. Cinnaminson,
nj.
CDason, Simon 'D. 'BA, Computer Scicncc/Com-
muni.ations. Phila., PA.
(.Ttaycr, Paul A. BS, Accounting. 'Phila., PA.
iDcCrystal, Christina CO. 'BA, Undecided Citvral
Ans. -Phila., 'PA.
CDcOill, Ueronica -R. 'BS, Accounting. Phila., 'PA.
CDcC-rath, Patrick J. BS, Tinance.'phila., PA.
CDcOrody, Shana CO. BA, Criminal Justice. 'Phila.,
•PA.
CPcOut
•PA.
CDcUva
iDcCcc
Justice
iDcssin
Cho P 'BA, ChcmistrH. 'Phila,
ics. Tcasterville,
CDetzint^er, Jos
>c, James C. BA, Psqcholojiy. Bristol 'PA.
Andrew CD. "K'BS, Accounting/Criminal
•Tlorth 'Kills, 'PA.
,
Patrick A. BA, Education/CDathcmat-
PA.
ph p. 'BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
CDeycrs, aiilliam J. BS, Finance. Cherry •Hill,
CDignano, 'Pasquale A. BA, Biology. 'Phila., 'PA.
CDiller, 'Donald J. 'BS, Accounting. 'Tlorristown,
•PA.
CDiller, U.'lilliam T. BS, 'Human -Resource CDan-
agement. "Phila., 'PA.
CDirabilc, 'Paul. BS, CDarketing. Plymouth (Dect-
ing,m
CDoffa, Anthony J. BA, -Psychology. 'Phila., "PA.
CDooney, James 'D. 'BS, Accounting. 'Phila., "PA.
CDooncy, John J. 'BA, Computer Science.
U^ynnewood, 'PA.
CDorretta, -''Hatalie 'P. 'BS, Accounting. -Phila., -PA.
CDorris, -Dean % 'BS, Accounting. Phila., 'PA.
CDoseley, John S. BA, Computer Science. 'Bensa-
lem, 'Psychology. 'TJorristO'aE'n, 'PA.
Cowther, Ca«dU "BS, CDarketing. Jiaddonficid,
<nj.
Cynn, Kevin CD. 'BA, Communications. CDedford,
'nj.
CDadbak, Joseph 6. 'BS, 'Finance. Allentown, 'PA.
CDacgerle, Susan CD. 'BA, 'PA.
CDulUr, 'Robert J. SS, Accounting. Phila., 'PA.
Tlacsscns, 'Patrick 6. BA, Histor^. 'Roslyn, 'PA.
'Hguycn Uan An, Ualcry. BA, Computer Science.
•Phila., •PA.
TJiwinski, CDlchael C. 'BS, Operations CDanagc-
mcnt/Tinancc. 'Phila., PA.
me, CDaryann K. 'BS, Organizational 'Behav-
Phila., PA.
io^cski, Olga -D. 'BA, "Russian. 'Phila., PA.
C. 'BS, Accounting. UVst-
Ti:
n
O'Keefe, John 'B. BA, Philosophy. 5<olland, 'PA.
Oriold, CDichael C. BS, Accounting. 9<untingdon
Oalley, 'PA.
Osadchuk, -Roman -P. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Parker, 'David A. 'BS, CDanagement. 'Bensalem,
-PA.
-Paulo, Craig. 'BA, Philosophy. Phila., 'PA.
•Pecora, Arthur S. BA, BiologJ,. Cherry Hill, 'T!J.
Peloubet, Priscilla CO. BS" Human 'Resource
CDanagement. CDarlton, 'TIJ.
'Phillip, James 'P. 'BA, Computer Science. Phila.,
'PA.
'Pollitt, -Roger E. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
'Pozniak, -Rk-hard kA. 'BS, CDarketing. 'Pennsau-
ken, 'T!J.
-Psula, Silke. 'BA, Criminal Justice/Psychology.
Glenside, PA.
Quigley, Joseph J. 'BA, 'Religion. Phila., 'PA.
'Rau\ John P. 'BA, Geology. Glenside, PA.
-Kavkin, -Ronald. 'BA, Biology, phila., PA.
-Rivera, Evelyn. 'BS, Accounting/Finance. 'Phila.,
'PA.
-Roberts, CDichael 'P. 'BS, Finance/Operations
CDanagement. Flourtown, 'PA.
"Robinson, CDichael J. 'BS, Accounting. 'Phila.,
'PA.
-Rockey, Carroll, BS, Finance. 'Pennington, 'TIJ.
'Rossi,"'T!icole CD. 'BA, German. Phila", PA.
Royson, Scott CD. 'BA, 'Biology. 'Brick, 'T2J.
'Rusko, Uincent 6. BS, Finance. Phila., 'PA.
Saiek, Sharon CD. BS, Accounting. Fair Cawn,
'•nj.
Santangelo, CDarie C. 'BS, CDa
•PA.
Sarris, Anthony J. 'BA, UBA. IDa
Sauermelch, James J. BS, Operat
ment. 'Phila., 'PA.
Sauvageau, 'Paul C 'BA, Computer Science/
CDathematics. Cewistown, '17*^.
Schenk, "Kurt% BA, History. CDoorestown, 'TIJ.
Selfridge, Christine. BA, Computer Science. Clif-
ton, TU.
Selgrath, iOilliam S. BS, CDarketing. 'Roslyn, 'PA.
Shaugcr, 'Rcnce L BA. 'Psychology*! Sanford, CDI.
Sheinbaum, CTJichael I. 'BX, Education/English.
CDorganville, T!J.
Shewbrooks, 'Robert S. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Shuman, Arthur "R. BS, CDarketing. IDyndmoor,
PA.
'Re.
PA.
CDanagc-
0''Donnell, Che
mont, TIJ.
Simon e, James6. 'BS, Finance. 'Pottsvill ,-PA.
Singer CDiriam J. BA, Economics Elkins •Park
PA.
Sipos, Helen CD. BS, CDarketinq /Human 'Re
source CDanagement. East 10 ndso r, nj.
Sloan, •Denn s. BA , 'Biology, Phil ., PA.
Smith Fran isS. BS, CDark ting Phila. •PA.
Smyth e, Chr istopher C. BS, CDa agement, 'Pi
persvii e, PA
Snyder , Joseph A BA, Communications/Psy-
chology. Allentown, •PA.
Sodano, Frank J. BA, Philosophy. Phila., •PA.
Spratt, Christopher A. BA, CDathematics. 'Roslyn,
PA.
Stallings, 'Richard 'R. BS, Accounting. Collings-
wood, 'TIJ.
Stevens, Jay D. BA, Chemistry. Spring Church,
•PA.
Stout, Ulilliam F. BS, Finance/Economics.
Phila., PA.
Sydnor, Bernadctte. BS, CDarketing. "Phila., 'PA.
Cancor, Erica CD. BS, CDarketing. Jenkintonn,
PA.
Gimmons, John U\ BA, English. Phila., PA.
C-homa, James F. BS, CDanagement. Phila., PA.
Cobar, George. BS, Finance." Phila., 'PA.
Coner, Cois A. BA, Sociology. aMimgton, 'DE.
Gorrey, Kevin F. BS, J<uman "Resource CDanage-
ment. Phila., 'PA.
Crifiletti, Stephen. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Crihoulis, 'Demetrius G. 'BA, 'Bioloty/ 'Philos-
ophy. Phila., PA.
turner, Joel P. BA, Computer Science. Phila.,
'PA.
Guttle, 'Richmond A. 'BA, Computer Science.
Pine 'Hill, 'T!J.
Ulmer, Frederick J. 'BA, Computer Science.
Phila., •PA.
Uan "Rossum, CDaya K. BS, CDarketing. Uillan-
ova, •PA.
Uasso, Stephen C. 'BA, Computer Science. Fairless
•Hills, •PA.
Uaughan, •Patrick J. BS, Finance. Bala Cynwyd,
PA."
Ulastaridis, Sofia. BA, English. •Phila., 'PA.
Ulall, Sheila CD. BA, Criminal Justice. Jersey
City, 'TiJ.
d F. BA, 'Political Scie,Eda . Phila,
C. BA, Political Sci Phil
alalia
'PA.
lOalla
PA.
Ulalsh, "Robert E. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Ulciss, Evan B. BS, Finance. Phib., PA.
U\rmuth, 'Peter J. 'BA, Biology. Hulmeville, PA.
aihelan, Gregory G. 'BS, Accounting. 'Phila., 'PA.
Ulhite, John CD. BS. Organizational 'Behavior.
l.T)aple Glen, PA.
Ulhite, Ceo G. BS, CDarketing. 'Phila., 'PA.
U.1illiamson, Jeffrey S. BA, Communications.
Phila., PA.
Ulink, Carolyn C. BS, Accounting. Phila., •PA.
U-lorley, Earie B. BS, CDanagement. Phila., PA.
U.'^ysock, Edward G. •BA, Computer Science. Ce-
derach, PA.
Zborowsky, •Petcr A. BA, Philosophy. Phila., PA.
'Zelazko, Agnes V. BS, CDanagement. Phila., PA.
^ imM
Sandra £ynn "Beatty
Anilado, Criselda G. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Aumendo, Kathleen Schillig. BSN,
Nursing. Franklinviile, N]. Registered
Nurse Organization.
Beatty, Sandra Lynn. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Beerley, Mark S. BS, Physics. Phila.,
PA. Philadelphia Area Computer So-
ciety.
Bowman, Frances Formicola. BA,
Psychology. Phila., PA.
Braunsar, John. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Bromley, Henry S., 111. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Ardmore, PA.
Burkle, David J. BA, Criminal justice.
Phila., PA.
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U-^illiam CD. Conec^hen, Jr.
'Kettly CD. Cherubin
Charles 'P. Cleary
Cain, Judith Walbert. BSN, Nursing. Cherubin, Kettly M. BS, Marketing.
Pottstown, PA. PNA, Registered Phila., PA.
Nurse Organization. Cleary, Charles P. BA, Computer
Campbell, Marian. BSN, Nursing. Science. Phila., PA.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurse Organi- Coe, Judith M. BS, Business Admin-
zation. istration/Organizational Behavior.
Carey, Terry Ann. BS, Human Re- Elkins Park, PA.
source Management/Accounting. Coneghen, William M., Jr. BA,
Phila., PA. Computer Science. Phila., PA.
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(Darguerite CD. Cundiff Justine E. Daniels
£eslee S. Daniels Suzanne "Dyer
'Dieast Easler-'Bei) 'Debra Ann Erthal
Alice CO. Bvans Christine Faust
ft^
JP
1
B^i^ II
Ceona "F. Tenningham 'Rebecca CDasters Tisher John ^Robert Gagliardi Claire Santry Gatzmer
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I I
George, Joanie D. BSN,
Nursing. Upper Darby, PA.
Giison, Elizabeth M. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
Click, Lynda M. BS, Business
Administration, Phila., PA.
Hassall, Timothy. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
"Uosalyn Campbell "Kinsey Joseph 'U. 'Kirsche
Henderson, Janie. BSN, Jordan, Deborah J. BS, Hu- Kinsey, Rosalyn Campbell.
Nursing. Phila., PA. man Resource Management. BS, Personnel Management.
Phila., PA. Phila., PA.
Heron, Michael. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Kammer, Blanche Palacio. Kirsche, Joseph R. BS, Busi-
BSN, Nursing. Alameda, CA. ness Management. Horsham,
Jackson, Sylvia Jones. BSN, Sigma Theta Tau, 1989 Award PA.
Nursing. Phila., PA. for Excellence in Writing —
Am. Journal of Nursing and
Johnson, Elaine T. BA, Com- Pennsylvania Nurses Associ-
puter Science. Roslyn PA. ation.
Johnson, Linda R. BSN, Kiernan, Theresa A. BS, Fi-
Nursing. Wiiliamstown , NJ. nance. Jenkintown, PA.
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toward ^. £ambert Cinda Cane
Knesis, Mary E. BS, Business Lambert, Howard R. BS, Or- Leso, Johanna. Philadelphia,
Administration. Holland, PA. ganizational Behavior/Man-
agement. Phila., PA.
PA.
Kolokihakaufisi, George N. Lindsey, Kristie D. BS, Fi-
BA, Economics. Phila., PA. Lane, Linda. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
nance. Phila., PA.
Kopacz, Deborah J. BSN, McGregor, Victor A. BSN,
Nursing. Phila., PA. Latouche, Olson. Philadel- Nursing. Phila., PA. Delta
phia, PA. Kappa, Sigma Theta Tau.
Lacey, Kathy B. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA. Leins, Donald. BA, Comput- Mclnerny, George. BS, EPH.
er Science. Phila., PA. Langhorne, PA.
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f
'Paul CD. 'Pentecost
Raiimond Shackleton
Cecelia CD. Sheehan
t?homas W. 'Prior
TCathleen Shaughnessy
Andrew C Shields
Nitka, Veronica Eileen. B5, Account-
ing. Glenside, PA.
Nowak, Joseph J. BA, Electronic Phys-
ics. Marlton, NJ.
Orme-Mehrabian, Anne Marie. BS,
Accounting. Eikins Park, PA.
Owens, Marie Elaine A. BS, Finance/
Management. Sewell, NJ.
Pentecost, Paul M. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Prior, Thomas W. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Ambler, PA.
Shackleton, Raymond. BS, Finance/
Management. Phila., PA.
Shaughnessy, Kathleen. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurse Organiza-
tion.
Sheehan, Cecelia M. BS, Business Ad-
ministration/ Management. Phila., PA.
Shields, Andrew L. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Intramural Football.
Skinner, Brenda Lee. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Skoczaiek, Nancy Urwiler. BS, Public
Administration/Political Science. Phila.,
PA.
Smith, Stephen Allen. BA, Electronic
Physics. Phila., PA. Evening Division Stu-
dent Council, Phila. Area Computing
Society.
Stengel, Joseph F. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
^
'Brenda £ee Skinner
m^'d
•Tlancy Urwiler Skoczaiek Stephen Allen Smith Joseph IF. Stengel
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CDichael B. Uan Tjhuyne i
CDarion 'Patricia Shakely LOedo
Stover, Robert F. BS, Business Ad- nance. Hollywood, PA.
ministration, Phila., PA. Sweeney, Robert G. BS, Finance/
Styles, Garnet Moreen. BSN, Nurs- Personnel Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
ing. Yardley, PA. Toth, Patricia Ann. BSN, Nursing.
Surmieda, Mary Lou. BSN, Nursing. North Hills, PA.
Phila., PA. Touey, Margaret A. BSN, Nursing.
Suter, Michael J. BS, Management/ Phila., PA.
Marketing. Warrington, PA. Trotto, Nicholas F. BS, Accounting.
Sweeney, Kathleen Patricia. BS, Fi- Phila., PA.
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Trzaska, S. M. BS, Operations Man- Wilkins, Marlene Byard. BSN, Nurs-
agement. Southampton, PA. ing. Phila., PA.
Van Thuyne, Michael E. BS, Ac- Williams, Anne Fleming. BS, Busi-
counting. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha Ac- ness Management. Phila., PA.
counting Honors Society, National Williams, Frances. BS, Human Re-
Association of Accountants. source Management/Business.
Wedo, Marion Patricia Shakely. Phila., PA.
BSN, Nursing. North Wales, PA.
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Wojnar, Sharon J. BSN, Nurs
ing. Phila., PA.
Worsham, Maxine E. BA, Com
puter Science. Hatfield, PA.
Yanak, Mitchell J. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA.
Zatkins, Janet. BS, Market-
ing/Finance. Phila., PA.
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Alston, Joanie Deloris. BSN, Nursing. Upper Darby,
PA. Registered Nurse Organization.
Arrimour, Mireille P. BS, Finance. Elkins Park, PA.
Beach-Pepe, Patricia C. BS, Accounting. Glenolden,
PA.
Beetle, Susan M. BSN, Nursing. Clementon, NJ.
Bianchimaho, Silvana M. BSN, Nursing. Ardsley, PA.
Bishop, Dennis |. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Blanchard, Robert E. BS, Marketing. Warminster,
PA.
Bonaparte, Vanessa S. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Bonese, Joanne M. BS, Organizational Behavior.
Phila., PA.
Bria, Anthony A. BS, Accounting/Marketing. War-
minster, PA.
Cohen, Hedy. BSN, Nursing. Warminster, PA.
Coyne, Elizabeth A. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Daly, David A. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Dawson, Dennis R. BS, Operations Management.
Phila., PA.
DiPaolo, Kathleen A. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Dzomba, James S. BS, Finance. Newtown, PA.
Fritz, Cynthia M. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Gabriele, Susan C. BSN, Nursing. Morrisville, PA.
Gaffney, Phillip M. BA, Electronic Physics. Chalfont,
PA.
Getter, Joseph M. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Godlewski, Barbara F. BA, Computer Science. Phila.,
PA.
Green, Roxanne C. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Green, Valerie. BS, Finance. Elkins Park, PA.
Heim, Michael J. BS, Marketing. Warminster, PA.
Hornung, Jacob E. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Horrell, Loretta D. BS, Marketing. Newark, DE.
Jacobsen, Regina M. BSN, Nursing. Woodbury, NJ.
Konig, Carole W. BSN, Nursing. Elkins Park, PA.
Korn, Catherine A. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Kreeley, Christine M. BS, Management. Bristol, PA.
Kril, John P. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Mackin, Carol A. BSN, Nursing. Schwenksville, PA.
Maley, Mary K. BSN, Nursing. Collingswood, NJ.
Malone, Michael J. BSN, Nursing. Bensalem, PA.
Marcheski-Young, Dolores B. BSN, Nursing. Gil-
bertsville, PA.
Marlin, Linda M. BSN, Nursing. Levittown, PA.
McGovern, Kathleen R. BSN, Nursing. Warminster,
PA.
Nodler, Christine M. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Offer, Andrea M. BSN, Nursing. Haddonfield, NJ.
Oleksiak, Kevin M. BS, Marketing. Glenside, PA.
Onorato, Diane I. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Paciocco, Maryann. BSN, Nursing. Collingswood,
NJ.
Palmer, Walter J. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Purcell, Carolyn O. BA, Computer Science. Plym-
outh Meeting, PA.
Resnick, Marlene. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Riley, Velma B. BA, Criminal Justice. Phila., PA.
Simpson, Roger L. BSN, Nursing. Willow Grove, PA.
Stucki, Jane A. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Swienckowski, Margaret A. BSN, Nursing. Burling-
ton, NJ.
Szamszoryk, Raquel. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Thompson, Paula. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Trichtinger, Janice R. BSN, Nursing. Abington, PA.
Triplett, Elaine J. BSN, Nursing. Bensalem, PA.
Turner, Mary M. BS, Accounting/Finance. Elkins
Park, PA.
Verdi, Thomas W. BS, Operations Management.
Phila., PA.
Wasserleben, Michael A. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Wittmer, James A. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
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The 1988 Summer Olympics took place
in Seoul, Korea. The host city provided
a spectacular opening ceremony to
commence the 16 days of competition.
Pictures to the right are the stars of the
American team: Greg Louganis, Carl
Lewis, Florence Griffith Joyner, and
Matt Biondi.
A Year in the Life
Ben Johnson raises his arm in vic-
tory, a victory which was short-
lived. He was disqualified from the
100-meter race when the manda-
tory drug tests showed the pres-
ence of anabolic steriods. Car
Lewis, Johnson's rival, then traded
in his silver for a gold.
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A marriage not made in heaven.
Heavyweight champion Mike Ty-
son and actress Robin Givens be-
came the tabloid couple of the
year, their marriage lasting not
much longer than the Tyson-
Sphinx fight. Robin Givens filed
for the divorce, and after much
harassment from the press, said
she wouldn't take a dime of Ty-
son's fortune.
of the World
Miss Minnesota, Gretchen
Elizabeth Carlson, was
named Miss America 1989.
She was the first classical
violinist to win the title, and
put her Harvard law training
on hold to begin her reign.
Nuclear weapon
elimination began following
the signing of a treaty by
Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev and Ronald
Reagan. This project
represented several years of
work between the leaders of
Russia and the United States.
Forest fires raged
Yellowstone National Park
and other national park land
during the summer of 1988.
Millions of acres of our
country's parks and forests
were destroyed.
Two California whales
brought the Russians and
the Americans together
once more. This
international effort of good
will succeeded in cutting
the whales out of the ice
which had trapped them for
over three weeks off the
coast of Barrow, Alaska.
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A Year in the Life
Discovery began its success-
ful mission in September
1988. Four days and 1.6 mil-
lion miles later, the space
shuttle landed safely at Ed-
wards Air Force Base in Cali-
fornia.
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The summer drought was
felt the worst in the Mid-
west, our nation's agricul-
tural heartland. Farmers
across the country were
helpless as the sun dried
out their crops.
•uuAUHMdiHftV'k V *
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The Dodgers took the World
Series in October, 1988, making
it the sixth series win for Los An-
geles. Their stunning victory
over the Oakland A's in the fifth
game had sports fans glued to
their television sets.
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of the World
George Bush proudly accepted
tlu' Republican National Con-
vention's nomination in New Or-
leans this summer. With his run-
ning mate, Dan Quayle of Indi-
ana, Bush brought the
Republicans to victory in No-
vember. On January 21, 1989 we
watched as George Bush was in-
augurated as the 42nd President
of the United States.
Atlanta, July 1988: The Demo-
crats nominated Massachusetts
Senator, Michael Dukakis, to re-
present their party in the run for
the Presidency. Dukakis chose as
his running mate Senator Lloyd
Bentsen of Texas.
The whole world united to help
the Armenians recover from the
December 7 earthquake which
devastated their country. The
United States are continuing the
efforts here, by providing medical
care to some of the victims.
The victims of AIDS were me-
morialized this past October
with a 375,00 square foot quilt,
made by their families and
friends. Each 3' x 6' panel repre-
sents a life lost to this present
plague. The quilt was spread
over the ground of our nation's
capitol.
Our thanks to World Wide Photos for the photographs in this section.
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The 1980's
For La Salle, it's been a decade of physical growth.
"1 hardly recognize the place," re-
marked a 1979 La Salle grad recently.
"What a difference 10 years makes."
Indeed, the 1980's have seen the con-
struction of several new buildings at La
Salle. And other physical changes, such
as the complete renovation of other fa-
cilities and the expansion of the school's
boundaries have occurred during this
decade as well.
How did all this growth come about?
The Campaign for the 80's, a two-phase
fundraiser that collected millions of
dollars In contributions, was largely re-
sponsible for the changes.
Growth of the student body in the
late 1970s sparked the Campaign for the
'80s. "We had to accomodate a growing
student population, which was already
outgrowing certain facilities like the
Lawrence Library," says Dr. Fred Foley,
La Salles' Vice-President for Develop-
ment. In addition, the school hadn't un-
dertaken a major fundralsing campaign
since the early 1970s. "The time was
right to get involved In another cam-
paign."
Phase I of the Campaign lasted from
1980 to 1983. It earned the college $15.5
million In donations, which aided the
construction of the Student Union An-
nex, St. Katharine's Dorm and the North
Complex Dining Hall.
Phase II (1984-88) was more ambitious
and more successful. Originally target-
ing $20 million in donations, this phase
produced more than $26 million.
The Connelly Library was the result of
an $11 million donation to Phase II from
the Connelly Foundation. Originally,
the Foundation gave La Salle $2.5 mil-
lion, but gradually they raised the
amount.
Besides funding Library construction,
donations to phase II helped the Uni-
versity expand Its boundaries and im-
by Chris Thumann
prove Its facilities. The purchase and
restoration of the Belfleld Estate, adap-
tation of the Good Shepherd property
for parking and athletics, and new ten-
nis courts were all stated goals of this
phase.
Another boundary expansion came
from the purchase of the St. Basil's
property. La Salle recently acquired the
property from the Sisters of St. Basil.
The sisters are vacating the land be-
cause of the closing of the order's or-
phanage, declining enrollment at the
grade school, and consolidating of the
order to the Mother House.
And La Salle is still growing. Track
renovation Is complete, the town-
houses are near completion, and the
adaptation of the St. Basil's property will
begin In the near future. And some-
where In the University's master plan
are designs for a Fine Arts building.
Phase II helped renovate Belfleld and build the Library.
The townhouses will open In the fall.
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In Memoriam
Joseph J. Sprissler
The death of former Vice-President of
Business Affairs, Dr. Joseph Sprissler, will be
mourned by generations of La Salle faculty,
administration, and students. He retired from
the Administration in 1976 after a full and
rewarding career. His past positions at La
Salle include Comptroller and founder and
Dean of the Evening Division.
His involvement at La Salle did not go un-
noticed. In 1952, the Student Congress inau-
gurated the Joseph J. Sprissler Award to hon-
or the student with the highest academic
standing and extra-curricular activity. Dr.
Sprissler will be remembered and missed.
Fortunately for the La Salle community espe-
cially the Evening Division, his gifts to us live
on.
\
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Brother Richard Hawley F.S.C. Joseph J. Mihalic, Ph.D.
On December 23, 1988 the death of
Brother Richard Hawley came as a
shock to all. Faculty member since 1965
and former Chairman of The Biology
Department, he was respected and
loved by faculty and students alike. In
addition to being a truly dedicated
teacher. Brother also moderated the Bi-
ology fraternity Phi Alpha Beta as well as
Tau Kappa Epsilon, to which he was a
member.
Brother's contributions to La Salle
were recognized with a Lindback
Award for outstanding teaching, and
with an honorary membership to the
Alpha Epsilon Alumni Honor Society.
The words, "How are you. Brother?"
"Never been better!" will echo in the
hearts of all fortunate enough to have
known him. Brother Richard Hawley
will be missed by all.
In 1956, Dr. Joseph Mihalic began his
career at La Salle as an instructor in the
Philosophy Department. His death 31
years later, at the age of 61, will be
mourned by the entire La Salle commu-
nity.
Dr. Mihalic was an avid sports fan, and
incorporated this love into his teaching.
He created the course Philosophy of
Sport to show students the relationship
between philosophy, sports, and the
finite world. He also published a book
on the subject.
His involvement at La Salle includes
serving as Department Chairman of Phi-
losophy and as chairman of the Faculty
Athletic Committee. His appreciation
by students is evidenced by his Lind-
back Award. His presence at La Salle will
be missed.
Edward J. Domineske, J.D.
The Finance Departmnent lost a
wealth of love and experience with the
death of Dr. Edward Domineske, Octo-
ber 2, 1988. Dr. Domineske had been a
member of the La Salle faculty since
1960, and taught classes in Business Law,
Law and Society, his popular Ethical Is-
sues in Business, as well as others in the
department. His experiences as a mem-
ber of the New York State Bar following
his graduation from Cornell Law School
served as invaluable sources of informa-
tion to his students.
In accordance with his own generos-
ity. Dr. Domineske donated his body for
the benefit of science following his
bout with cancer. His wife, three chil-
dren, and the entire La Salle community
will miss him greatly.
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Congratulations
To
Tonya Cathcy
Lombardo
And
Best Wishes
For
Continued Success
We are very proud of
you and we love you!
Mom, Daddy, Tara,
Gram, and Grampa
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Congratulations
Chris Gorman
We are proud of you
Love,
Dad, Mom, Tom,
Andy, Sue,
and Mary Grace
Dear Dee Dee,
As you begin your career remember — having the best
depends on you!
-The best peace: inside you
-The best teacher: your mistakes
-The best gratification: the knowledge you have done your
work well
-The best day: the one you make
-The best thought: you're the offspring of God
God be with you in all you do
Marcella and Kimberly Coleman
Congratulations
Chris Vaughan
and
Kris Moore
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mike,
Hank, and Bob
mBam
Congratulations
Jim Durkin
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Beth
Congratulations
Nicholas J. Garofalo
We are very proud of you
Lovingly,
Mom, Dad, Maria, and Charles
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TO SHEILA
We know how happy
you must be,
graduating #23!!
We love you,
Barbara, David,
Kevin, Brian, Michael,
Keith and Mom
Congratulations
Joan C. Hafer
We are very
proud of you
Love,
Dan and Mom
Congratulations
John J. Peel
We are very
proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Audrey, Al,
Lynn, Agnes, George,
Kathy and John,
Jennifer, Shannon,
and Tim
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Congratulations
Michele P. Hancy
We are very proud of you!
Love,
Mother, Pat, and Chris
CONGRATULATIONS
TRACEY
(^-^ We're proud of you and /
'
—
V^C3 your accomplishments '] . /.V^'^
(
"^^^ May God bless you
in your future endeavors
Iirm
^SOWWi^
If
Love, your family
A 7-9
CAPTAIN PRESIDENT
Mom and Dad Robert Lois and Brian Chris Brian Jr.
Flo and Alphonso Vera and Asa Dwight Gasa Terry Jr.
Gene Ann Derrel Jeanna THE
Shelley and Ahmed Terry and Barb Doug Mark SNEEDS
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Congratulations
Domingo J. Nunez, Jr.
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations
Darlene M. Scarcia
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Tina, Donna, and Anthony
Congratulations
We are very proud of you
Karen S. Bricker
Love,
Mom, Jackie and
Tom, J.J. and B.J.
and Nana
Babe (Kim Macalusco),
Over the past four years, I've shared your aspira-
tions that have now become a reality. Remember,
the only place success comes before work is in the
dictionary!
Congratulations, good luck, and . . . way to go!
1 love you,
Eddie
We are proud of you
Matthew A. Tucker
Congratulations
Dad and Mom
Congratulations
Michael Delli Santi
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michele
Congratulations
Jeffrey S. Gershe
We are very proud of you
Love,
Michael, Dolly, and Dad
Congratulations
Patrice Ciecko
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ed, Joe, Anne,
and Pax
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To our "Wise Old Owl"
Dana A. Flaherty
We're all very proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad Susan and Vince
Kathy and Lee Jackie and John
Frank Billy Katie
Joey Chris Colleen
"Perhaps the most valuable result of all edu-
cation is the ability to make ourselves do the
thing we have to do when it ought to be
done, whether we like it or not."
Congratulations
Michael
Colasurdo, Jr.
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom and Dad,
Ralph and Mark
Congratulations
Jim Gillece
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michele,
Kevin, and John
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We are very proud of you,
Joseph A. Muntz
Congratulations
Love and God Bless,
Dad and Mom
Diane, Kathy, Johnny,
Dee, and Janet
We are very proud of you
Yvonne Z. Mechikas
Congratulations
Mom and Dad
Congratulations
Dawn D. Dickerson
We are very proud of you
Love,
Aunt Catherine
Uncle Raymond Davis
Congratulations
Tina Culotta
Dream what you dare to dream
Go where you want to go
Be what you want to be
We are very proud of you
All our love.
Mom, Dad, Anthony, and Ed
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Congratulations
r
DAWN ROBIN SHIVERS
Trust in the Lord with all thine heart:
And lean not unto thine own understanding
In all ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy path.
Proverbs 3:5-6
Best Wishes and Good Luck
We all love you and are very proud of you.
Mom, Darryl and Damon
Nanny and Poppa James
Auntie Gerri, Uncle Jake
Danielle and Eric
Auntie Helen and Lori
Uncle Edgar and Aunt Frankie
Aunt Dottie and Uncle Charlie
Lionel J. Simmons
Howard J. Evans
Godmother, Gladys Topping
Uncle Eddie Smiley
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Dear Kimmie (Macalusco),
On parents' knees, a beautiful new-born child,
Weeping you lie when all around you smiled.
Once more you cry from the sounds of graduation,
While all around you smile in exultation.
We've watched you grow into a very unique individual.
A special daughter, an excellent student, and a
caring person who has recognized those inherent
qualities necessary to overcome everyday challenges
and master life's expectations.
So proud to say you've made it!
Love always.
Mom, Dad, Michael, and Chanel
Compliments of
THE PHILADELPHIA FEDERATION
OF TEACHERS
Marvin E. Schuman - President
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Congratulations
Caroline Aversano
I am very proud of you.
Love,
Mom
Congratulations
Melissa Delaney
Much love from
All your family
Congratulations
Thomas M. McGuirc
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Linda
Congratulations
Matthew Wheatcroft
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom and Dad
Jennifer Carol Poe
Spread your wings
and soar
Congratulations
Dad, Mother, Brandon
Congratulations
Anne Marie Deery
We are proud of you
Love,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations
Albert R. Tedesco, Jr.
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Michael
Congratulations
Peter Zborowsky
Best wishes for your future
Mom, Dad, Steve,
Chris and Jay,
Mike and Donna
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Congratulations
to the
Class of 1989
Your Official Photographer
Davor
Photo, Inc.
654 Street Road, Box 190
Bensalem, PA 19020
(215)-638-2490
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Congratulations
Judith H. Ring
We are extremely proud of
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jeanette,
you
Jennifer, Aimee, Mom Mahon,
Mom and Pop
Ring, and Trixie
Bux-Mont Graphics, Inc.
1120 Bethlehem Pike, Flourtown, PA
Kathy and Rick
We are very proud of you!
Love,
Your Corporate Sponsors
Congratulations
Barbara Anne Burns
We are very proud of you!
Success and Happiness in all you do
Love,
Mom and Dad,
Joanne and Denise
Lisa M. Boccuti
Congratulations
with
Much Love
Mom, Dad, and Donna
Dawn Dickerson
Daily, true to your
name, you arise to
spread light and warmth
to those who love you.
For our First Grand and our First Grad
Congratulations
Grandma and Grandaddy "Unc" David and Aunt Ethel
Linda and Laurette Deanna, Palmer, Steph,
Gilbert and Cicely
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Congratulations
Mark Allen Wennersten
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mother, Dad,
and All the Family
Congratulations
Michael Rusas
We are very proud of you
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mark,
and Grandparents
Congratulations
Deneen M. Wolf
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom and Danielle
Peter and Maureen
and Grandmothers
Congratulations
Raymond John Lloyd
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Marn and Rob
Congratulations
Andrew C. Heiges
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Denise, Jeffrey
We are proud of you
Eric Metz
Love,
Mom and Dad
and
"Checkers"
Kathleen G. Rando
Love, Joy and Success
Proudly,
K.K. — T.B.
Congratulations
Donald J. McAvoy
We are very proud of you
Love,
Dad, Mom, Sister, and Brothers
and Grandparents
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Congratulations
Jean A. Scolieri
We are proud of you
Love and Best Wishes,
Mom, Dad. Grandmom, Lisa, Dan,
Greg and Elaine
Congratulations
Chris Cirillo
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Terry,
John, Tara,
and Grandparents
Congratulations
Chris Woodley
"All things ventured
... all things gained."
Congratulations
Joan M. Rayca
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, and
all your family
Congratulations!!
James Marnie
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Aussie, Paulette,
and Kristi Lynn
Congratulations
Lisa Ann Marth
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, and
Kathy and Diane
Congratulations
to my husband
Peter A. Mollica
I am very proud of you
Love always,
Cathie
melcher brothers, inc.
Complete Automotive Service
COLLISION SPECIALISTS
PAINTING
AUTO REPAIRS
4618-22 N. 15th STREET
Philadelphia, PA 19140
(215) DA 4-2413
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Congratulations
CAROL ANNE SCHULER
We are so very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Grandmom Holt,
and Grandmom Schuler
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Congratulations Dawn Denise Dickcrson!
Graduation is another passage on the road of life. It marks a new beginning. As you
embark on the road to success, learn to live one thought at a time, one day at a time.
Make every day the beginning of a new you. Put God first in your thoughts and in
your life. Know that all things will work together for your highest good. The world is
yours!
Love,
Mom
Aunt Catherine and Raymond
Aunt Beatrice and Jack
Marcella and Kimberly Coleman
Linda M. Smith
Mama Hazel and Aunt Kitty
Wellesley Washington
Norma and Jason Baynard
We are proud of you
Rochelle D. Brooks
Congratulations
Love,
Mom, Dad, Salim,
Kereem, Tiffany,
Pat and Jim
CONGRATULATIONS
MOM AND DAD AND CHERYL
Congratulations
Pamela Anne Uporsky
With Love and Pride
Mom — Kim — Eric
Grandma
Congratulations
Christopher D. DiPasquale
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Richie, Jeanne,
and Holly tool
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Congratulations
Susan Scutti
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Stephanie,
John, and Vince
Congratulations
Natalie Picucci
Love,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations
Kenneth J. Borek
We are very proud of you
Love,
Diane, Dad, Charles, and Janine
Kimberly S. Hause
Your valedictorian theme,
"Believe in yourself" came true.
You believed and you achieved!
We are so very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Al, Dawn,
Tracey, Michael
Gifted
Resourceful
Energetic
Ambitious
+ Thoughtful
Joe Zelinsky
Congratulations to a great son
and brother!
Love from
Dad, Mom.
and Michele
Congratulations
Kimberly A. Hagan
A job well done!
Love,
Mom and Nan
Congratulations
Silke Pulsa
Wherever you go
May you hear the music of life!
We are proud of you!
Momn, Inge, and Mumu
Congratulations
Christopher J. Murphy
We love you
Mom, Dad, Nan, Jim,
Jeanine, Colleen, and Kevin
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Congratulations
Maryann
on a job
well done!
YOU'VE DONE IT
AND DONE IT VERY WELL !
AS ALWAYS,
OUR HEARTS ARE FILLED WITH PRIDE.
LOVE, MOM and DAD
Congratulations
Diana M. Ruscica
We are very proud of you
Love,
Ruscica Family
Congratulations
Valerie (V.J.) Brooks
"You did it!"
Love, Mom and Dad
Hilary and Bob
Congratulations
Fred Pollack
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rich, Stu
Congratulations
Peter L. Severino
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Carla,
Louis, Victor,
and Nonna
Congratulations
Michael Belfiore
We are proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nick,
Uncle Doc,
and Uncle Joe
and Aunt Lynne
Congratulations
To Our Favorite Editor
Michael Updyke
From;
Mom, Dad
Terry and Skip
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Congratulations
Ray DeGroot
Love,
Dad, Mom, Terry,
Julie, Mike and Craig
Barbara M. McDonald
Congratulations and Best Wishes
Love,
Mom and Dad ('58),
Jim ('91),
Leigh ('87), and Ted ('90)
Conaratulations
JILL DIONISIO
WITH LOVE AND BEST WISHES
j
FOR FUTURE SUCCESS!
WE'RE PROUD OF YOU!
MOM, DAD,
GENA, RON, LAUREN
£, SPATS,
Congratulations
and Best Wishes
Inge M. Pilgermayer
We are very proud of you!
Love and Hugs,
Mom, Mumsey, Poopsie,
and Aunt Connie
Congratulations
Terry
You've done a great job!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Cathy, Cronin,
Grandma, Grandpa, and Frank
Congratulations
and Good Luck
to the graduating seniors of
Delta Phi Epsilon
Lynn Gide!
Pam Doody
Michelle Haney
Marsha Van Winkle
Congratulations
to
Chris
God's gift to the
Thumann family!
Love,
Mom, Scott,
Ian and Duffy
LaSalle's
Inter-Fraternity
Sorority Council
Congratulates
the
Class of 1989
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The
Students* Government Association
of La Salle University
wishes to recognize
its graduating members of the
Class of 1989
for their service
to the La Salle Community.
Executive Officers
Bob Walker
President
Edward Vesley
Vice President for Academic Affairs
George Glaze
Vice President for Business Affairs
Senior Class Senators
Theresa Azizkhan
Natalie Picucci
Greg Toci
James Gillece
Congratulations and Best Wishes
in yourfuture endeavors!!!
p.s. — don't forget Open House which will be held the first Sunday in
November. Pencil in November 5 — you will be very busy
that day !!!
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The Gavel Society,
LaSalle University's Nationally
Ranked Speech and Debate Team,
Salutes All the Graduates.
Good Luck to You All!
Congratulations
Kelly Marie Chew
(Pretty Girl)
Love and Best Wishes
Nanny C. Mom Uncle Vern
Nanny G. Dad Aunt Ann
Pete II Meg Uncle Jack
Amy too!
O0NC3«mjLATIONS TO TERRY KING AND THE ENTIRE
CLASS OF 1989
•USE AU. NEH
MONDAY IHRU FRIDAY : 8:30am to 10:30pni
NOW AVATLAELE ON YOUR RADIO IF YOU LIVE AT
E AND F DCKMS
ST. CATHERINE'S DORMS
AND
NCRIH DCraiS
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'Dr. and CDrs. J. S. IDalters'-
(Dr. and COrs. G.I. Snyder
t;homas and CDargaret "Piersig
CDr. and CDrs. 'Richard C. 'Bauer
CDr. and CDrs. James 'P. lOaters, Jr.
CDr. and CDrs. Angelo 'Bonaccorsi
'Tlosemarie E. Suck
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A few moments more . .
As I write this, the final deadline is still six days away. In
those six days I know I am going to have to do what all
organized, "in control" editors do before a deadline: worry,
panic, have nightmares about blank yearbooks, and some-
how get it ail done as Bob walks in the door.
This is the part where I get to thank all the people who
helped get this book together and get me through my seven
year love/hate relationship with Herff Jones. First on the list
has to be my partner in crime for the year, Thummy — OK,
this is supposed to be formal. I'll call you Chris. Thank you
for agreeing to take on this job and "doing all the writing"
while I "drew all the boxes." You've been a great editor and
a great friend. Good luck after we're out, and I know you'll
do well . . . whatever you decide to do.
To my roommates that I've managed to rope into this:
Terri, there'd be a lot of faculty pictures with blanks under
their faces if you weren't around. To do it once was wonder-
ful. To do it twice makes you eligible for sainthood! Sharon
and Jane, you have both definitely been great editors.
Thanks for helping out at a really tough time and for keeping
me from taking school too seriously. I hope that maid pro-
position is still open when I'm a poor medical student.
Cindy, thanks for doing a terrific job on the senior section
— even if I am a slave driver. Good luck next year. We both
did it, didn't we?! It must have been those Organic labs. Pat
and Meena, both of you kept our pages from turning out
like the blank one's in my nightmares. Thank you for the
MANY photos. Suzanne, thanks to you, we're not in debt,
and all the proper people are congratulated! Michele,
thanks for taking on a not-so-easy job. I know you'll do great
with whatever you choose for next year. Good luck!
Bob, from the Mr. Davine days with Mr. Sgroi and Duran
Duran, you have helped make great yearbooks happen.
Let's hope this one follows suit. We couldn't have done it
without all your help and support.
Mom and Dad, this is my last one. I promise! I love you
both. Thank you so much. Cath, you got me into this — at
peon status, no less. Here's to HJ's Sister Team!
To everyone else, especially the people on the Biology
floor, thanks for a great four years. And to those not men-
tioned, but deserving of thanks, believe me, you're in my
heart — and that counts too!
Terry Quane
Life in Teresa Court 10B was two parts Conrad to one part
Sartre. The apartment was, for all intents and purposes, the
farthest we could live from the bit of civilization La Salle
offers. And four guys in four rooms only enhanced the no-
tion that "Hell is other people." We stole each other's food;
we checked the beds for roaches nightly; beer cans blocked
the TV set, which, always on, sucked empty thoughts
through empty eyes.
We, of course, all went crazy.
Terry asked a crazy man to co-edit the yearbook, and a
crazy man said yes. Now as I look back 1 realize that being
crazy only helped.
So I'd like to thank the staff, many of whom went crazy
too:
Pat and Meena, who took great pictures,
Cindy, who took great care,
Michele, who never complained (and often fed me),
Sharon and Jane, who never saw it coming,
Suzanne, whom no one ever saw (but still kept us in busi-
ness),
Terri, whom no one could ever find (BONGO!),
and Terry, from whom I could never hide, who told me it
would be easy and made it that. 1 may have done the writing,
but you did all the work. Good luck at Jefferson!
Thanks also to Jay, Jon, and Johnny O ("You guys are so
immature!") Just pick up the phone anytime, guys. And
clean the tub. Thanks to Bob, John, Ed, Tim, and Mick.
And thanks, Lara, for keeping me happy by never bringing
up the yearbook.
Thanks to Brothers Thomas Warner, Paul Scheiter (a true
German who taught me basic statistics in an hour), Gerry
Fitzgerald, and John McGoldrick, and Dr. Fred Foley, with-
out any of whom parts of this book would look pretty awful.
And thanks to Dr. James Butler and the whole English De-
partment, without whom my future would look pretty aw-
ful. I'd tug my forelock if 1 didn't think it would fall out.
Thanks to the Chemistry Dept., too.
And thanks to the staff at Review of Optometry ior listen-
ing to me complain about yearbook deadlines.
I have to thank Mom, Scott, Ian and Duffy for remember-
ing who 1 was after not coming home for two months. Mike,
Bruce, Damian and Liz, too.
Thanks, Ian Anderson, for getting me through the days.
And thank God the yearbook's done.
Chris Thumann
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The 1989 Explorer, of LaSalle University, Philadelphia, PA, was printed in offset lithography by
Herff Jones Yearbooks, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
It was printed in a limited edition of 1300 copies with 288 pages.
The paper stocl<s used throughout the book are 80# Bordeaux and 2 signatures of 100#
Eurogloss.
The cover is an Antique White Vibratex non-woven material. All the elements are silk-
screened in blue and utilize blind embossing and name stamping in blue foil. It is mounted on
160 point binder's board and contains a special handtooled grain.
The endsheets are natural EX-03 textured paper stock, printed in HJ 281 Navy Blue.
The book is smyth-sewn in 16 page signatures, trimmed to 9 x 12, rounded and backed, with
head and foot bands.
In addition to the black ink used throughout, there are four flats of four-color process along
with four forms of spot color.
All captions and body copy are done in 8 and 10 point optima with the exception of the senior
section which partially was set in Freehand.
Headlines used a variety of type styles and sizes.
Senior portraits were taken by Davor Studio of Bensalem, PA, while color and black and white
candids were photographed by both Davor and Explorer staff photographers.
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